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Abstract 

Theoretical study on self-propulsion and state 

transition of micromachines 

（邦題）：マイクロマシンの自己推進と状態遷移に関する理論的研究（英文）

Kento Yasuda 

Micromachines are tiny machines, such as motor proteins, metabolic enzymes 

or motile bacteria. All of the micromachines show net functions in overdamped 

situations, and are expected to be relevant to microfluidics and microsystems. 

By transforming chemical energy into mechanical work, micromachines show 

various non-equilibrium behaviors. Recently, these behaviors have attracted 

great interests both experimentally and theoretically. 

First, I discuss the locomotion of a three-sphere microswimmer in a viscoelas-

tic medium and propose a new type of active microrheology. I derive a relation 

that connects the average swimming velocity and the frequency-dependent vis-

cosity of the surrounding medium. In this relation, the viscous contribution can 

exist only when the time-reversal symmetry is broken, whereas the elastic contri-

bution is present only when the structural symmetry of the swimmer is broken. 

Purcell's scallop theorem should be generalized for a three-sphere swimmer in a 

viscoelastic medium. 

Next, I propose a model of three-disk micromachine swimming in a quasi 

two-dimensional supported membrane. I calculate the average swimming veloc-

ity as a function of the disk size and the arm length. Due to the presence of the 
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hydrodynamic screening length in the quasi two-dimensional fluid, the geomet-

ric factor appearing in the average velocity exhibits three different asymptotic 

behaviors depending on the microswimmer size and the hydrodynamic screening 

length. This is in sharp contrast with a microswimmer in a three-dimensional 

bulk fluid that shows only a single scaling behavior. The intrinsic drag of the 

disks on the substrate does not alter the scaling behaviors of the geometric 

factor. 

Then I discuss the locomotion of a three-sphere microswimmer in a viscoelas-

tic structured fluid characterized by typical length and time scales. I derive a 

general expression to link the average swimming velocity to the sphere mobilities. 

In this relationship, a viscous contribution exists when the time-reversal sym-

metry is broken, whereas an elastic contribution is present when the structural 

symmetry of the microswimmer is broken. As an example of a structured fluid, 

I consider a polymer gel, which is described by a "two-fluid model". I demon-

strate in detail that the competition between the swimmer size and the polymer 

mesh size gives rise to the rich dynamics of a three-sphere microswimmer. 

After that, I discuss the dynamics of a generalized three-sphere microswim-

mer in which the spheres are connected by two elastic springs. The natural 

length of each spring is assumed to undergo a prescribed cyclic change. I ana,― 

lytically obtain the average swimming velocity as a function of the frequency of 

cyclic change in the natural length. In the low-frequency region, the swimming 

velocity increases with frequency, and its expression reduces to that of the orig-

inal three-sphere model. Conversely, in the high-frequency region, the average 

velocity decreases with increasing frequency. Such behavior originates from the 

intrinsic spring relaxation dynamics of an elastic swimmer moving in a viscous 

fluid. 

In the latter part of the thesis, I propose a model that describes cyclic state 

transitions of a micromachine driven by a chemical reaction. I consider the dy-

namics of variables representing the degree of chemical reaction and the state 
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of a micromachine. The total free energy of the system is the sum of the tilted 

periodic potential and the periodic coupling energy. I assume that the reaction 

variable obeys a deterministic stepwise dynamics characterized by two character-

istic times: the mean first passage time and the mean first transition path time. 

To quantify the functionality of a micromachine, I introduce a physical quantity 

called "state cyclone" and further discuss its dependency on the properties of 

the chemical reaction. For example, I show that the state cyclone is proportional 

to the square of the mean first transition path time. The explicit calculation of 

these time scales reveals that the state cyclone is inversely proportional to the 

square of the activation energy of the chemical reaction. 

Finally, with the use of the "two-fluid model", I discuss anomalous diffusion 

induced by active micromachines in viscoelastic media. Micromachines, such 

as proteins and bacteria, generate non-thermal fluctuating flows that lead to 

a substantial increment of the diffusion. Using the partial Green's function of 

the two-fluid model, I calculate active (non-thermal) one-point and two-point 

correlation functions due to active force dipoles. The time correlation of a force 

dipole is assumed to decay exponentially with a characteristic time scale. I show 

that the active component of the displacement cross-correlation function exhibits 

various crossovers from super-diffusive to sub-diffusive behaviors depending on 

the characteristic time scales and the particle separation. 
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Chapter 1 

General Backgrounds 

1.1 Introduction 

1.1.1 .1.1 General properties of micromachines 

Micromachine is a general term for tiny objects that perform a net mechanical 

function and correspond to biological matter and objects as discussed below. Fl-

ATPase is known as an ATP synthase whose size is about 10 nm [1.1, 1.2]. It 

exists in cell membranes and plays a role of synthesizing ATP using a proton 

concentration gradient and membrane potential. On the other hand, Fl-ATPase 

has a function to catalyze ATP decomposition, just as a general enzyme catalyzes 

both the forward and the reverse reactions. Here, it is known that the axis of 

Fl-ATPase rotates 120° each time when a single ATP molecule is produced. 

Such a dynamics has attracted many attentions. Therefore, Fl-ATPase is called 

a rotary motor protein and is one of the subjects of micromachine research. 

On the other hand, a group of proteins called kinesin is a rod-shaped protein 

with a size of 100 nm [1.1, 1.2]. This protein is responsible for intracellular sub-

stance transport by moving in one direction on microtubules. Kinesin catalyzes 

the hydrolysis of one ATP molecule, and undergoes a step-wise motion (about 

10 nm/step) during this process. Kinesin has also attracted many attentions as 

a typical micromachine called as a linear motor protein. 

ー
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Figure 1.1: Objects and substances targeted by micromachines. Rotating motor 

proteins such as Fl-ATPase, linear motor proteins such as kinesin, metabolic 

enzymes such as catalase, and microorganisms such as bacteria. Figures are 

taken from Ref. [1.1]. 

Moreover, metabolic enzymes such as catalase, that are considered not to 

have a mechanical function, are also studied as micromachines. Metabolic en-

zymes play a role in regulating the concentration of chemical substances in cells 

and maintaining homeostasis. On the other hand, it is known that the structural 

change of metabolic enzymes is large in the process of catalyzing a chemical re-

action [1.1, 1.2], and the mechanical properties associated with this structural 

change has attracted many attentions. 

Furthermore, larger microorganisms with more complicated internal struc-

tures can also be treated as micromachines when they swimm in viscous fluids. 

For example, E. coli has a size of about 1 μm and can swim in water with a 

speed of about 10 μm/s using flagella [1.1, 1.2]. Although their size is 100 times 

larger than that of micromachines such as enzymes, it is expected that there is 

something in common both in the hydrodynamic and statistical behaviors. 

When we investigate micromachines, we try to extract a universal mecha— 

nism of motion by focusing on the mechanical functions of various materials as 
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described above (Fig. 1.1). Therefore, it is important to consider the physical 

properties and problems that are universally present in micromachines. For this 

purpose, I shall briefly describe energetics, fluctuations, hydrodynamics effects, 

and Brownian ratchets. 

Energy supply is essential for micromachines to perform a net function. En-

ergy source varies depending on the micromachine, but most of them use chem-

ical energy. Similar to macroscopic machines, part of the supplied energy is 

used for mechanical functions, and the rest is dissipated as heat. Hence, energy 

efficiency can also be discussed for micromachines. In recent years, owing to the 

progress of the fundamental theory of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics and 

experimental techniques, the efficiency of micromachines has been measured. It 

was shown that the efficiency of Fl-ATPase is almost 100% [1.3], while that of 

kinesin is only about 20% [1.4]. 

Because micromachines are small, thermal fluctuations due to the surround-

ing molecules cannot be ignored. Moreover, since micromachines always operate 

in a non-equilibrium environment, they are also affected by non-thermal fluctu-

ations. Hence, it is necessary to take into account these fluctuations when we 

discuss the dynamics of micromachines. Especially, the mechanism for showing 

a net mechanical function in the presence of strong fluctuations is interesting, 

and its relation to the fluctuation control and information processing is impor-

tant. It has been discussed that fluctuations can be actively used as a power 

source, which is generally called a Brownian ratchet [1.5]. Note that Feynman's 

impeller is one of the well-known examples of a Brownian ratchet. 

Many micromachines operate in viscous fluids and the surrounding fluid plays 

useful roles for their dynamics. Important examples are hydrodynamic interac-

tions within a micromachine and between multiple micromachines, or energy 

dissipation due to hydrodynamic friction. Micromachines change their structure 

owing to their mechanical function. Hence, we need to consider a hydrodynamic 

problem with time-dependent boundary conditions, which requires a non-linear 
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analysis. In recent years, not only homogeneous viscous fluids but also fluids 

showing complex mechanical responses such as viscoelastic fluids or structural 

fluids have been discussed [1.6]. 

1.1.2 Energetics of motor proteins 

In 2005, Harada and Sasa proposed a relation connecting the breakdown of 

the fluctuation dissipation theorem and energy dissipation [1. 7], which provides 

with a framework of how to experimentally discuss energetics. After the theory 

was proposed, Toyabe et al. performed an energy analysis of Fl-ATPase in 

2010 [1.3] and Ariga et al. performed an energy analysis of kinesin in 2018 [1.4]. 

According to the statistical mechanics, fluctuation-dissipation theorem holds 

between the response due to an external force and fluctuation in thermal equilib-

rium. However, fluctuation dissipation theorem does not always hold when the 

system is in a non-equilibrium state. This has been experimentally confirmed by 

measuring fluctuations of microparticles introduced into cells [1.8]. Therefore, 

many attempts to quantitatively evaluate the non-equilibrium properties have 

been performed by analyzing how the fluctuation dissipation theorem breaks 

down. Harada and Sasa proposed a relation showing that the breakdown of the 

fluctuation dissipative theorem corresponds to the steady energy dissipation rate 

of the system [1. 7]. 

In recent years, using Harada-Sasa equation, Ariga et al. performed an anal-

ysis of kinesin which is a motor protein moving linearly on microtubules. Mi-

croparticles were bound to the kinesin molecule and the translational motion of 

kinesin was measured as in Fig. 1.2. It was found that the fluctuation dissipa— 

tion theorem breaks down at low frequencies in the presence of ATP. The energy 

dissipated by the translational motion was estimated from this measurement. It 

was found that only 20% of the chemical energy obtained by hydrolyzing ATP 

was dissipated by the translational motion and the non-equilibrium translational 

diffusion, although the usage of the remaining 80% was not specified. This result 

is very different from that of Fl-ATPase. Ariga et al. pointed out that energy 
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Figure 1.2: Experiments for energy analysis of kinesin. The probe is bound to 

kinesin and the movement of the probe is analyzed. In particular, they measure 

fluctuations and responses to external forces when the probe is moving freely, 

and quantify the violation of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. Figure is taken 

from Ref. [1.4]. 

may be dissipated due to structural changes in kinesin that cannot be extracted 

in this experiment. 

1.1.3 Diffusion enhancement of metabolic enzymes 

In recent years, experiments have been conducted to measure the self-diffusion 

coefficient of metabolic enzymes. There are several works which reported that 

the diffusion coefficient increases due to the presence of substrate molecules [1.9-

1.11]. 

Since the discovery of the increased diffusion of enzymes, similar experiments 

have been conducted. Riedel et al. measured the diffusion coefficient for various 

types of enzyme-substrate systems to investigate the conditions under which the 

increase takes place. Figure 1.3 is a plot of the diffusion coefficient against the 

reaction rate [ (a) catalase, (b) urease, (c) alkaline phosphatase, and (d) triose 

phosphate isomerase]. 

The diffusion coefficient of most enzymes increases in proportion to the re— 

action rate, while no increase in diffusion was observed for triose phosphate 
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Figure 1.3: Types of enzymes and increased diffusion. The reaction rate is 

plotted on the horizontal axis, and the magnitude of diffusion increase is plotted 

on the vertical axis. The results of the enzymes of (a) catalase, (b) urease, (c) 

alkaline phosphatase and (d) triose phosphate isomerase are shown. It can be 

seen that in (a), (b) and (c), the diffusion increase is observed in proportion to 

the reaction rate, but in (d), the diffusion increase is not observed. Figure is 

taken from Ref. [1.11]. 

isomerase in (d). Riedel et al. argued that an exothermic reaction is important 

for the increased diffusion [1.11]. 

On the other hand, Illien et al. claimed that an exothermic reaction is not 

always necessary, and an increase in diffusion was also observed in an enzyme-

substrate system showing an endothermic reaction [1.12]. Since different claims 

have been made in multiple experiments, the actual mechanism has not yet 

been clarified. Several theoretical mechanisms have been proposed for these 

observations, but none of them are conclusive yet [1.12-1.14]. 

When an enzyme catalyzes a chemical reaction, the structure is changed 

so that it can be treated as a micromachine. It has been pointed out that 

enzymes can stochastically swim in a viscous fluid due to stochastic structural 

changes following a chemical reaction. It was suggested that the enzyme shows a 

ballistic motion, and stochastic swimming is considered to be one of the leading 

mechanisms [1.15]. 

1.1.4 Microswimers 

E. coli swim in water by deforming a tail-like organ called flagella. On the 

other hand, Paramecium has a hair-like organ called cilia that covers the body 

surface, and it can swim by beating cilia. In this way, many microorganisms 
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団

囚
Figure 1.4: Ciliary movement of a ciliate that slides near the wall. The upper 

row shows the ciliary movement of the body surface that is not in contact with 
the wall. We can see that the cilia are moving with a large stroke. The lower 
row shows the ciliary movement of the body surface in contact with the wall. 
Here, it can be seen that the movement of the cilia is significantly weakened and 
hardly moves. Figure is taken from Ref. [1.16]. 

can swim freely in water and are regarded as microswimmers. The concept of 

microswimmer can be used not only to microorganisms but also to objects and 

molecules that can move autonomously in fluids using their shape deformation. 

Therefore, the concept of micromachines can be applied to enzyme molecules in 

the living body. In recent years, many theoretical and experimental researches 

have been conducted. 

For example, ciliates are known to swim in water using cilia distributed on 

the body surface. Their swimming behavior near the wall was investigated, and 

it was observed that they slid along the wall [1.16]. The ciliates touch the wall 

at an average angle of 13° and slid in a stable way. A more detailed observation 

revealed that the movement of the cilia in contact with the wall was significantly 

reduced, as shown in Fig. 1.4, suggesting that it is responsible for the sliding 

motion on the surface wall. 

The physical mechanism of swimming and photoresponse of spherical green 

alga Volvox has also been investigated. A Volvox is phototactic when swimming 

in water and is known to swim in the direction of the light. The relationship 

between the random walk of a Volvox in the absence of light and the response to 

the light has been investigated. It was found that there is a linear relation be-
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Figure 1.5: Schematic picture of Brownian motion. The blue sphere represents 

a microparticle and brownian motion in a trajectory like a black line. Brownian 

motion occurs when surrounding medium molecules (red circles) collide with the 

microparticle. 

tween them. In other words, for Volvox showing large fluctuations, the response 

to light becomes stronger [1.17]. 

1.2 B ・asic concepts for micromachines 

1.2.1 Non-equilibrium statistical mechanics and thermal 

fluctuations 

Converting chemical energy to mechanical energy, micromachines exhibit 

functions such as propulsion. Hence, the system that containes micromachines 

is essentially non-equilibrium, and the framework of non-equilibrium statisti-

cal mechanics that goes beyond equilibrium statistical mechanics is required. 

Therefore, the introduction of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics is briefly 

discussed in this section. 

First, I discuss thermal fluctuation and Brownian motion (shown in Fig. 1.5) 

as the simplest subject of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics. In a macro-

scopic state, even if the system is in thermal equilibrium and behaves stationary, 

molecules and micro objects continue to move microscopically. These motions 

should be described deterministically by the equations of motion, but a huge 

number of variables results in a random situation. These small scale motions 
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are treated as random thermal fluctuations, and their properties have been in-

vestigated. 

The Brownian motion of particles is famous as the phenomenon in which 

this thermal fluctuation can be observed directly. Here the surrounding solvent 

molecules randomly collide with small particles, causing random motions. The 

coordinate of the center of mass of the particle, x(t), is used in the Langevin 

equation as follows [1.18] 

mv=-(v 十 ~(t), (1.1) 

where m is the mass, v is the velocity defined as v = x = dx / dt, (is the drag 

coefficient, ~ is the random force due to thermal fluctuations. 

The statistical property of random force can be written as 

〈~(t) 的 (0)〉＝ 2ぐD<5(t), (1.2) 

where the bracket indicates the statistical average, c5(t) is delta function and 

D is diffusion constant which fixes the magnitude of the fluctuation. The 

diffusion constant is estimated from the mean squared displacement (MSD), 

i.e.,〈［x(t)-x(0)]2〉.Bysolving the Langevin equation, MSD can be given by 

〈[x(t)-x(O)ド〉＝ 2Dt.The diffusion constant Din thermal equilibrium state is 

determined by the fluctuation dissipation theorem which relates the fluctuation 

(Brownian motion) and the dissipation (response). The Einstein's relation is 

the simplest fluctuation dissipation theorem, which can be written as [1.18] 

D=  
知T

(' 
(1.3) 

where kBT is the thermal energy of the system. Furthermore, we use the Stokes 

relation, which gives the drag coefficient of a particle with radius a in a viscous 

fluid of viscosity r,, i.e., (= 61rr,a. The Stokes-Einstein relation can often be 

used to estimate the viscosity r, of the surrounding fluid. 

Next, we describe the framework of dealing with a non-equilibrium state 

slightly away from the equilibrium state. The thermal equilibrium with a con-
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stant temperature is given as the state for which the free energy G is minimized. 

Consider a state in which the free energy is slightly shifted from the minimum 

one, and the system evolves so as to decrease the free energy. Since the devia-

tion from the equilibrium state is small, one can assume that the time evolution 

can be described by a linear relation. This is called the linear response theory. 

Assuming that free energy G is dissipated by a frictional effect, we consider the 

following time evolution equation [1.18] 

dG 
允=-M

dx' 
(1.4) 

where Mis the Onsager's coefficient. The above equation is called the Onsager's 

phenomenological equation and has been established as a method for describing 

the time evolution of non-equilibrium systems. 

1.2.2 Conti ontinuum mechanics 

Micromachines perform their functions in continuum media such as viscous 

fluids. In some of the mechanisms, the continuous field around micromachines 

plays an important role and requires a careful handling. In this subsection, 

I briefly describe pure viscous fluids, pure viscoelastic bodies, and viscoelastic 

bodies as the basis of continuum mechanics. 

We consider a continuous body whose density p depends on time and space. 

Then the continuity equation p = -8a(Pva) is satisfied, where v is the flow field 

of the continuum. The equation of motion is given as follows: 

p(va + v13813va) = 8紅 a/3+ Fa. (1.5) 

Here, a is the stress and F is an external body force. Since the flow is very slow 

in a system containing micromachines, the inertia term on the left side is often 

ignored. Then we have the following force balance equation [1.18] 

0=8紅 ag+ Fa・ (1.6) 

Here, the mechanical properties of the medium are expressed by the consti-

tutive equations that gives the relationship between the stress and deformation. 
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For a pure viscous fluid, the following constitutive equation is satisfied [1.18] 

叩 (3= n(8砂 (3+ a(3％） -p6a(3， (1.7) 

where T/ and p indicate shear viscosity and pressure, respectively. In the case 

of an incompressible fluid (constant p), p is an unknown function. Then, the 

incompressibility condition (8ava = 0) and the equation of motion derived from 

the continuity equation should be solved simultaneously. 

For a pure elastic body, on the other hand, the following constitutive equation 

is satisfied [1.18] 

(Jag = μ(8a叩＋ 80%）＋入8')'叫知． (1.8) 

Here, u represents the displacement field, μ and入arethe Lame coefficients. 

1.2.3 Viscoelastic fluids 

Many materials around us do not exhibit uniform behavior such as viscous 

fluids and elastic bodies, but behave as viscoelastic fluids. For macromolecules, 

surfactants, biological substances, known as soft matter, viscoelastic behavior 

can be observed on a larger time scale. 

Such viscoelastic fluids often exhibit a non-linear response to stress and 

strain, and the constitutive equation becomes complicated. Hence, the frame-

work of linear viscoelasticity that deals with a linear response is widely used. 

This may also be described in various ways, but the following constitutive equa— 

tion is often used as a uniform linear viscoelastic model [1.18], 

叩 13(t)= [t00 dt'TJ(t -t'）［い（t')+ 813va(t')] -p(t）似/3・ (1.9) 
-oo 

Here, TJ(t) is the time-dependent viscosity, which reflects the mechanical proper-

ties of the viscoelastic fluid. In particular, TJ[w] defined by TJ[w] =,h。~ dt TJ(t)e―iwt 

is called the complex viscosity. The real part of the complex viscosity reflects 

the viscous component and the imaginary part reflects the elastic component. 

Here, the frequency dependence of rJ[w] varies between the viscoelastic models. 

In the well-known Maxwell model, for example, we assumes the following w 
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Figure 1.6: Examples of a continuum with an intermediate structure. There 

is a viscous fluid represented by water as a continuum having no intermediate 

structure. On the other hand, there are a uniform viscoelastic fluid having a 

time scale and a two-dimensional fluid having a screening length. Furthermore, 

a meshed gel is an example of a continuum having both time and space scales. 

The figure of membrane is taken from Ref. [1.1]. The figure of mesh gel is taken 

from Ref. [1.6]. 

dependece [1.18] 

1-iWTM 
r,[w] = f/o 

1 ＋研喝'
(1.10) 

where T/o is zero-frequency viscosity and TM is the relaxation time of the Maxwell 

model. The Maxwell model behaves as a viscous fluid at low frequencies WTM ≪ 

1, and an elastic body at high frequencies WTM ≫ 1. 

In a homogeneous viscoelastic fluids, switching between viscous and elastic 

behaviors occurs by changing the frequency such as the Maxwell model. This 

is because the viscoelastic body has a time scale called the relaxation time. 

Not only homogeneous viscoelastic fluids, but also continuous materials show-

ing more complicated mechanical responses can be discussed. For example, a 

gel-like continuum has a length scale, such as the mesh size, which switches 

between elastic and viscous behaviors depending on the scale. Since the contin-

uous material has such a spatial and temporal structure, the mechanical response 

becomes complicated. The behavior of these complex structured fluids, which 

are summarized in Fig. 1.6, can also be analyzed by considering constitutive 
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Figure 1.7: (a) Non-reciplocal motion in space of freedom degree of motions. (b) 

Reciplocal motion. 

equations. 

1.2.4 Microrheology 

Microrheology is one of the most useful techniques for measuring the rhe-

ological properties of soft matter and various biological materials including 

cells [1.19, 1.20]. There are two different methods: passive microrheology and 

active microrheology. In passive microrheology, both the local and bulk me-

chanical properties of a medium can be extracted from the Brownian motion of 

a probe particle [1.21, 1.22]. In this method, the generalized Stokes-Einstein 

relation (CSER) is used to analyze thermal diffusive motion. In active mi-

crorheology, on the other hand, the probe is actively pulled through the fluid 

with the aims of driving the medium out of equilibrium and measuring mechan-

ical responses [1.23, 1.24]. Within linear response theory, the generalized Stokes 

relation (CSR) is employed to obtain the frequency-dependent complex shear 

modulus. 
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1.3 Theory 
．．  

of microswimmers 

1.3.1 Scallop theorem 

Theoretical models for micromachines that swim in viscous fluids such as 

microorganisms has been considered before. When we consider the motion of 

microorganisms, it is important that one should consider the limit where the 

Reynolds number vanishes. The Reynolds number is given by the ratio of inertial 

force to viscous force, and it is about 104 for macroscopic swimmers like humans, 

but it is about 10-4 for microorganisms [1.25]. Since the Reynolds number is so 

small that it can be regarded as zero, a constraint called the Scallop theorem 

holds for the relation between the shape deformation and the swimming [1.25]. 

The Scallop theorem holds in a situation where the Reynolds number can be 

regarded as zero in a viscous fluid, and indicates that an object cannot be pro— 

pelled by a reciprocal deformation [1.25, 1.26]. Here, the reciprocal deformation 

is a deformation that reciprocates on a curve in a shape space spanned by the 

shape variable s as shown in the Fig. 1. 7. On the other hand, the deformation 

that circulates the closed curve of the shape space is a non-reciprocal deforma-

tion, and there is a possibility of swimming even though the Scallop theorem is 

statisfied. 

1.3.2 Gauge theory for a microswimmer 

On the basis of the Scallop theorem, a relation using the gauge theory was 

proposed for the purpose of constructing a general framework for swimming 

theory [1.27]. The real space in which the swimming body is arranged and the 

shape space that describes the deformation of the swimming body are defined. 

Then, the dynamics in the real space is described by projecting the deformation 

in the shape space onto the real space. Information relation to swimming is 

included in the way of projection. 

Under such situations, the average swimming speed V can be expressed by 
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Figure 1.8: (a) Flow field around pusher. A flow field is formed that pushes 

the fluid in the direction of swimming. (b) Flow field around the puller. A 
flow field is formed that draws in the fluid in the direction of swimming. (c) 

Pusher-pusher fluid interaction which shows repulsive interactions. (d) Puller-

puller fluid interaction which shows attractive interactions. Figure is taken from 

Ref. [1.28]. 

the line integral on the closed curve in the shape space: 

V ~ f ds. A. (1.11) 

Here A is called the vector potential. There is a degree of freedom in the defini-

tion of the shape space, but the swimming speed should be uniquely determined 

regardless of the definition of the shape space. This is the expression derived 

from the gauge universality. The vector potential A needs to be derived by solv-

ing the hydrodynamic equations. The swimming theory using the gauge theory 

is limited as a formal theory, and it is necessary to analyze the surrounding 

velocity field in order to investigate the specific swimming behavior. 

1.3.3 Previous models for rnicroswirnrners 

The squirmer model is well-known as a model for investigating the swim-

ming behavior of ciliates [1.16]. In this model, the swimming phenomenon is 

reproduced by setting the flow field as the boundary condition on the surface of 

the rigid sphere or the rigid ellipsoidal sphere. Classifications such as puller and 
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Figure 1.9: A seat swimmer model that swims due to wavy deformation. It 

is used as a model for microswimmers that swim with flagella such as E. coli. 

Figure is taken from Ref. [1.30]. 

pusher are made according to the flow field, and the velocity field and interaction 

induced by each swimmer have been investigated [see also Fig. 1.8] [1.28]. 

Microorganisms that swim with flagella, such as E. coli, are treated as push-

ers. A pusher creates a flow field that pushes the fluid in the direction of swim-

ming. As a result, pushers show a repulsive interaction with each other. On the 

other hand, microorganisms such as Chlamydomonas form a flow field called 

puller that draws in fluid in the direction of swimming. 

attractive interaction with each other. 

The pullers show an 

A sheet swimmer model, shown in Fig. 1.9, was proposed to represent mi-

croswimmers using flagella such as E. coli [1.29, 1.30]. This is a model that can 

be propelled in a fluid by a wavy motion of a sheet-like object. It is necessary to 

consider the deformation of the object in detail. Hence, one needs to consider 

moving boundary conditions, and a non-linear analysis is required even for a 

linear fluid. 

1.3.4 Three-sphere microswimmer 

Several studies have been reported aiming at extracting the essence of swim-

ming theory by constructing a minimum model of a microswimmer. As an 

example, I will describe a three-spheres swimmer model which is originally pro-
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Figure 1.10: Najafi-Golestanian three-sphere swimmer model. Three identical 
spheres of radius a are connected by arms of lengths L1(t) and L2(t) and undergo 
time-dependent cyclic motion. The swimmer is embedded in a viscous fluid 

characterized by a shear viscosity 77. 

posed by Najafi and Golestanian and analyzed in detail by Golestanian and 

Ajdari [1.31, 1.32]. The three-spheres swimmer model is made up of three 

spheres that are linearly connected by two rigid arms as shown in Fig. 1.10. 

The rigid arms can deform mechanically, thereby swimming in the uniaxial di-

rection. Since the deformation of the swimmer is determined by the expansion 

and contraction of the left and right arms, the deformation of the arms can 

be identified as the two shape variables. This model is suitable for analytical 

analysis because it is sufficient to consider only the translational motion, and 

the tensorial structure of the fluid motion can be neglected. 

Let the lengths of the left and right arms be L1(t) and L2(t), respectively. 

The equation of the model can be written by considering the hydrodynamic 

friction acting on the spheres and the fluid interaction between the spheres. 

The equation of motion of each sphere can be written as follows 

Vi=μ凡＋ G(L1)凡十 G(L1＋ら）凡，

怜＝ G(L1)F1+ μ的＋ G(L2)F:ふ

怜＝ G(L1+ LりFi+G(L2)F2 + μF3. 
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Here, ½ represents the velocity of the i-th sphere, and Fi represents the force 

acting on the i-th sphere. The relation between the velocity and force is given 

by the mobility that characterizes the properties of the surrounding fluid. 

There are two types of mobility,μ= (61rrJa)-1, G(x) = (41rrJx)-1, and they 
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are called the self mobility and coupling mobility, respectively. Since no external 

force is acting, the force free condition凡＋的＋凡＝ 0must be satisfied. In 

addition, it is assumed that the expansion and contraction of the arm can be 

described by the deviation from the natural length£, i.e.，ム(t)= £＋糾(t)where 

£ ≫附． Theaverage swimming speed of the swimmer is calculated under these 

conditions and the condition a ≪ £. Then we obtain the original result shown 

by Golestanian and Ajdari as [1.31, 1.32] 

7a T 

V=（い＋怜＋怜）／3～12¢T[dtu叫 2・ (1.15) 

Here, T represents the period of deformation. By giving the time dependence 

of arm expansion and contraction u1(t), u2(t), integration can be performed to 

obtain the swimming speed. For example, when附 (t)= d1 cos(Ot) and u2(t) = 

必cos(Ot-¢), we have 

V=  
- 7d1必aQ

24伊
sin cp. (1.16) 

Since the swimming speed is proportional to sin¢, the phase difference between 

the left and right arm expansion and contraction determines the swimming 

speed. The three-spheres swimmer model has been experimentally reproduced 

by controlling the magnetic particles with an external magnetic field [1.33]. 

1.4 Purpose of the thesis 

The purpose of miciromachine study is to extract universal properties of mi-

cromachines. In this thesis, I explore the universal properties of micromachines 

by considering the propulsion mechanism in the structured fluid of the microma— 

chine and the state transition of the micromachine. For this purpose, I consider 

the minimum models of a micromachine such as three-sphere microswimmer and 

force-dipole, etc. Results of the minimum models can be applied to the many 

concrete objects. Hence, the understanding of the minimum model leads to the 

universal properties of a micromachine. 

In Chaps. 2, 3, and 4, I discuss a three-sphere microswimmer as a minimum 
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Figure 1.11: Three-spheres swimmer in various structured fluids. (a) Swimmer is 

in a viscous fluid as a continuum having no intermediate structure. (b) Swimmer 

in a uniform viscoelastic fluid having a time scale and (c) a two-dimensional fluid 

having a screening length. (d) Swimmer in mesh gel which is an example of a 

continuum having both time and space scales. 

model of microswimmer and its swimming behavior in a fluid which include 

time and/or length scales. In Chap. 5, I develop the elastic three-sphere mi-

croswimmer as one of the minimum model of microswimmer and discuss its 

viscoelastic behavior induced by the intrinsic spring relaxation dynamics of an 

elastic swimmer. In Chap. 6, I suggest a minimum model that describes cyclic 

state transitions of a micromachine driven by a chemical reaction. In Chap. 7, 

I discuss anomalous diffusion induced by force-dipole which is the minimum 

models of micromachine. Purpose of each chapter is described below. 

In Chap. 2, I discuss the propulsion of a three-sphere microswimmer in a 

viscoelastic fluid. I derive a relation that connects the average swimming velocity 

and the frequency-dependent viscosity of the surrounding medium. 

In Chap. 3, a model of three-disk micromachine swimming in a quasi two-

dimensional supported membrane is proposed. The hydrodynamic screening 

length is presence in the quasi two-dimensional fluid as intermediate length 

scale. I calculate the average swimming velocity as a function of the disk size 

and the arm length. 

In Chap. 4, I discuss the locomotion of a three-sphere microswimmer in a 
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viscoelastic structured fluid characterized by typical length and time scales. I 

derive a general expression to link the average swimming velocity to the sphere 

mobilities. As an example of a structured fluid, I consider a polymer gel, which 

is described by a "two-fluid model". Researches in Chaps. 2, 3, and 4 are 

summarized in Fig. 1.11. 

In Chap. 5, I discuss the dynamics of a generalized three-sphere microswim-

mer in which the spheres are connected by two elastic springs. The natural 

length of each spring is assumed to undergo a prescribed cyclic change. I ana,― 

lytically obtain the average swimming velocity as a function of the frequency of 

cyclic change in the natural length. 

In Chap. 6, I propose a model that describes cyclic state transitions of a 

micromachine driven by a chemical reaction. I consider the dynamics of variables 

representing the degree of chemical reaction and the state of a micromachine. 

The total free energy of the system is the sum of the tilted periodic potential and 

the periodic coupling energy. To quantify the functionality of a micromachine, 

I introduce a physical quantity called "state cyclone" and further discuss its 

dependency on the properties of the chemical reaction. 

In Chap. 7, with the use of the "two-fluid model", I discuss anomalous diffu-

sion induced by active force dipoles in viscoelastic media. Active force dipoles, 

such as proteins and bacteria, generate non-thermal fluctuating flows that lead 

to a substantial increment of the diffusion. I calculate active (non-thermal) one-

point and two-point correlation functions due to active force dipoles. The time 

correlation of a force dipole is assumed to decay exponentially with a character-

istic time scale. 

Finally, in Chap. 8, I summarize this thesis and discuss the universal property 

of micromachines from a physical and chemical point of view. 
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Chapter 2 

Three-Sphere Microswimmer in 

a Homogeneous Viscoelastic 

Fluid 

I discuss the locomotion of a three-sphere microswimmer in a viscoelastic medium 

and propose a new type of active microrheology. I derive a relation that con-

nects the average swimming velocity and the frequency-dependent viscosity of 

the surrounding medium. In this relation, the viscous contribution can exist 

only when the time-reversal symmetry is broken, whereas the elastic contribu-

tion is present only when the structural symmetry of the swimmer is broken. 

Purcell's scallop theorem should be generalized for a three-sphere swimmer in a 

viscoelastic medium. 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, I propose a new type of active microrheology using a mi-

croswimmer. Microswimmers are tiny machines that swim in a fluid such as 

sperm cells or motile bacteria, and are expected to be applied to microfluidics 

and microsystems [2.1]. As one of the simplest microswimmers, I consider the 

Najafi-Golestanian three-sphere swimmer model [2.2, 2.3], where three in-line 

25 



26 Chapter 2. 3-Sphere Microswimmer in a Homogeneous Viscoelastic Fluid 

spheres are linked by two arms of varying length [see Fig. 2.1]. Recently, such 

a swimmer has been experimentally realized [2.4]. I investigate its motion in 

a general viscoelastic medium, and obtain a relation that connects the average 

swimming velocity and the frequency-dependent complex shear viscosity of the 

surrounding viscoelastic medium. I show explicitly that the absence of the time-

reversal symmetry of the swimmer motion leads to the real part of the viscosity, 

whereas the absence of the structural symmetry of the swimmer is reflected in 

the imaginary part of the viscosity. Hence, I shall call the proposed method the 

"swimmer-microrheology". My result also indicates that Purcell's scallop the-

orem [2.5, 2.6], which states that time-reversible body motion cannot be used 

for locomotion in a Newtonian fluid, should be generalized for a three-sphere 

swimmer in viscoelastic media if the structural symmetry is violated. 

2.2 Model 

The general equation that describes the hydrodynamics of a low-Reynolds-

number flow in a viscoelastic medium is given by the following generalized Stokes 

equation [2.7]: 
t 

0 = J dt'n(t -t'炉 v(r,t'）―▽p(r, t). 
-oo 

(2.1) 

Here TJ(t) is the time-dependent shear viscosity, v is the velocity field, p is the 

pressure field, and r stands for a three-dimensional positional vector. The above 

equation is further subjected to the incompressibility condition,• •v = 0. From 

these equations, one can obtain a linear relation between the time-dependent 

force F(t) acting on a hard sphere of radius a and its time-dependent velocity 

V (t). In the Fourier domain, this relation can be represented as 

1 
V(w) = 

伽 rJ[w]a
F(w), (2.2) 

where I use a bilateral Fourier transform for V(w) = J~00 dt V(t)e―iwt and F(w), 

while I employ a unilateral one for TJ[w] = ft。C:dtTJ(t)e―iwt_ Equation (2.2) is the 

GSR, which has been successfully used in active microrheology experiments [2.8], 
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Figure 2.1: Najafi-Golestanian three-sphere swimmer model. Three identical 

spheres of radius a are connected by arms of lengths L1(t) and L2(t) and un-
dergo time-dependent cyclic motion. The swimmer is embedded in a viscoelastic 

medium characterized by a frequency-dependent complex shear viscosity 77[w]. 

and its mathematical validity has also been discussed [2.9]. 

Next, I briefly explain the three-sphere model for a minimum swimmer intro-

duced by Najafi and Golestanian [2.2, 2.3]. As schematically shown in Fig. 2.1, 

this model consists of three spheres of the same radius a that are connected 

by two arms of lengths L1(t) and L2(t), which undergo time-dependent motion. 

Their explicit time dependences will be given later. If we define the velocity of 

each sphere along the swimmer axis as ¼(t) with i = 1, 2, 3, we have 

ム(t) ＝怜(t) 一 ½(t),

t2(t) = ½(t) ー％（t),

、1
,

、1
,

3

4
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．
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2

 

＇
ー
、
＇
ー
、

where £1 and £2 indicate time derivatives. 

Owing to the hydrodynamic effect, each sphere exerts a force Fi on the 

viscoelastic medium and experiences a force -Fi from it. To relate the forces 

and the velocities in the frequency domain, we use the GSR in Eq. (2.2) and the 

Oseen tensor, in which the frequency-dependent viscosity TJ[w] is used instead of 

a constant one [2.10, 2.11]. Assuming that a≪ L1, L2, we can write [2.2, 2.3] 

Vi (w) = ~ + 
F1(w), 1 F2(w) * L11(w), 1 F3(w) * (L1 + L2）ーl(w)

十
伽 TJ[w]a'41rrJ[w] 21r'41rrJ[w] 21r 

(2.5) 

怜(w)= 
1 F1(w) * L11(w) 的(w), 1 凡(w)* L21(w) 

＋ 
41rrJ[w] 21r'61rrJ[w]a'41rrJ[w] 21r 

, (2.6) 
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怜(w)= 
1 Fi(w) * (L1＋ら）ー1(w), 1 凡(w)＊び(w)

＋ 
凡(w)

47rn[w] 2T 47rn[w] 2T 十 伽n[wla'

(2.7) 

where we have used bilateral Fourier transforms such as 

幻 (W)＝JCX)dt e―twt 
-oo ム(t)'

(2.8) 

Furthermore, the convolution of two functions is generally defined by g1(w) * 

92(w) = J~00 dw'91(w -w')g2(w') in th -w')g2(w') in the above equations. 

As in the original study, I am interested in the autonomous net locomotion 

of the swimmer, and there are no external forces acting on the spheres. If the 

inertia of the surrounding fluid can be neglected, we have the following force 

balance condition: 

凡(t)＋凡(t)＋凡(t)= 0. (2.9) 

Since Eqs. (2.5)-(2.7) involve convolutions in the frequency domain, we can-

not solve these equations for arbitrary L1(t) and L2(t). Here I assume that the 

two arms undergo the following periodic motion: 

ム(t)= £ + d1 cos(Dt), 

L2(t) = £十必cos(Dtーの）．

ヽ`
＇’ノ、`
＇／

0

1

 

1

1

 

．

．

 

2

2

 

（

（

 

In the above, R is the constant length, d1 and d2 are the amplitudes of the 

oscillatory motion, D is the common arm frequency, and ¢ is the mismatch 

in the phases between the two arms. In the following analysis, we generally 

assume that d1, d2 ≪ R. The time-reversal symmetry of the arm motion is 

present when¢= 0 and 7r. Furthermore, I characterize the structural symmetry 

of the swimmer by d1 and d2, i.e., the structure is symmetric when d1 = d2, 

while it is asymmetric when d1 -/-d2. 
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2.3 Results 

Since the arm frequency is n, we assume that the velocities and the forces 

of the three spheres can generally be written as 

¼(w) = ¼,o b(w)＋立vt,n6(W＋叩） + ¼,-n b(w -nO)], (2.12) 
n=l 

00 

Fi(w) = Fi,o b(w)＋区[Fi,nb(w + nO) + Fi,-n b(w -nO)], (2.13) 
n=l 

where i = 1, 2, 3 for the three spheres. Substituting Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) 

into the six coupled Eqs. (2.3)-(2.9), we obtain a matrix equation with infinite 

dimensions. 

Under the conditions dぃんくく/!,and a ≪ £, we are allowed to consider 

only n = -l, 0, 1 and we further use the approximation Fi，士2~ 0. Then we 

can solve for the six unknown functions ¼ (w) and Fi (w), and also calculate the 

total swimming velocity V =（Vi+怜＋怜）／3.Up to the lowest order terms 

in a, the average swimming velocity over one cycle of motion becomes [see also 

Appendix 2.A] 

V 
7d1必aOn'［切． 5(di-d~)arl 77”［叫
24炉

sin¢ 一
48位

(2.14) 
no no 

where 77'[0] and 77"[0] are the real and imaginary parts of the complex shear vis-

cosity, respectively, and 770 = 77[0→O] is the constant zero-frequency viscosity. 

The first term in Eq. (2.14) can be regarded as the viscous contribution and 

is present only if the time-reversal symmetry of the swimmer motion is broken, 

i.e., ¢ #-0, 1r. The second term, on the other hand, corresponds to the elastic 

contribution, and exists only when the structural symmetry of the swimmer is 

broken, i.e., d1 #-d2. If we are able to control d1, d2, and O of the swimmer, 

we can first obtain 77'[0] by measuring Vas a function of O by setting d1 = d2. 

Then we make a diザerencebetween d1 and d2 to examine the change in V, which 

then yields 77"[0]. The corresponding complex shear modulus is simply obtained 

by G[O] = i077[0]. This is a new type of active microrheology that I propose in 

this chapter. 
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Table 2.1: Locomotion of a three-sphere swimmer in a viscoelastic medium and 

the relevant rheological information. 
medium 

time-reversal symmetry 

structural symmetry 

swimmer motion 

rheological information 

VISCOUS viscoelastic 

Y z
 

Y z
 

Y | N | Y | N | Y | N | Y 

N | N | Y | Y | N | Y | Y 
z
―-Y NIN n”| n'| n'，n” 

For a purely Newtonian fluid, namely, for a medium characterized by a con-

stant viscosity, the second term in Eq. (2.14) vanishes, and the first term coin-

cides with the expression obtained by Golestanian and Ajdari [2.3]. It should 

be noted here, however, that the velocity V in this case no longer depends on 

the constant viscosity (because TJ'[Ol/TJo = 1) and we cannot measure it from V. 

Equation (2.14) also implies that the swimmer cannot move in a purely elastic 

medium, for which we have T/o→oo. Importantly, owing to the presence of the 

second term, Purcell's scallop theorem should be generalized for a swimmer in a 

viscoelastic medium. Namely, even if the time-reversal symmetry of the swim-

mer motion is not broken, i.e., ¢ = 0, 1r, the present swimmer can still move in a 

viscoelastic medium due to the second term as long as its structural symmetry is 

broken, i.e., d1 # d2. This behavior cannot be described by the original scallop 

theorem. On the basis of Eq. (2.14), I have summarized in Table I the motion 

of a three-sphere swimmer in a viscoelastic medium and the relevant rheological 

information. 

To further illustrate my result, I first assume that the surrounding viscoelas-

tic medium is described by a simple Maxwell model. In this case, the frequency-

dependent viscosity can be written as 

1-iば M
心l= rto 

l ＋研召'M 

(2.15) 

where TM is the characteristic time scale. Within this model, the medium behaves 

as a viscous fluid for WTM ≪ 1, while it becomes elastic for WTM ≫ l. Using 
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Figure 2.2: Average swimming velocity V as a function of伍， whereD is the 

arm frequency and T represents either TM for a Maxwell fluid (red lines) or Tp 

for a power-law fluid (green lines). In the power-law model, we choose竺＝
1/2. (a) Viscous contribution by settingゆ＝ 1r/2 and d1 = d2. Here V is 
scaled by 7dia/(24f2T). The case for a viscous fluid is plotted by the black line. 

(b) Elastic contribution by setting ¢ = 0 and d1ヂd2. Here V is scaled by 

5(di-d苔）a/(48f2T).The case for an elastic medium is plotted by the black line. 

Eq. (2.15), we can easily obtain the average swimming velocity in Eq. (2.14) as 

V=  
訊如0 1 _, __ 1,  5(di -d~)aO 釦—M

sin¢+ 
24炉 l+O賛 48伊 1+伊噌

(2.16) 

The first viscous term increases as V ~ 0 for OTM ≪ 1, while it decreases as 

V ~ Q-l for釦-M≫ 1. This is a unique feature of the viscoelasticity [2.1, 

2.12, 2.13], but such a reduction occurs simply because the medium responds 

elastically in the high-frequency regime. On the other hand, the second elastic 

term increases as V ~炉 for釦・M≪ 1, and it approaches a constant for 

釦-M≫ 1. In Fig. 2.2(a), we plot the average swimming velocity Vas a function 

of the dimensionless arm frequency OTM when ¢ = 1r /2 and d1 = d2. This plot 

corresponds to the first term in Eq. (2.16). As a reference, the behavior of V ~ 0 

for a purely viscous fluid is also plotted. Figure 2.2(b) is a similar plot when 

¢ = 0 and d1ヂd2,and corresponds to the second term in Eq. (2.16). 

As a different example, I next consider the case in which the viscoelastic 
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medium is described by a power-law model such that [2.7, 2.14, 2.15] 

TJ[w] = G。(iw)°'-1, (2.17) 

where the exponent can take values of O :S: a :S: 1. With this expression, the 

complex shear modulus also exhibits a power-law behavior, G[w] = G。(iw)°'.The 

limits of a = 0 and 1 correspond to the purely elastic and the purely viscous 

cases, respectively. In the case of a power-law fluid, the average swimming 

velocity can be obtained from Eqs. (2.14) and (2.17) as 

V=  
7d必a

(釦-P戸 in(1ra/2)sin¢+ 
5(d『一喝）a

24f2T 48『T
（釦i:,)°'cos(1ra/2), (2.18) 

p p 

where Tp = (ry0/G。)l/(l-a).Here we have assumed that the medium behaves as a 

purely viscous fluid in the low-frequency limit characterized by a finite viscosity 

T/o-According to the above expression, the swimming velocity scales as V ~炉

in both the first and second terms. For the purely viscous case of a = 1, the first 

term reduces to the result by Golestanian and Ajdari [2.3], while the second term 

vanishes. For the purely elastic case of a = 0, on the other hand, the first term 

vanishes and the second term remains, although the latter no longer depends 

on the arm frequency n. In Figs. 2.2(a) and 2.2(b), we have also plotted the 

average velocity V as a function of n和 whena = 1/2. In both of these plots, 

the scaling behavior V ~ n1/2 is seen. 

2.4 Summary and discussion 

Lauga considered the axisymmetric squirming motion of a sphere (squirmer) 

embedded in an Oldroyd-B fluid, which represents a typical polymeric fluid [2.16]. 

He reported that the scallop theorem in a viscoelastic fluid breaks down if the 

squirmer has fore-aft asymmetry in its surface velocity distribution. For a time-

reversal deformation given by a simple sinusoidal gait, he showed that the av-

erage swimming velocity is given by V ~ ODe/(1 + De2), where the Deborah 

number is given by De = 0To with a characteristic relaxation time To in the 

Oldroyd-B model. Such a frequency dependence of the swimming velocity is 
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identical to the second term of Eq. (2.16) obtained for a Maxwell fluid, although 

Eq. (2.14) is more general. On the other hand, my result is different from that 

by Curtis and Gaffney [2.17], because they showed that the swimming velocity 

in a viscoelastic medium is the same as that in a Newtonian fluid. 

To summarize, I have proposed a new active microrheology using the Najafi― 

Golestanian three-sphere swimmer. The frequency dependence of the average 

swimming speed provides us with the complex shear viscosity of the surrounding 

viscoelastic medium. Here the viscous contribution can exist only when the time-

reversal symmetry of the swimmer is broken, whereas the elastic contribution is 

present only if its structural symmetry is broken. 

Even though the argument in this chapter is restricted to the artificial three-

sphere swimmer, I expect that my basic concept can still be applied to more 

complex biological processes such as the motion of bacteria, flagellated cellular 

swimming, and the beating of cilia. Since most of these phenomena take place 

in a viscoelastic environment, I hope that the concept of my new active mi-

crorheology will be used in the future to reveal their mechanical and dynamical 

properties. 

2.A Derivation of Eq. (2.14) 

In this appendix, I show the detailed derivation of Eq. (2.14). Substituting 

Eqs. (2.10) and (2.12) into Eq. (2.3), we obtain 

怜，o-Vi,o = 0, 

怜1- Vi,1 = -i祠心，

屹，ー1- V1，ー1= i祠 10,

島，n-½,n = 0 for lnl ~ 2. 

Similarly, substituting Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) into Eq. (2.4), we obtain 

、1
,

、1
,

、1
,

、1
,
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怜，o-怜，0= 0, 

怜，1-怜，1=吋⑲困，

(2.23) 

(2.24) 
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怜，ー1ー怜，ー1＝祠沖心，

怜，n-½,n = 0 for lnlミ2,

where we have used the following notations 

弘＝ icos¢ + sin¢, 

動 ＝ ーicos¢+ sin¢. 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

Next we expand Eqs. (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) in terms of the small quantities 

di/£ and d氾 whilekeeping only the lowest order terms. Substituting Eqs. (2.12) 

and (2.13) into these three equations, we obtain 

応～凡，n + 1 (恥—鱈，n+1 _鱈，n-1伽~+~(F2,n-~-~)
+ 1 (凡,n_ dぶ，n＋1_ dぶ，n-1

41rrJ[-nO]£ ¥ 2 8£ 8£ 

id2叱F3,n+I id2動F3,n-1+~-~), (2.29) 

怜，n～4叫—叩］£ (F1,n-~ 
l ＿鱈，n+1＿鱈，n-1 ＋ F2,n 2l) 6叫—n叫a

+ 1 (F id沖ぶ，n＋1 idふ F3,n-14叫—叩］£(F3,n+~ ―~), (2.30) 

怜，n~
1 F1,n _ d出，n+1_厄，n-1

47rn［一叩］l（ 2 8( 8f 

+id沖；；1，n+1_ id西；；1，n-1)

+ 4可[-叩］i（和＋ 2£ 
泌叱F2,n+1 id2動F2,n-l¥, F3,n -~)＋向[-叩］a. (2.31) 

Note that the couplings between different n-modes are involved in these equa— 

tions. Finally, substituting Eq. (2.13) into Eq. (2.9), we obtain 

F1,n + F2,n + F3,n = 0. (2.32) 

The above set of equations constitute a matrix equation with infinite di-

mensions and cannot be solved in general. Under the assumption of a ≪ £, 

however, we are allowed to consider only n = -l, 0, 1 and further approximate 

as Fi，士2~ 0. The justification of the latter approximation is also seen by solving 
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Eqs. (2.22), (2.26), (2.29), (2.30), (2.31) and (2.32) for n =士2and taking the 

limit of a ≪ £. Hence the above set of equations can be solved for 18 unknowns, 

i.e., ¼,n and応 fori = 1, 2, 3 and n = -1, 0, 1. 

The velocity of each sphere is simply obtained by the inverse Fourier trans-

form, ¼(t) = (2吋―1J~no dw ¼(w)eiwt_ Th w)eiwt. The average swimming velocity over one 
-oo 

cycle of motion is then calculated by 

V=竺J加／ndt [V1(t)＋屹(t)＋怜(t)]/3.
27r。 (2.33) 

Up to the lowest order terms in a, we finally obtain Eq. (2.14). In order to 

obtain more accurate higher order terms in a, one needs to take into account 

the higher order n-modes (In I ~ 2). 
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Chapter 3 

Three-Disk Microswimmer in a 

Two-Dimensional Fluid 

A model of three-disk micromachine swimming in a quasi two-dimensional sup— 

ported membrane is proposed. I calculate the average swimming velocity as a 

function of the disk size and the arm length. Due to the presence of the hydrody-

namic screening length in the quasi two-dimensional fluid, the geometric factor 

appearing in the average velocity exhibits three different asymptotic behaviors 

depending on the microswimmer size and the hydrodynamic screening length. 

This is in sharp contrast with a microswimmer in a three-dimensional bulk fluid 

that shows only a single scaling behavior. I also find that the maximum velocity 

is obtained when the disks are equal-sized, whereas it is minimized when the av-

erage arm lengths are identical. The intrinsic drag of the disks on the substrate 

does not alter the scaling behaviors of the geometric factor. 

3.1 Introduction 

Biological membranes are composed of lipid molecules and various types of 

proteins which can move laterally due to the membrane fluidity [3.1]. Hence 

biomembranes play important roles in various life processes, such as the trans-

portation of materials or the reaction between chemical species [3.2]. While some 

37 
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proteins are subjected to thermal agitations of lipid molecules and undergo pas-

sive Brownian motions [3.3, 3.4], there is also a large number of active proteins 

which cyclically change their conformations [3.5]. For instance, with a supply 

of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), some proteins act as ion pumps by changing 

their structural conformations in order to allow materials to pass through the 

membranes [3.6-3.8]. In general, such cyclic motions of proteins can lead to their 

active locomotion under certain conditions rather than just a passive motion. 

By converting chemical energy into mechanical work, microswimmers change 

their shape and move in viscous environments [3.9]. Over the length scale of 

microswimmers, the fluid forces acting on them are governed by the effect of 

viscous dissipation. According to Purcell's scallop theorem [3.10], time-reversal 

body motion cannot be used for locomotion in a Newtonian fluid [3.11]. As 

one of the simplest models exhibiting broken time-reversal symmetry in a three-

dimensional (3D) fluid, Najafi and Golestanian proposed a three-sphere swim-

mer [3.12, 3.13], in which three in-line spheres are linked by two arms of varying 

length. This model is suitable for analytical treatment because it is sufficient to 

consider only the translational motion, and the tensorial structure of the fluid 

motion can be neglected. Recently, such a three-sphere swimmer has been exper-

imentally realized [3.14, 3.15]. Moreover, some authors proposed a generalized 

three-sphere microswimmer in which the spheres are connected by two elastic 

springs with varying natural lengths [3.16, 3.17]. 

Compared to microswimmers in 3D bulk fluids, those in two-dimensional 

(2D) or quasi-2D fluids such as biomembranes have been less investigated in 

spite of their importances. Huang et al. considered a model of an active inclu-

sion in a membrane with three particles (domains) connected by variable elastic 

springs [3.18]. In their model, the natural lengths of the springs depend on the 

discrete states that are cyclically switched. They also performed a microscopic 

dynamical simulation, where the lipid bilayer structure of the membrane is re— 

solved and the solvent effects are included by multiparticle collision dynamics. 
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Figure 3.1: A 2D three-disk micromachine swimming in a fluid membrane sup-

ported by a solid substrate. The flat fluid membrane located at z = 0 is infinitely 
large and its 2D viscosity is'TJ-The 2D momentum within the membrane can 

leak away due to the friction between the membrane and the substrate [see 
Eq. (3.1)], and hence the membrane corresponds to a quasi-2D fluid. The 2D 
microswimmer consists of three rigid disks of radii ai (i = 1, 2, 3) that are con-
nected by two arms of variable lengths Li (j = 1, 2). Without loss of generality, 
the microswimmer is assumed to move along the x-axis. In the present model, 

the two arms can open and close in a prescribed form. 

For quasi-2D fluids, there exists a hydrodynamic screening length which dis-

tinguishes 2D and 3D hydrodynamic interactions [3.19, 3.20]. In the model by 

Huang et al., the longitudinal coupling mobility has a logarithmic dependence 

on the distance between two particles, which is valid only when the distance is 

much smaller than the hydrodynamic screening length. As for the mobility of a 

particle, they employed the 3D Stokes law even in a 2D fluid membrane, which 

is justified only when the particle size is much larger than the hydrodynamic 

screening length. 

In this chapter, I present a systematic and also analytical investigation on the 

locomotion of a 2D microswimmer immersed in a supported fluid membrane, i.e., 

a lipid bilayer membrane located on a solid substrate [3.21, 3.22]. For supported 

membranes, the membrane-substrate distance is usually not large, and such a 

direct contact leads to a frictional coupling between the membrane and the solid 

support. My swimmer consists of three thin rigid disks (rather than spheres) 
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connected by two arms or springs which can undergo prescribed cyclic motions. 

I employ the 2D mobility and the coupling mobility that take into account the 

hydrodynamic interactions mediated by the quasi-2D fluid in the presence of the 

substrate [3.19]. I analytically obtain the average velocity of such a three-disk 

micromachine as a function of the disk and arm sizes. Due to the presence of 

the hydrodynamic screening length associated with the quasi-2D fluid model, 

the geometric factor in the average velocity exhibits various asymptotic size 

dependencies, which is in sharp contrast to a microswimmer in a 3D bulk fluid 

because they do not have any characteristic length scale. 

In the next section, I briefly review the mobilities in a quasi-2D fluid describ-

ing a supported membrane. In Sec. 3.3, I discuss the motion of a 2D three-disk 

microswimmer in a supported membrane. In Sec. 3.4, I argue various asymp— 

totic behaviors of the geometric factor appearing in the average velocity. I also 

examine the effects of structural asymmetry of 2D and 3D microswimmers in 

Sec. 3.5. Finally, the summary of my work and some discussions are given in 

Sec. 3.6. 

3.2 Mobilities in a two-dimensional fluid 

I first describe the quasi-2D hydrodynamic model for a supported fluid mem-

brane as shown in Fig. 3.1. Although a lipid bilayer membrane itself can be 

treated as a 2D fluid, it is not an isolated system because the membrane is 

supported by the outer solid substrate (hence a quasi-2D fluid). Due to the 

friction between the 2D membrane and the substrate, the momentum within 

the membrane can leak away from the membrane. Such an effect can be taken 

into account through a momentum decay term in the hydrodynamic equation. 

Within the Stokes approximation and by assuming the steady sate, I consider 

the following 2D equation for a supported membrane [3.23-3.25]: 

n▽2v ―▽p —入v=O. (3.1) 
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In the above,▽ ＝ （辺む） isa 2D differential operator, v (m/s) and p (N/m) 

are the 2D velocity and pressure, respectively, rJ (N•s/m) is the membrane 2D 

viscosity, and入(N・s/mりisthe momentum decay parameter (or the friction co— 

efficient). In addition, I employ the 2D incompressibility condition as expressed 

by 

▽ •V =0. (3.2) 

It is worthwhile to briefly mention here the physical meaning of the friction 

parameter入． Fora supported membrane, a thin lubricating layer of bulk solvent 

[thickness h and 3D viscosity 77s (N・s/mり]exists between the membrane and the 

substrate [3.23]. In such a situation, the friction parameter in Eq. (3.1) can be 

identified as入＝ 77s/h, provided that h is small enough [3.25]. 

Solving the above quasi-2D hydrodynamic equations, one can obtain the 

translational mobility coefficient μ of a rigid disk that is defined by V = μF, 

where V is the disk velocity and F is a driving force. By using the no-slip 

boundary condition, the resulting expression becomes [3.23-3.25] 

1 r (11,a ―1 

µ(a)=~ 
（）2 氏aK心a)

47fn [ 4 + K。伍~l-i, (3.3) 

where a is the disk radius, 11, = ✓刃ry, and Ki。andK1 are modified Bessel 

functions of the second kind, order zero and one, respectively. Physically, 11,―1 

represents the hydrodynamic screening length beyond which the 2D hydrody-

namic interaction becomes irrelevant. Notice that 11,―1 diverges as入→ 0,which 

alludes the Stokes paradox in a pure 2D fluid [3.3, 3.4]. The effect of intrinsic 

drag of the disk on the substrate will be discussed later in the final section. 

For K,a ≪ l, the above disk mobility asymptotically behaves as 

µ(a) ～土 [1n （~)→］, (3.4) 

where ry = 0.5772 ・ ・ ・ is Euler's constant. Here the mobility is only weakly 

(logarithmically) dependent on the disk size a, which is characteristic for 2D 
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fluids. For K,a ≫ l, on the other hand, we have 

1 
µ(a)~ 

可 (K,a)2'
(3.5) 

which shows a stronger algebraic size dependence when compared with the 

Stokes law for 3D fluids. Such a size dependence can be understood in terms of 

mass conservation principle because 2D momentum is not conserved any more 

in the quasi-2D hydrodynamics [3.26]. 

Next I explain the hydrodynamic interaction between the two disks immersed 

in the membrane by using the velocity Green's function Ga13(r). This tensor 

gives the flow velocity v(r) of the membrane at r due to a point force F exerted 

on the membrane at the origin in the xy-plane, according to va(r) = Ga13(r)F;/3 

with a, /3 = x, y. The velocity Green's function can generally be expressed as 

Ga13(r) = C1 (r)知＋Cら(r)(rar/3尺） where知 isthe Kronecker delta and r = lrl. 

The longitudinal coupling mobility between the two disks in the membrane can 

be obtained from M(r) = C1(r)＋ら(r),where r here denotes the distance 

between the two disks and should satisfy the condition r ≫ a. Hence M does 

not depend on a up to the lowest order contribution. 

Using the quasi-2D hydrodynamic equations, the longitudinal coupling mo— 

bility M is given by [3.27— 3.31] 

M(r) = 
1 1 k心r)
三［伍）2＿代r]．

For K,T<<1, the above coupling mobility asymptotically behaves as 

M(r) ~六［ln(〗）―三］．
For K,r>>1, on the other hand, we have 

1 
M(r) ~ 

2可（代r)2.

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

Equations (3.7) and (3.8) are analogous to Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5), respectively, and 

the physical origins are exactly the same as those for the disk mobility μ. 
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3.3 Three-disk microswimmer 

Having explained the quasi-2D hydrodynamic model for a supported mem-

brane and the resulting mobilities for inclusions, I now investigate the locomotion 

of a microswimmer in a membrane. To calculate the swimming velocity, I follow 

the procedure in Ref. [3.13] for a three-sphere swimmer in a 3D bulk fluid. As 

shown in Fig. 3.1, I consider a 2D micromachine consisting of three rigid disks 

of radii ai (i = 1, 2, 3) that are connected by two arms of variable lengths LJ 

(j = 1, 2). Such a three-disk microswimmer is immersed in an infinitely large 

and flat supported membrane having 2D viscosity T/ and the friction coefficient 

入， asdescribed before. Each disk exerts a force Fi on the quasi-2D fluid that 

we assume to be along the swimmer axis. Without loss of generality, the mi-

croswimmer is assumed to move along the x-axis. In the limit ad LJ ≪ l, we 

can use Eqs. (3.3) and (3.6) to relate the forces Fi and the velocities ¼ as 

V1 = μ(a叩 ＋M(L叩 ＋M（い＋ LりFふ

V2 = M(L叩 ＋μ(a叩＋M(LりFふ

怜＝ M(L1+ L2)Fi + M(L叩＋μ(a3)F3.

、1
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The swimming velocity of the whole object is obtained by averaging the 

velocities of the three disks, i.e., V = (V1十怜＋怜）／3.Since we are interested 

in the autonomous net locomotion of the swimmer, there are no external forces 

acting on the disks. This leads to the following force-free condition: 

凡＋凡＋凡＝ 0. (3.12) 

As assumed in Ref. [3.13], the motion of the arms connecting the three disks is 

prescribed by the two given functions Lj(t). In this situation, the arm motions 

are related to the velocities as 

L1＝屹ー Vi, L2=％一屹， (3.13) 

where the dot indicates the time derivative. The set of six equations in Eqs. (3.9), 

(3.10), (3.11), (3.12), and (3.13) is sufficient to solve for the six unknown quan-
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tities ¼ and Fi (i = 1, 2, 3). 

We further assume that arm deformations are relatively small as given by 

ム(t)= £1十附(t), L2(t)＝伍＋匹(t), (3.14) 

whereもareconstants and巧／も≪ 1. With these prescribed arm motions, 

we perform an expansion of the swimming velocity to the leading order in both 

叫も and附／も． Aftersome calculations, we finally obtain the average swimming 

velocity as [3.13] 

- G 
V= 〈・ • 

2 
- U叫 2-u叫 2〉, (3.15) 

where G is the geometric factor to be presented later in Eq. (3.18), and the 

averaging <•..> should be performed by time integration in a full cycle. In the 

above calculation, the terms proportional to u1妬，四妬， andu心＋妬四 are

omitted because they average out to zero in a cycle. 

As studied for a three-sphere swimmer [3.13], one can assume, for example, 

that the two arms undergo the following periodic motions: 

附 (t)= d1 cos(Dt), 四 (t)= d2 cos(nt —砂 (3.16) 

Here, d1 and d2 are the amplitudes of the oscillatory motions, D is a common 

arm frequency, and¢ is a mismatch in phases between the two arms. Then the 

average swimming velocity in Eq. (3.15) further reads 

- G 
V = -d心nsin¢,

2 
(3.17) 

which is maximized when ¢ = 7r /2. When the disks are connected by elastic 

springs with time-dependent natural lengths, a more general expression for V 

can be obtained [3.17]. 

3.4 Geometric factor 

The geometric factor G (having the dimension of inverse length) in Eq. (3.15) 

or Eq. (3.17) for a three-disk swimmer in a quasi-2D fluid turns out to be 

G(Eゎ釘）
k 
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=; [2(~+~-~)-(~（ふ） K凸）的（ふ＋匂
z2 吋吋（ふ十62)3) （61 + 62 ーふ十~)],

where 

y = E1印 K。(E1)K。(E2)Ko(E3)[E1Ko(E1)+ 4K心）l

x加K。(E2)+ 4K1(E2)][E3的 (E3)+ 4K1(E3)], 

z = 4E1K1(E1)K。(E2)K。（臼） ＋4E2恥 (E1)的(E2)K。（叫

+4E3K。(E1)Ko(E2)K1(E3)+ (E『＋ €芸＋ €芸） Ko(E1)K。 (E2)K。 (E3).

(3.18) 

Here, Ei = K,ai and釘＝叫， and応 ismodified Bessel function of the second 

kind, order two. I note that Eq. (3.18) is invariant under the exchange of not 

only the three disks ai, but also under the exchange of the two arms fj. 

For the fully symmetric case with a1 = a2 = a3 = a and £1 =化＝£,the 

geometric factor in Eq. (3.18) reduces to 

G(€,6）上召＋ 4€凡（€）竺＿ 8k虚）十 2k2(26)
k = 36 [ K。に） ］［炉~+~], (3.19) 

where E =氏aand 8 =氏£.Equations (3.18) and (3.19) are the main results of 

this chapter. In Fig. 3.2, I plot G/K, in Eq. (3.19) as a function of 8 while keeping 

the ratio to a/ f = 10-2. In fact, Eq. (3.19) has three asymptotic expressions 

for E << 1 and o << l, 

for E ≪ 1 and <5 ≫ 1, and 

for € >>1 and 8>>1. 

G(€,8)1 
～ ～ 

K, 3o [ln (2 / E) -1] 

G(€,8) 5 
～ ～ 

k 3炉[ln(2/E)-1] 

G(€, 6) 5召
～ ～ K, 12炉

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

I note here that Eq. (3.20) decays as 5-1, whereas Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22) 

decay asい． Thedependence on the disk size Eis only logarithmic in Eqs. (3.20) 

and (3.21), while it is proportional to召 inEq. (3.22). In Fig. 3.2, I also plot 
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Figure 3.2: Plot of the scaled geometric factor G / t,_, [see Eq. (3.19)] for a fully 
symmetric 2D microswimmer as a function of the scaled arm length b =豆

when the disk-to-arm ratio is a/ f = 10-2. The three asymptotic expressions in 

Eqs. (3.20), (3.21), and (3.22) are plotted by the dashed lines. 

the above three asymptotic expressions by the dashed lines when a/£ = 10-2. 

They are all in good agreement with the solid line that corresponds to the full 

expression of Eq. (3.19). Notice that the apparent behavior of Eq. (3.22) is 15-1 

because I have fixed the ratio to a/£= 10-2 in this plot. 

It is important to mention the physical meaning of the geometric factor 

G in the average velocity. Within the scaling argument, the geometric factor 

is generally related to the mobility coefficient μ and the longitudinal coupling 

mobility M by 

G(a, £) ~ 
M(l) 
μ(a)£' 

(3.23) 

This relation holds irrespective of the dimensionality of the micromachine and 

the surrounding fluid [3.32]. Due to the presence of the hydrodynamic screening 

length K,―1 in a supported membrane, both μ and M exhibit different asymptotic 

behaviors as shown in Eqs. (3.4), (3.5) and Eqs. (3.7), (3.8), respectively. Various 

limiting expressions of G in Eqs. (3.20)-(3.22) can be understood as different 

combinations of the asymptotic forms of μ and M. For example, Eq. (3.22) 

showing the scaling G ~ (a2 /だ）／£ is a direct consequence of Eqs. (3.5) and 
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Figure 3. 3: Color plot of the scaled geometric factor log (G / 1,,) [ see Eq. (3.18)] 
of a 2D microswimmer as a function of the asymmetry parameters r 1 = ai/ a2 

and f3 = a3/a2 [see Eq. (3.26)] when 1,,a = 0.1 and 1,,f, = 10. Notice that 

a=（釘＋伽＋％）／3and£=ハ＝ £2.All the quantities including the color scale 
are plotted in the logarithmic scale. The maximum of G occurs at r 1＝几＝ 1.

(3.8). I also note that, because of the explicit 1/£-dependence in Eq. (3.23), 

the logarithmic dependence of M(£) on £, as in Eq. (3.7), does not show up in 

Eq. (3.20) within the lowest order expansion. 

In order to compare my result with that of a three-sphere swimmer in a 3D 

fluid, I show here its corresponding geometric factor as obtained in Ref. [3.13]: 

伽＝ 3am四 3 [」+」＿ l l 
(a1 + a2 + a3)2 L£i'£~ （ハ＋ t2)2'

(3.24) 

where ai here denote the radii of the three spheres (rather than disks). For the 

symmetric case with a1 = a2 = a3 = a and £1 = £2 = £, the above expression 

reduces to 

7a 
G3D= 12『.

(3.25) 

First, I note that Eq. (3.24) or Eq. (3.25) does not depend on the 3D fluid 

viscosity, while Eq. (3.18) or Eq. (3.19) is dependent on the membrane viscosity 

TJ through the inverse screening length氏． Second,the essential size dependence 

in Eq. (3.25) is G30 ~ (a/R)/R which does not appear in the previous quasi-2D 

case. On the other hand, such a dependence is in accordance with the scaling 

relation Eq. (3.23) and the Stokes law in a 3D fluid without any characteristic 
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Figure 3.4: Plot of the scaled geometric factor G/K, (solid line) [see Eq. (3.18)] 
and G30/K, (dashed line) [see Eq. (3.24)] as a function of the asymmetry param-

eter r =い＝几 whenK,a = O.l and K,/i, = 10. Notice that a=（釘＋伽＋仰）／3
and f =化＝伍． Themaxima of G and Gゅ occurat r = 1. 

length scale. Hence the existence of the characteristic length scale, ;,,-1, for 

a quasi-2D fluid completely changes the asymptotic size dependencies of the 

average velocity. This is an important finding of this chapter and highlights the 

essential difference between 2D and 3D microswimmers. 

3.5 A symmetric microswimmers 

Since I have obtained the general expression of the geometric factor G for 

a three-disk microswimmer, as shown in Eq. (3.18), I discuss now the effects of 

structural asymmetry of a microswimmer on its geometric factor. We first set 

as f, 1 = £2 = f, and vary the two ratios between the disk sizes as defined by 

r1 a1 
＝ 

a2' 
r3 a3 

＝ 
a2' 

(3.26) 

whereas we keep, for instance, the sum of the three radii being fixed to a1十 四 十

a3 = 3a. In Fig. 3.3, I plot the scaled geometric factor G/t;, in Eq. (3.18) as a 

function of the two ratios f1 and f3 when t;,a = 0.1 and t;,f, = 10. Notice that a/f 

should be small within our expansion scheme and the color scale indicates the 

quantity log(G/t;,). From this plot, I find that the maximum of the geometric 
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Figure 3.5: Plot of the scaled geometric factor G/t,_, (solid line) [see Eq. (3.18)] 

and G 3D / t,_, (dashed line) [ see Eq. (3. 24)] as a function of the asymmetry pa-

rameter A=化／£2[see Eq. (3.27)] when t,_,a = 0.1 and t,_,P, = 10. Notice that 

a=釘＝伽＝ a3and £ = (£1 + £2)/2. The minima of G and Gゅ occurat 

A=  1. 

factor is realized when the disk size is identical, i.e., r 1 = r 3 = 1. In other words, 

any asymmetry in the disk size leads to a reduction of the average swimming 

velocity. 

In Fig. 3.4, I further consider the case when几＝ r3 = r (or, equivalently, 

釘＝叫， andplot G / r,, as a function of r. Such a plot corresponds to a cross-

section of Fig. 3.3 along the diagonal line. To compare the quasi-2D case with 

the 3D case, I also plot G30/ K, [see Eq. (3.24)] as a function of r under the 

same condition. For G3D, the ratiosいand几 correspondto those between the 

sphere radii. It should be also noted that Eq. (3.24) does not contain K, and it 

is used only to compare with the quasi-2D case. Although both G and G3D are 

maximized at r = 1, the dependence on r is much weaker for G. This weak 

dependence originates from the logarithmic dependence of the disk mobility μ 

on the disk size a, as shown in Eq. (3.4). 

Alternatively, one can set as a1 = a2 = a3 = a and vary the ratio between 
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the arm lengths defined by 

化
A= -

ら'
(3.27) 

whereas we keep the sum of the two arm lengths being fixed to £1 +伍＝ 2£.

In Fig. 3.5, I plot the scaled geometric factors G / K, and G3D/ K, as a function of 

A when K,a = 0.1 and K,f = 10 as before. Here it is remarkable that both G 

and G3D are minimized when A = 1. On the other hand, the overall behaviors 

of G and G3D are rather similar because the chosen parameter value satisfies 

the condition K,f>>1 for which the coupling mobility M exhibits an algebraic 

dependence on the distance £, as shown in Eq. (3.8). 

3.6 Summary and discussion 

In summary, I have proposed a model of 2D three-disk micromachine swim-

ming in a quasi-2D supported membrane. In particular, I have obtained the 

average swimming velocity as a function of the disk size and the arm length. 

Due to the presence of the hydrodynamic screening length in the quasi-2D fluid, 

K―1, the geometric factor in the average velocity exhibits various asymptotic 

behaviors depending on the microswimmer size and the screening length. My 

result has been confirmed by the scaling argument for the geometric factor. I 

have also looked at the effects of structural asymmetry of a microswimmer, and 

found that the geometric factor is maximized when the disks are equal-sized, 

whereas it is minimized when the average arm lengths are identical. 

At this point, a rough estimate of the characteristic length scales would be 

useful [3.25, 3.29, 3.31]. The membrane viscosity of lipid bilayers at physiological 

temperatures is approximately T/ ~ 10-9 N•s/m and the viscosity of surrounding 

water is T/s ~ 10-3 N-s/m2. For supported membranes, we can approximate 

the height of the intervening solvent region as h ~ 10-9 m. Hence we obtain 

K―1 = y0而元~ 3 x 10-s m. I note that this length scale is relatively small 

and the large scale behavior is expected for micron-sized swimmers. 

In my model of a three-disk microswimmer, I have assumed that the three 
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disks are connected by two arms and their time-dependent motions are given 

by Eq. (3.14) [3.12, 3.13]. Alternatively, one can also consider a three-disk mi-

croswimmer in which the disks are connected by two elastic springs, while the 

natural length of each spring is assumed to undergo a prescribed cyclic change. 

Using the results in Ref. [3.17], one can immediately estimate the average quan-

tity〈U山ー妬叫 inEq. (3.15) and obtain the average velocity V of an elastic 2D 

microswimmer. It can be generally shown that the swimming velocity increases 

with frequency in the low-frequency region, whereas in the high-frequency re— 

gion, the average velocity decreases when the frequency is increased [3.17]. Such 

a behavior originates from the intrinsic spring relaxation dynamics of an elastic 

swimmer. 

Although I have taken into account the hydrodynamic friction between the 

fluid membrane and the substrate through the friction coefficient入inEq. (3.1), 

the effect of intrinsic drag of the disks on the substrate was not considered in 

Eq. (3.3). One can naturally assume that the drag coefficient of a disk on the 

substrate is proportio叫 toits area and is given by心叫 where心 isthe disk 

friction coefficient. In this case, the translational mobility coefficient in Eq. (3.3) 

will be modified [3.23]: 

μ(a） ＝人『氏4a)2(1 + t) + k:：ご］―1 (3.28) 

Notice that the correction term due to心／入 givesrise to a contribution that is 

independent of入． Sinceonly the coefficient of (/'i,a)2 is altered when compared 

with Eq. (3.3), the drag acting on the disks modifies my result only up to 

a numerical factor when /'i,a ≫ l. This means that the asymptotic scaling 

behaviors in Sec. 3.4 are not affected by the drag forces on the disks. In principle, 

the disk friction coefficient can be different for different disks. Such an effect 

can be effectively taken into account by considering different disk radii as long 

as they are much larger than the screening length /'i,―1. 

In this chapter, I have discussed the behavior of a 2D microswimmer in a 
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quasi-2D fluid that is characterized by a hydrodynamic screening length, ti,―1. It 

should be noted, however, that we encounter a similar situation in which a 3D mi-

cromachine swims in a structured viscoelastic fluid having a characteristic length 

scale. According to my preliminary result, I find that the frequency dependence 

of the average velocity exhibits fairly complex behaviors depending on the ma-

chine size relative to the characteristic length scale of the surrounding structured 

fluid. Details of such an investigation will be reported elsewhere [3.32]. 

In the future, we shall also investigate the case when the surrounding bulk 

fluid is viscoelastic [3.30]. Such a study will enable us to obtain the frequency 

dependent complex viscosity of the surrounding 3D fluid by measuring the ve-

locity of a 2D microswimmer in a membrane [3.33]. Such a method will provide 

us with a new type of non-contact surface microrheology. 
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Chapter 4 

Three-Sphere Microswimmer in 

a Structured Fluid 

I discuss the locomotion of a three-sphere microswimmer in a viscoelastic struc-

tured fluid characterized by typical length and time scales. I derive a general 

expression to link the average swimming velocity to the sphere mobilities. In 

this relationship, a viscous contribution exists when the time-reversal symmetry 

is broken, whereas an elastic contribution is present when the structural sym-

metry of the microswimmer is broken. As an example of a structured fluid, we 

consider a polymer gel, which is described by a "two-fluid model". I demonstrate 

in detail that the competition between the swimmer size and the polymer mesh 

size gives rise to the rich dynamics of a three-sphere microswimmer. 

4.1 Introduction 

Microswimmers are tiny machines, such as sperm cells or motile bacteria, 

that swim in a fluid and are expected to be relevant to microfluidics and mi-

crosystems [4.1]. By transforming chemical energy into mechanical work, mi-

croswimmers can change their shapes and move in viscous environments. The 

fluid forces acting on the length scale of microswimmers are governed by the 

effect of viscous dissipation. According to Purcell's scallop theorem [4.2], time-
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reversal body motion cannot be used for locomotion in a Newtonian fluid. As 

one of the simplest models exhibiting broken time-reversal symmetry, N ajafi and 

Golestanian proposed a three-sphere microswimmer [4.3, 4.4] in which three in-

line spheres are linked by two arms of varying lengths. This model is suitable 

for analytical studies because the tensorial structure of the fluid motion can be 

neglected in its translational motion. Recently, such a microswimmer has been 

experimentally realized [4.5, 4.6]. 

For microswimmers in general situations, however, the surrounding fluid is 

not necessarily purely viscous but viscoelastic. Several studies have discussed 

the swimming behaviors of micromachines in different types of viscoelastic flu-

ids [4.7-4.11]. In particular, Lauga showed that the Scallop theorem in a vis-

coelastic fluid breaks down if the squirmer has a fore-aft asymmetry in its surface 

velocity distribution [4.7]. In a previous chapter, I discussed the locomotion of a 

three-sphere microswimmer in a viscoelastic medium and derived a relationship 

linking the average swimming velocity to the frequency-dependent viscosity of 

the surrounding medium [4.12]. I demonstrated that the absence of the time— 

reversal symmetry of the swimmer motion is reflected in the real part of the 

viscosity, whereas the absence of the structural symmetry of the swimmer is 

reflected in its imaginary part. 

So far, investigations into the swimming behaviors of micromachines have 

been limited to homogeneous viscoelastic fluids without any internal structures. 

However, one of the fundamental and characteristic features of viscoelastic soft 

matter is that it contains various intermediate mesoscopic structures and behaves 

as a structured fluid [4.13]. The existence of such internal length scales signifi-

cantly affects the rheological properties of soft matter [4.14]. In this chapter, I 

address the effects of the intermediate structures of the surrounding viscoelastic 

fluid on the locomotion of a three-sphere microswimmer. Because a three-sphere 

microswimmer is also characterized by its own size, my main interest is to find 

out how the average swimming velocity depends on the relative magnitudes of 
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Figure 4.1: A three-sphere micromachine swimming in a structured fluid such as 

a polymer gel. Three identical spheres of radius a are connected by arms with 

lengths L1(t) and L2(t) and undergo time-dependent cyclic motions. According 

to the two-fluid model, the polymer gel consists of an elastic network charac-

terized by a constant shear modulus G and a viscous fluid characterized by a 

constant shear viscosity T/・ The elastic and fluid components are coupled via 

mutual friction. The length scale ~ characterizes the typical internal structure 

of the elastic network, e.g., its mesh size. 

the swimmer's size and the characteristic length of the surrounding fluid. 

Generalizing my previous work [4.12], I first obtain the average velocity of a 

three-sphere microswimmer moving in a structured fluid, which is characterized 

by typical length and time scales. As an example of a structured fluid, we employ 

a "two-fluid model" that has been broadly used to describe the dynamics of poly-

mer gels [4.15-4.17]. Recently, the response of a polymer network to the motion 

of a rigid sphere has been investigated within this two-fluid model [4.18-4.20]. 

I calculate the frequency dependency of the average velocity of a three-sphere 

microswimmer in a two-fluid gel and obtain its various asymptotic expressions 

by changing the swimmer size. The competition between the swimmer size and 

the polymer mesh size gives rise to the rich dynamics of microswimmers. Even 

though I primarily discuss the two-fluid model here, my result can be applied to 

various types of structured fluids. 
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4.2 Microswimmer in a structured fluid 

As shown in Fig. 4.1, I consider a microswimmer consisting of three rigid 

spheres of the same radius a that are connected by two arms of variable lengths 

L1 and L2 [4.3, 4.4]. I assume that the motion of the arms is prescribed by two 

time-dependent functions L1(t), L2(t) ≫ a. Then the velocity of each sphere 

½ (i = 1, 2, 3) should satisfy the conditionsム(t)＝怜(t)-V1(t) and L2(t) = 

怜(t)-V2(t), where the dot indicates the time derivative. The surrounding fluid 

exerts a force Fi (i = 1, 2, 3) on each sphere, which we assume to be along the 

swimmer axis. Because we are interested in the autonomous net locomotion of 

the swimmer, there are no external forces acting on the spheres. This leads to 

the force-free condition: Fi (t)＋的(t)＋凡(t)= 0. 

Within the linear response theory, the velocity and force acting on a sphere 

of radius a are related in the Fourier domain by ½(w) = μ[a,w]Fi(w), where 

V(w) = J~00 dt V(t)e―iwt (with the same form for F(w)) denotes the Fourier 

transform and μ[a, w] = fc。r;°dt μ(a, t)e―iwt gives the frequency-dependent self-

mobility. Similarly, the force Fj acting on the j-th sphere at Xj and the induced 

velocity ½ of the i-th sphere at叩 arerelated by ½(w) = M[r,w]Fj(w), where 

r = xi -Xj ≫ a and M[r, w] is the frequency-dependent longitudinal coupling 

mobility. 

I further assume that the arm deformations are relatively small, and given by 

L1(t) = £十附(t)and L2(t) = £十四(t),where£ is a constant length that satisfies 

£ ≫ u1 (t), u2(t). I consider the case when the two arms undergo the simplest 

periodic motions [4.3, 4.4]: u1(t) = d1 cos(Dt) and u2(t) = d2 cos(Dt-¢), where 

d1 and d2 are the amplitudes of the oscillatory motions, D is the common arm 

frequency, and ¢ is the mismatch in the phases between the two arms. When 

the arm motions are given, the above set of equations is sufficient to solve for 

the six unknown quantities ½ and Fi. The swimming velocity is obtained by 

averaging the velocities of the three spheres, i.e., V = (Vi十怜＋ ％）／3. 

Consider a viscoelastic structured fluid that is characterized by a character-
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istic length scale ~ and a characteristic time scale T. I assume that the above 

mentioned mobilities are expressed by the following scaling forms: 

μ[a,w] = 
µ[a/~, WT] 

伽 'f]oa
， M[r,w]= 

M[r / ~,WT] 
4可 of'

(4.1) 

where μ and M are the dimensionless scaling functions and rJo is the zero-

frequency shear viscosity. Even if there are more than two length or time scales, 

the above assumption is still valid because only the dimensionless ratios between 

the different scales enter into the scaling functions. In other words, if there are 

several length scales 6, 6, 6, ・ ・ ・ and several time scales T1, T2, T3, ・ ・ ・, the 

dimensionless mobility can be expressed as 

μ[a/6, WT1; 6/6, 6/6, ・ ・ ・ ; T2/T1, T3/T1, ・・・］， (4.2) 

and similarly for M. Under this assumption, we perform an expansion of the 

swimming velocity to the leading order in a/£, di/£, and d叫． Afterperforming 

the time integration over a full cycle, we obtain the average swimming velocity: 

v~ 鱈 an
48炉

（加／ふ正l―1げ［a／ふー伍l―1)

x (SM[£/~, O] -M[2£/~'O] + 2£(-48M[R/~, O] + 8M[2£/~, O])) sin¢ 

＋ 
i(d『-d合）aQ

96炉
（神[a／もm］―1-μ[a／も一正］―1)

x (4M[R/~, O] + M[2虞，O]-2£(28M［以，O]+8M[2虞，O])), (4.3) 

where 

訓虞O]
誼 [r/~, WT] 

= lim 
WT→0 ar ， (4.4) 

r=f! 

[see the Appendix 4.A for the full derivation]. This is a generalization of my 

previous result [4.12] and is the main result of this chapter. 

The first term in Eq. (4.3) can be regarded as a viscous contribution,仄，

and is present only if the time-reversal symmetry of the arm motion is broken, 

i.e., cp -/-0, 1r. The second term, conversely, corresponds to an elastic contri-

bution, Ve, and exists only when the structural symmetry of the swimmer is 

broken, i.e., d1 -/-d2. In other words, even if the time-reversal symmetry of the 
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swimmer motion is not broken, i.e., 1> = 0, 1r, the swimmer can still move in a 

viscoelastic medium because of the second elastic term as long as its structural 

symmetry is broken, i.e., d1 =I= d2. I used the condition a ≪ £ when deriving 

Eq. (4.3), but nothing has been assumed concerning the relative magnitudes 

between the swimmer size, a and£, and the characteristic length of the fluid, ~

Therefore, Eq. (4.3) offers a very general velocity expression for a three-sphere 

microswimmer moving in a structured fluid. 

Although Eq. (4.3) is applicable to any structured fluid, some special cases 

are worth discussing. For a purely viscous fluid, the scaling functions in Eq. (4.1) 

are given by P, = 1 and M = l; therefore, Eq. (4.3) reduces to the average 

velocity obtained by Golestanian and Ajdari [4.4]. Further, for a viscoelastic 

fluid without any internal structure, the scaling functions are simply given by 

P, = T/o/TJ[w] and M = T/o/TJ[w], where TJ[w] is the frequency-dependent complex 

viscosity. In such a homogeneous but viscoelastic fluid, Eq. (4.3) reduces to 

Eq. (13) in Ref. [4.12]. 

I note that the above derivation has been limited within the linear response 

theory because linear relationships between forces and velocities have been as-

sumed. Such an assumption of the linear viscoelasticity is generally justified 

when the strain amplitude is small enough [4.21]. For a three-sphere microswim-

mer, this condition is given by di/ f ≪ l and d2/ £ ≪ 1 which have been indeed 

used in the derivation of Eq. (4.3). Otherwise, one needs to take into account 

nonlinear viscoelastic effects such as a shear thinning behavior [ 4.14]. 

4.3 Two-fluid model for a gel 

As a simple example of various structured fluids, I consider here a polymer 

gel described by the two-fluid model. As schematically described in Fig. 4.1, 

there are two dynamical fields in this model: the displacement field u(r, t) of 

the elastic network and the velocity field v(r, t) of the permeating fluid. When 

inertial effects are neglected, the linearized coupled equations for these two field 
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variables are given by 

au 
O=G叫＋（K+G/3)▽（▽． u)-r（可―v)' (4.5) 

〇＝和v-Vp-r(V —誓） ＋f. (4.6) 

Here, G and K are the shear and compression moduli of the elastic network, 

respectively, T/ is the shear viscosity of the fluid, p(r, t) is the pressure field, and 

f(r, t) is the external force density acting on the fluid component. The elastic 

and fluid components are coupled via the mutual friction, which is characterized 

by the friction coefficient r. When the volume fraction of the elastic component 

is small, we further require the incompressibility condition:• •v = 0. The above 

two-fluid model contains the characteristic length ~ = (T//「）1/2and the charac-

teristic time T = T//G. The former length scale roughly corresponds to the mesh 

size of a polymer network, and the latter time scale sets the viscoelastic time. 

Hereafter, I introduce a dimensionless ratio defined as E = [(K + 4G/3)/G]112. 

Diamant calculated the self-mobility of a sphere in a two-fluid gel, which de— 

pends on the choice of the boundary condition at the surface of the sphere [4.18]. 

Here I consider the case of "a sticking fluid and a free network", i.e., a stick 

boundary condition is used for the fluid while the network does not exchange 

stress with the sphere. In other words, the network moves only because of its 

coupling to the fluid. The full expression of the self-mobility μ is given in the 

Appendix 4.B [4.18], and here, I show only its limiting behaviors. In the low-

frequency limit, WT→0, μ becomes 

9 , iWT (4 + 3在）が＋ 36在炉＋ 162贔＋ 81召
μ [ a, w l ~ ~ + 

伽 rJa(9+ ga + a2)'6噂 2(9+ ga +炉）2在 '

(4.7) 

where a = a/(and one can take further limits depending on the magnitude of 

a. In the high-frequency limit, WT→oo, μ becomes 

1 1 
µ[a,w]~~-

伽 rya 61rrya(iwT) ・ 
(4.8) 
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This expression is equivalent to writing the mobility as μ[a, w] ~ 1/(6可 ba),

with an effective viscosity of T/b = rJ[l + 1/(iwT)]. Therefore, the above two-fluid 

model reduces to the Kelvin-Voigt model at high-frequencies [4.14]. 

I previously obtained a general expression for the coupling mobility M con-

necting the velocity v and the force f in the two-fluid model [4.22, 4.23], which 

is also given in the Appendix 4.B. For small distances, r/＜→ 0, the coupling 

mobility is 

1 1 
M[r,w] ~ ~ -

41rrJr 6可 ((1+ iwT)1/2' (4.9) 

and consequently, the gel is nearly purely viscous. Conversely, for sufficiently 

large distances, r尺→ oo,the coupling mobility is 

M [ r, w] ~ ~ + 
1 召 1

4可 br'27rrJ戸 (1+ iwT)2. (4.10) 

4.4 Average velocities in a two-fluid gel 

Next I discuss the average velocity of a three-sphere microswimmer in a two-

fluid gel and investigate its frequency as well as size dependencies. Recall that 

there are two lengths that measure the size of a three-sphere microswimmer: the 

sphere radius a and the average arm length£, with the condition a≪£. Because 

the surrounding gel is characterized by the network mesh size, ~, the following 

three different situations can be distinguished: (i) a large swimmer when a ≫ ~ 

and£≫ も(ii)a medium swimmer when a ≪ ~ and £ ≫ ~'and (iii) a small 

swimmer when a«~ and£«~・ In each case, following the procedure in the 

Appendix 4.A, I numerically solve for ¼ and Fi to calculate the average velocity 

V without making an expansion in terms of a/£. These numerical results are 

plotted by the solid lines in Fig. 4.2, whereas the analytical results obtained 

from Eq. (4.3) are plotted by the dotted lines with the same colors. In Fig. 4.2, 

the parameters a/~ and£/~ are chosen in such a way that the condition a/£≪ 1 

is always satisfied for a three-sphere microswimmer. Moreover, di/£ and d2/ £ 

are also small enough to ensure that the assumption of linear viscoelasticity is 
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appropriate. 

In Figs. 4.2(a) and (b), I separately plot the viscous仄 andelastic仄 con-

tributions, respectively, for a large swimmer as a function of the scaled fre-

quency DT. The behavior of仄 inFig. 4.2(a) is remarkable because it exhibits 

a non-monotonic dependence on D. A careful analysis reveals that it behaves 

as Vv ~ D→n-112→ Q → Q-1 →Das D ・as D increases. This non-monotonic 

behavior is more pronounced for larger sphere sizes such as a/~ = 100 (green). 

On the other hand, the frequency dependence of the elastic contribution, Ve, 

crosses over as Ve ~炉→ no.

The above results can be reproduced by Eq. (4.3) when we use the full 

expressions of the two-fluid mobilities μ and M (most of the dotted lines in 

Fig. 4.2 are invisible because they almost coincide with the solid lines). Further, 

Eq. (4.3) provides us with various asymptotic expressions. For example, I first 

discuss the limit of伍→ 0in Vv, Using the first term of Eq. (4.7) and the 

second term of Eq. (4.10), we obtain 

V 
- 31d心a叩．

sin¢, ～ ～ 
144り

(4.11) 

which is proportional ton. The complex non-monotonic behaviors in the inter-

mediate frequencies are separately discussed in the Appendix 4.C. In the limit 

of OT→oo, we use the first term of Eq. (4.8) and the second term of Eq. (4.10) 

to obtain 

Vv~ 
- 31d必ぐaQ

16£4 
sin¢. (4.12) 

By evaluating the elastic term in Eq. (4.3), one can also obtain the asymptotic 

expressions for豆． Inthe limit of伍→ 0,we use the second terms of Eqs. (4. 7) 

and (4.10) to obtain 

V ～ e ～ 
17(di -d~)砂 4+3召
5184£梵2T E2 

(rlT)叫 (4.13) 

which is proportional to伊． Inthe limit of伍→ oo,the second terms of 
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Eqs. (4.8) and (4.10) yield 

v ~ 
17(di-dりぐa

e ～ 
32£仔 '

(4.14) 

which is independent of n. Notice that the crossover frequency separating 

the different scaling regimes is strongly dependent on a/t For example, the 

crossover frequency between Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14) roughly scales as (nT)* ~ 

(a/~)-2. This means that one can extract information concerning the internal 

structure of the surrounding medium by observing the average swimming veloc-

ity. Moreover, the non-linear dependence on the sphere size, such as仄～砂 in

Eq. (4.11) or Ve~ a5 in Eq. (4.13), is al ~ at> in Eq. (4.13), is also a unique feature of a two-fluid gel. 

For a medium swimmer (a ≪ ~ and f ≫ ~), I plot the numerical results 

of Vv and Ve in Figs. 4.2(c) and (d), respectively. In Fig. 4.2(c), we find 

V v ~ n over the entire frequency range. This behavior is essentially explained 

by Eq. (4.12), which was obtained for the large swimmer case. The elastic con-

tribution in Fig. 4.2(d), conversely, crosses over asい～炉→炉／2→ no, 

where then-independent behavior can be explained by Eq. (4.14) as before. In 

the Appendix 4.C, I show the asymptotic expressions for smaller frequencies [see 

Eqs. (4.54) and (4.55)]. 

Finally, I numerically plot仄 andVe for a small swimmer (a«~ and f ≪ ~) 

in Figs. 4.2(e) and (f), respectively. The viscous contribution shows a linear 

dependence,仄～ n.This is reasonable because the combination of the first 

terms in Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9) simply represents a purely viscous fluid. The elastic 

contribution plotted in Fig. 4.2(f) crosses over as仄～伊→炉／2→炉／2→no. 

Even though the first two scaling behaviors cannot be obtained analytically, the 

last two behaviors are given in the Appendix 4.C [see Eqs. (4.56) and (4.57)]. 

It should be mentioned here that Eq. (4.3) does not reproduce the numerical 

result in Fig. 4.2(f) because the lowest expansion in terms of a/f is inappropriate 

for this limit. Hence the dotted lines deviate from the solid lines Fig. 4.2(f) 

especially for relatively smaller nT values. 
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Figure 4.2: Plots of the average swimming velocity V as a function of the scaled 
frequency OT for a three-sphere micromachine swimming in a polymer gel with 

E = [(K + 4G/3)/G]112 = /1可3~ 2.16. The solid lines are the numerical 
results explained in the text, whereas the dotted lines (with the same colors) 
are the analytical results obtained from Eq. (4.3). The analytical dotted curves 
are invisible when they coincide with the numerical solid curves. The numbers 

indicate the slopes representing世eexponents of the power-law behaviors. ~) 
The scaled viscous contribution V v and (b) the scaled elastic contribution仄
for a large swimmer (a ≫ ~, £ ≫ ~). The different colors correspond to the 

different a/~ values shown in the graphs; here, we have chosen£/~= 104. The 
other parameters are ¢ = 7r /2 and dり£=あ／£ = 10-2 in (a) and d1 = 2d2 and 
d爪＝ 10-2in (b). ( in (b). (c) The scaled Vv and (d) scaled Ve f or a medium swimmer 

(a ≪ ~, £ ≫ ~). The different colors correspond to the different a尺values
shown in the graphs; here, we have chosen £/~ = 104. The other parameters 

are the same as those in (a) and (b). (e) The scaled V v and (d) scaled Ve for a 
small swimmer (a ≪ ~, £ ≪ ~). The different colors correspond to the different 
a/~ values shown in the graphs; here, we have chosen£/~ = 10-2. The other 

parameters are the same as those in (a) and (b). Notice that in all these plots, 

a/~ and£/~ are chosen in such a way that a/£≪ 1 is always satisfied. 
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4.5 Summary and discussion 

So far, I have primarily discussed the motion of a three-sphere microswimmer 

in a polymer gel described by the two-fluid model. However, the importance of 

my work is not restricted to these specific models. The prediction of the average 

velocity in Eq. (4.3) is applicable to any structured viscoelastic fluid that has an 

intermediate length scale and a characteristic time scale. For example, one can 

also discuss the motion of a microswimmer in a polymer solution that is described 

by a different "two-fluid model" [4.24, 4.25]. In addition, it is interesting to 

discuss the dynamics of three-sphere microswimmers in liquid crystals [4.26], 

which typically exhibit complex rheological behavior depending on their different 

phases [4.27]. 

Furthermore, we encounter a similar situation when we consider the motion 

of a three-disk microswimmer immersed in a quasi-2D fluid membrane [4.28]. 

Owing to the presence of the hydrodynamic screening length in the quasi-2D 

fluid, the geometric factor appearing in the average velocity exhibits various 

asymptotic behaviors when changing the ratio between the swimmer size and 

the screening length. The result in Ref. [4.28] can be obtained from Eq. (4.3) 

using the mobility of the disk and the coupling mobility in a quasi-2D fluid. 

At this point, it is useful to give some numbers related to realistic microswim-

mers and systems described by a two-fluid model. Let us first consider a ho-

mogeneous sample of entangled F-actin network whose mesh size~ can be con-

trolled by the actin monomer concentration c as ~ = 0.3／ye (~ in μm and c 

in mg/ml) [4.19, 4.20]. Hence ~ ~ 1 μm for c ~ 0.1 mg/ml. On the other 

hand, a typical size of colloidal particles used in microrheology experiments 

is a ~ 0.5 μm [4.29]. If we assume that one can construct a three-sphere mi-

croswimmer by connecting these colloidal particles, its whole size (corresponding 

to £) would amount to several microns, which is comparable to a typical size of 

living microorganisms such as bacteria. Since a magnitude relation a < ~ < £ 

holds in this case, a living microorganism swimming in an actin network may 
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correspond to a medium swimmer [see Fig. 4.3(c) and (d)]. 

On the other hand, a three-sphere swimmer has been experimentally realized 

by using ferromagnetic particles at an air-water interface and by applying an 

oscillating magnetic field [4.5, 4.6]. In this experiment, the size of spheres is 

about a ~ 200 μm and the rest length of the bonds is roughly,e ~ 1 mm. 

Hence such a model swimmer behaves as a large swimmer in an actin network 

[see Fig. 4.3(a) and (b)], since the mesh size is much smaller, i.e., ~ ≪ a < £. 

Such a comparison shows that the swimming behaviors of a microorganism and 

a ferromagnetic swimmer are essentially different in a structured fluid such as 

F-actin networks due to the presence of the characteristic length scale ~- This 

is the main message of the present work. 

Concerning the characteristic time scale T of a two-fluid model, we shall 

refer to a number that was measured for F-actin networks [4.19, 4.20] by using 

microrheology techniques [4.29]. With the water viscosity rJ ~ 10-3 Pa-s and 

the measured shear modulus G ~ 10―1 Pa for a F-actin network, we obtain 

the viscoelastic time scale as T = rJ / G ~ 10-2 s. For a typical mi microorgamsm 

and a model swimmer mentioned above, characteristic frequencies are about 

0 ~ 102 Hz [4.1] and 1 Hz [4.5, 4.6], respectively. Hence the corresponding 

Deborah numbers for these two cases are De ~ 1 (microorganism) and 10-2 

(model swimmer) which are both considered in Fig. 4.3. 

Finally, I note that Fu et al. analyzed the swimming behavior of an infinite 

sheet undergoing transverse traveling-wave deformations in a two-fluid gel [4.30]. 

They demonstrated that the boundary conditions between the sheet and the 

network significantly affect the swimming speed. In my study, I considered only 

the case of "a sticking fluid and a free network" for the boundary condition 

between the sphere and the gel. Different situations such as "a sticking fluid 

and a sticking network" case or "a sticking fluid and a slipping network" case, 

as discussed in detail in Ref. [4.18], will lead to different swimming behaviors 

because the self-mobility of the spheres is modified. Although several deficiencies 
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of the two-fluid model have been explicitly pointed out [4.18], such investigations 

are left to future studies. 

To summarize, I discussed the locomotion of a three-sphere microswimmer 

in a viscoelastic structured fluid with typical length and time scales. I derived a 

general expression for the average swimming velocity, Eq. (4.3), which includes 

both viscous and elastic contributions. To illustrate my result, I used the two-

fluid model for a polymer gel and demonstrated that the average velocity exhibits 

various asymptotic behaviors depending on the swimmer size. Because one can 

extract information concerning the internal structure of the surrounding fluid 

from observations of the motion of a microswimmer, the present theory offers a 

new approach to active microrheology [4.29]. 

4.A Derivation of Eq. {4.3) 

When the conditions u1 (t)，四(t)≪ £ are satisfied, the equations of motion 

of the three spheres are given by [4.12] 

½(w) ~ μ[a，叫Fi(w)+ M[f,w]凡(w)+ &M[f,w] 
叫w)＊凡(w)

21r 

+ M[2£,w]凡(w)+ & M [2£, w] ~, 
加(w)＋匹(w)]＊凡(w)

21r 
叫w)＊凡(w)

怜(w)~ M[£,w]Fi(w) + &M[f,w]~ + μ[a,w]凡(w)
21r 

+M[f,w]凡(w)+ &M[f,w]~, 
叫w)＊凡(w)

21r 

怜(w)~ M[2£,w]凡(w)+ &M[2£, w] 
加(w)＋四(w)]* Fi(w) 

21r 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

叫w)＊凡(w)
+ M[£,w]F2(w) + &M[f,w]~ + μ[a,w]F3(w), (4.17) 

27r 

where &M[f,w] = (&M[r,w]／街）r=£ and we have used the convolution defined 

by J(w) * g(w) =』~00 dw'J(w -w')g(w'). 

Since the arm frequency is !1, we assume that the velocities and the forces 

of the three spheres can generally be written as [4.12] 

00 

¼(w) = ¼,o b(w)＋区[V2，砂（W+叩） ＋ ¼,-nb(w —叩）］，（4.18)
n=l 
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F,(w) ~ F,,oO(w)＋言[Ft，砂（W+叩）＋F,,-n O(w -nr!)]. (4.19) 

Substituting the assumed arm motions附 (t)= d1 cos(Ot)，四(t)= d2 cos(Ot-

¢) and (4.18) intoム（t)=怜(t)-V1(t), we obtain 

怜，o-V1,o = 0, 

怜，1-½,1 = -i叫 Q,

怜，ー1-V1,-1 = i叫 Q,

恥—い＝ 0 for lnl 2:: 2. 

Similarly, we obtain fromら（t)=怜(t)-½(t) 

怜，o-怜，0= 0, 

怜，1-怜，1＝祠西園，

怜，ー1- V2，ー1=祠西g,

怜，n-怜，n= 0 for lnlこ2,

where we have introduced the following notations: 

剌＝ icos ¢ + sin ¢, 

動＝ーicos ¢ + sin ¢. 
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(4.28) 

(4.29) 

Substituting Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19) into Eqs. (4.15), (4.16) and (4.17), we 

obtain 

d1 
V1,n ~ μ[a, -nO]F1,n + M[f, -nO]F2,n + 8M[f, —叩］ー (F2,n+l + F2,n-1) 

2 

d1 
+ M[2£, -nO]F3,n + 8M[2£, —叩］ー (F3,n+l + F3,n-I) 

2 
id2 

這 M[2£,-n0]一（一剌F3,n+l十動F3,n-1), (4.30) 
2 

d1 
怜，n~M[f, —訓Fi,n + 8M[f, -nO]ー (Fi,n+1+ F1,n-1) + μ[a, -nO]F2,n 

2 
id2 

+ M[f, -nO]F3,n + 8M[f, -nO] （ー叱F3,n+l十動F3,n-1), (4.31) 
2 

d1 
怜，n~ M[2f, —叩］F1,n + 8M[2£, -nO]~(F1,n+1 + Fi,n-1) 

2 
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泌
+8M[2£, —噸 (-弘F1,n+l十動F1,n-1)

2 
id2 

+M[f,-n叫図＋ 8M[£, —叫 (-鱈，n+l→F2,n-1)+ μ[a, -nO]F3,n・ 
2 

(4.32) 

Note that the couplings between different n-modes are involved in these equa— 

tions. Finally, substituting Eq. (4.19) into F1(t)＋凡(t)＋凡(t)= 0, we obtain 

F1,n + F2,n + F3,n = 0. (4.33) 

The above set of equations constitute a matrix equation with infinite di-

mensions and cannot be solved in general. Under the assumption of a ≪ £, 

however, we are allowed to consider only n = -l, 0, 1 and further approximate 

as Fi，士2,:::;;0. The justification of the latter approximation is also seen by solving 

Eqs. (4.23), (4.27), (4.30), (4.31), (4.32) and (4.33) for n =土2and taking the 

limit of a≪£. Hence the above set of equations can be solved for 18 unknowns, 

i.e., ¼,n and応 fori = 1,2,3 and n = -l,O, 1. 

The velocity of each sphere is simply obtained by the inverse Fourier trans-

form, ¼(t) = (2司―1f~oo dw ¼(w)eiwt_ Th w)ezwt. The average swimming velocity over one 
-CX) 

cycle of motion is then calculated by 

V=星［11"/ndt [½(t) ＋怜(t) ＋怜(t)]/3. (4.34) 

Within the lowest order expansion in a, we finally obtain Eq. (4.3) by using 

Eq. (4.1). In order to obtain more accurate higher order terms in a, one needs 

to take into account the higher order n-modes (lnl ~ 2). 

4.B Mobilities in a two-fluid polymer gel 

Self mobility 

The self-mobility μ for a sphere in a two-fluid gel was calculated by Dia-

mant [4.18]. Among various boundary conditions, we consider here "a sticking 

fluid and a free network" case. In this situation, the full expression of the self-
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mobilityμ is given by [4.18] 

with 

1 N□N2 
μ[a,w] = 

61r'T7ba D1 + D2' 

71 

(4.35) 

凡＝応8―1/2位十 €8―112)[0,(l + s)―1/2 + 38―1], (4.36) 

N2 = 2s―1(a + 3岱―1l2)(2a+ 3総―1l2)[a(1+ s)―1/2 +い］，（4.37)

Dl = am-1/2位十蕊―112)[0,(l+ s)―1/2 + (1 + s)―1+2い］， （4.38) 

D2 = 2い(1+ s)―1/2(a + 3岱―1l2)(2a+ 3岱―1l2)[a+ (1 + s)―112], (4.39) 

where we have used the dimensionless notations a = a/(, s = iwT and E = 

[(K + 4G/3)/G]112. 

In addition to Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8), the above self-mobility has other limiting 

expressions. In the limit of a/~ • 0, the self-mobility becomes 

1 1 1 
μ[a, w] ~ ~ -

伽 rJa 61rrJ~ (1 + iwr) 1/2' 
(4.40) 

which corrects the Stokes mobility. In the limit of a/,→oo, on the other hand, 

we have 

1 1 
μ[a, w] ~ ~ + ＜ 

6可 ba'6nrya2(1 + iwT)112(1 + iwT)" 

In this regime, the response of a sphere is governed by'f/b• 

Approximate expressions of the self-mobility 

When a»~ and WT≪ l, Eq. (4.35) can be approximated as 

1 18召＋ 18紅計／2＋炉(3召＋4)s+ 3む％83/2+ a只5/2
μ[a,s] ~ 

伽 T}a 2a2在＋ 2a只 1/2十が墨／2

(4.41) 

(4.42) 

Using the notations X = a計／2and Y =蒻， theabove expression can be rewrit-

ten as 

1 18召＋ 18咽 ＋ （3召＋ 4）炉＋ 3€炉＋ふY
μ[a,s] ~ 

伽 rya 2砂 2+2年 X+ €疋XY'

where X ≫ Y holds because s ≪ l. 

(4.43) 
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For X ≪ 1 and Y ≪ 1, we have 

1 9 
μ[a,s] ~ 

伽 naa万

For X>>1 and Y ≪ 1, we have 
1 / 2炉炉y 8が ―1

μ[a,s] ~ ~量＋応― gm)
For Y ≫ 1 and X ≫ 1, we have 

1 杞炉―1

μ[a,s] ~伽na （刃―炉Y)

Coupling mobility 

(4.44) 

(4.45) 

(4.46) 

The full expression of the longitudinal coupling mobility is given by [4.22, 

4.23] 

M[r,w] = ~ [1 + ~い［n/加）］， (4.4 7) 

where f = r(l + iwr)1/2 /~ and the scaling function Q(z) is given by 

2 2e―z I 1 
如）＝1 -戸+ z (1 + ;）． (4.48) 

4.C Asymptotic expressions of the average ve-

locity 

Large swimmer 

For伍≪ (a/~)-2, we use the first term of Eq. (4.7) and the second term of 

Eq. (4.10) to obtain 

- 31d心a叩
Vv~ 

144£4 
sin¢, (4.49) 

as in Eq. (4.11). 

For (a/＜戸＜＜伍≪ (a/ ~)-4!3, we use the third term of Eq. (4.45) and the 

second term of Eq. (4.10) to obtain 

V ～ ～ 
3ld1d忍

18y2E£4[!1/273/2 
sin¢. (4.50) 

For (a／く）ー4/3≪缶≪ (a/~)-1, we use the second term of Eq. (4.45) and 
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the second term of Eq. (4.10) to obtain 

Vv~ 
- 31d必~a勺．

sin¢. 
144£4 

73 

(4.51) 

For (a／く）ー1≪ OT≪ (a/＜）―1/2, we use Eq. (4.46) and the second term of 

Eq. (4.10) to obtain 

V ～ 
V ～ 

3ld1d忍
16£40召

sin¢. (4.52) 

For釦≫ (a/~)-1!2, we use the first term of Eq. (4.8) and the second term 

of Eq. (4.10) to obtain 

Vv~ 
- 31d必ぐaQ

16り
sin¢, (4.53) 

as in Eq. (4.12). 

Medium swimmer 

For OT ≪ 1, we use the second term of Eq. (4.7) and the second term of 

Eq. (4.10) to obtain 

v ~ 17(df -d訳a2
e ～ 64£仔

（伍）乞 (4.54) 

For 1＜く伍 <<(a/()-2, we use the second term of Eq. (4.40) and the second 

term of Eq. (4.10) to obtain 

v ~ 17¥1'2(di -d訳a2
～ 

64£仔
（正）1／2. (4.55) 

Small swimmer 

For(£／く）ー2≪OT≪ (a/~)-2, we use the second term of Eq. (4.40) and the 

first term of Eq. (4.9) to obtain 

Ve~ 
5y'2(di -d~)a2 

96£梵T

（釦）1／2. (4.56) 

For伍≫ (a/~)-2, we use the second term of Eq. (4.8) and the first term of 

Eq. (4.9) to obtain 

v ~ 5(di —蒻）a
e ～ 48『T.

(4.57) 
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Chapter 5 

Elastic Three-Sphere 

Microswimmer in a Viscous 

Fluid 

We discuss the dynamics of a generalized three-sphere microswimmer in which 

the spheres are connected by two elastic springs. The natural length of each 

spring is assumed to undergo a prescribed cyclic change. We analytically obtain 

the average swimming velocity as a function of the frequency of cyclic change in 

the natural length. In the low-frequency region, the swimming velocity increases 

with frequency, and its expression reduces to that of the original three-sphere 

model by Najafi and Golestanian. Conversely, in the high-frequency region, the 

average velocity decreases with increasing frequency. Such behavior originates 

from the intrinsic spring relaxation dynamics of an elastic swimmer moving in 

a viscous fluid. 

5.1 Introduction 

Microswimmers are tiny machines that swim in a fluid, such as sperm cells 

or motile bacteria, and they are expected to be applied to microfluidics and 

microsystems [5.1]. By transforming chemical energy into mechanical work, 

77 
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microswimmers change their shape and move in viscous environments. Over 

the length scale of microswimmers, the fluid forces acting on them are gov-

erned by the effect of viscous dissipation. According to Purcell's scallop theo-

rem [5.2], time-reversal body motion cannot be used for locomotion in a New-

tonian fluid [5.3]. As one of the simplest models exhibiting broken time-reversal 

symmetry, Najafi and Golestanian proposed a three-sphere swimmer [5.4, 5.5], 

in which three in-line spheres are linked by two arms of varying length. Recently, 

such a swimmer has been experimentally realized by using ferromagnetic parti-

cles at an air-water interface and by applying an oscillating magnetic field [5.6]. 

The original N ajafi-Golestanian model has been further extended to various 

situations, such as the case when one of the spheres has a larger radius [5.7] 

or when three spheres are arranged in a triangular configuration [5.8]. Montino 

and DeSimone considered the case in which one arm is periodically actuated 

while the other is replaced by a passive elastic spring [5.9]. It was shown that 

such a swimmer exhibits a delayed mechanical response of the passive spring 

with respect to the active arm. More recently, they analyzed the motion of a 

three-sphere swimmer with arms having active viscoelastic properties mimicking 

muscular contraction [5.10]. Recently, Nasouri et al. discussed the motion of 

an elastic two-sphere swimmer, in which one of the sphere is a neo-Hookean 

solid [5.11]. 

Another approach for extending the N ajafi―Golestanian model is to consider 

the arm motions as occurring stochastically [5.12, 5.13], rather than assuming a 

prescribed sequence of deformations [5.4, 5.5]. In these models, the configura— 

tion space of a swimmer generally consists of a finite number of distinct states. 

A similar idea was employed by Sakaue et al., who discussed the propulsion of 

molecular machines or active proteins in the presence of hydrodynamic interac-

tions [5.14]. Later, Huang et al. considered a modified three-sphere swimmer in 

a two-dimensional viscous fluid [5.15]. In their model, the spheres are connected 

by two springs, the lengths of which are assumed to depend on the discrete states 
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n' X1 X2 X3 

Figure 5.1: Elastic three-sphere microswimmer in a viscous fluid characterized 

by the shear viscosity r,. Three identical spheres of radius a are connected by 
two harmonic springs with elastic constants KA and KB. The natural lengths of 
the springs, i!,A(t) and i!,B(t), depend on time and are assumed to undergo cyclic 

change [see Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7)]. The time-dependent positions of the spheres 
are denoted by x1 (t), x2 (t), and x3 (t) in a one-dimensional coordinate system. 

that are cyclically switched. As a result, the dynamics of a swimmer consists of 

the spring relaxation processes, which follow after each switching event. 

In this chapter, we discuss a generalized three-sphere swimmer in which the 

spheres are simply connected by two harmonic springs. The main difference 

between this model and the previous models is that the natural length of each 

spring depends on time and is assumed to undergo a prescribed cyclic change. 

Whereas the arms in the Najafi-Golestanian model undergo a prescribed motion 

regardless of the force exerted by the fluid, the sphere motion in our model 

is determined by the natural spring lengths representing internal states of a 

swimmer and also by the force exerted by the fluid. In this sense, our model is 

more realistic to study the locomotion of active microswimmers. We analytically 

obtain the average swimming velocity as a function of the frequency of cyclic 

change in the natural length. In order to better illustrate our result, we first 

explain the case in which the two spring constants are identical and the two 

oscillation amplitudes of the natural lengths are the same. Then, we shall discuss 

a general case in which these quantities are different and the phase mismatch 

between the natural lengths is arbitrary. 

The introduction of harmonic springs between the spheres leads to an in-

trinsic time scale of an elastic swimmer that characterizes its internal relaxation 
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dynamics. When the frequency of cyclic change in the natural lengths is smaller 

than this characteristic time, the swimming velocity increases with frequency, 

as in the previous works [5.5]. In the high-frequency region, on the other hand, 

the motion of spheres cannot follow the change in the natural length, and the 

average swimming velocity decreases with increasing frequency. Such a situa-

tion resembles the dynamics of the Najafi-Golestanian three-sphere swimmer in 

a viscoelastic medium [5.16]. We also show that, owing to the elasticity that 

has been introduced, the proposed micromachine can swim even if the change 

in the natural lengths is reciprocal as long as its structural symmetry is vio-

lated. Although the considered swimmer appears to be somewhat trivial, it can 

be regarded as a generic model for microswimmers or protein machines since 

the behaviors of the previous models can be deduced from our model by taking 

different limits. 

5.2 Model 

We generalize the Najafi-Golestanian three-sphere swimmer model to take 

into account the elasticity in the sphere motion. As schematically shown in 

Fig. 5.1, the present model consists of three hard spheres of the same radius 

a connected by two harmonic springs A and B with spring constants KA and 

KB, respectively. We assume that the natural lengths of these springs, denoted 

by £A(t) and £B(t), undergo cyclic time-dependent change. Their explicit time 

dependences will be specified later. The total energy of an elastic swimmer is 

then given by 

KB E=f（四ー X1 —信＋ （功一巧ー伍）2,
2 

(5.1) 

where xi(t) (i = 1, 2, 3) are the positions of the three spheres in a one-dimensional 

coordinate system. We also assume x1く四＜邸 withoutloss of generality. 

Owing to the hydrodynamic interaction, each sphere exerts a force on the viscous 

fluid of shear viscosity T/ and experiences an opposite force from it. In general, 

the surrounding medium can be viscoelastic [5.16], but such an effect is not 
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considered in this chapter. 

Denoting the velocity of each sphere by心 wecan write the equations of 

motion of the three spheres as 

KA 
（ 

応（四一叩ー似）
出＝ 四ー X1-RA)-2

伽 na 4可 四 ー X1

＋ 
知 (x3―四一伍） ＿仰（知一四一年）

4可砂ー X1 4可 X3- X1 

応（⑫ -m-ハ） KA
む＝ 一 （四ー X1―似）

4可四— X1 61rrJa 

＋ 
KB 

（ 
仰 (x3一四―伍）

X3 ー四一伍）—―
伽 na 47fn x3― 四'

坊＝
応（四ー m-tり＿応（咋一 m―似）

47fn ⑬ -X1 47fTJ ⑬ -X2 

KB（四一四ー伍） KB 
+ - （叫一四ー伍），

4m］ 巧一四 67fna 

where we have used the Stokes'law for a sphere and the Oseen tensor in a three— 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

dimensional viscous fluid. The swimming velocity of the whole object can be 

obtained by averaging the velocities of the three spheres: 

1 
V= —応＋む＋ ±3).

3 
(5.5) 

One of the advantages of the present formulation is that the motion of the spheres 

is simply described by coupled ordinary differential equations. Moreover, the 

force-free condition for the whole system [5.4, 5.5] is automatically satisfied in 

the above equations. 

Next, we assume that the two natural lengths of the springs undergo the 

following periodic changes: 

似(t)= f + dA cos(Stt), 

伍(t)= f,十伽 cos(nt-¢). 

、1
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In the above, R is the common constant length, dA and dB are the amplitudes 

of the oscillatory change, r2 is the common frequency, and ¢ is the mismatch in 

phase between the two cyclic changes. The time-reversal symmetry of the spring 

dynamics exists only when ¢ = 0 or 1r; otherwise, the time-reversal symmetry 
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is broken. In the following analysis, we generally assume that dA, dB, a ≪ £ 

and focus on the leading-order contribution. It is convenient to introduce a 

characteristic time scale T = 61rrJa /KA. Then we use £ to scale all the relevant 

lengths (xi, a, dA, and d叫andemploy T to scale the frequency, i.e., 0 =翫

By further defining the ratio between the two spring constants as入＝ K紅Kふ

the coupled Eqs. (5.2)-(5.4) can be made dimensionless. 

5.3 Results 

In order to discuss the essential outcome of the present model, we shall first 

consider the simplest symmetric case, i.e.，入＝ 1,心＝ dB= d, and 1> = 1r/2. 

Hence, Eq. (5.7) now reads £B(t) = £ + dsin(S1t). For our later calculation, it is 

useful to introduce the following spring lengths with respect to £: 

UA =四ー X1-f, 咋＝四ー四ー£. (5.8) 

Notice that these quantities are related to the sphere velocities in Eqs. (5.2)-(5.4) 

as 

UA =む一切， 師＝幻ーむ． (5.9) 

Using Eqs. (5.2)―(5.4) and solving Eq. (5.9) in the frequency domain, we obtain 

the following expressions after inverse Fourier transform 

9 -3!1 + 5炉＋炉 6!1-4炉＋ 2炉
UA(t),:::;:; ~dcos(S1t) + 

9+ 10伊＋炉 9+10伊＋炉
d sin(S1t (nt), (5.10) 

面＋4炉＋ 2炉 9+ 3!1 + 5!12＿炉
匝 (t),:::;:;-~ d cos (flt) + ~ d sin (nt), (5.11) 

9+ 10炉＋炉 9+10炉＋炉

where we have used a/£≪ 1. 

According to the calculation by Golestanian and Ajdari [5.5], the average 

swimming velocity of a three-sphere swimmer can generally be expressed up to 

the leading order in四／£ and uB/£ as 

- 7a 
V= 〈・ • 

24£2 
UA咋— U立B〉, (5.12) 

where the averaging <• • •> is performed by time integration in a full cycle. The 
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Figure 5.2: Plots of the scaling functions (a) F⑲；入） and(b) F:叫；入） defined

in Eqs. (5.22) and (5.23), respectively, as functions of !1 =伍 for入＝ K紅応＝

0.1, 1, and 10. The numbers indicate the slope representing the exponent of the 

power-law behaviors. 

above expression indicates that the average velocity is determined by the area 

enclosed by the orbit of periodic motion in the configuration space [5.5]. Using 

Eqs. (5.10) and (5.11) for an elastic microswimmer with d/£, a/i!, ≪ 1, we obtain 

the lowest-order contribution as 

研 a 3叩＋炉）
V=  

24『T9+10炉＋炉'
(5.13) 

which is an important result of this chapter. 

We first consider the small-frequency limit of r2 ≪ 1. Physically, this limit 

corresponds to the case when the spring constant KA is very large. We easily 

obtain 

and 

瓜 (t)~ d cos (Qt), 

V ～ ～ 

匹 (t)~ d sin (Dt), (5.14) 

7d2aD 

24『 '
(5.15) 

which exactly coincides with the average velocity of the N ajafi-Golestanian 

swimmer with identical spheres [5.4, 5.5]. This is reasonable because the two 

spring lengths UA and u、B are in phase with their respective natural lengths £ A 
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and RB, as we can see from Eqs. (5.6), (5.7), and (5.14). Notice that the average 

velocity increases as V ~ 0 in this limit, while it does not depend on the fluid 

viscosity rJ [5.4, 5.5]. 

In the opposite large-frequency limit of f2 ≫ 1, on the other hand, we have 

嘉d
四 (t)~ ~ cos[Ot -arctan 2 

QT 
[Ot -arctan 2], 

嘉d
咋 (t)~ ~ sin[Ot -(1r -arctan2)], 

QT 

where arctan 2 ~ 1.107 and 
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～ ～ 24『9召．
(5.18) 

We see here that UA and叩 areout of phase with respect to the natural lengths 

似 and畑 whilethe average velocity decreases as V ~ n-1 when O is increased. 

When the spring constant応 issmall, it takes time for a spring to relax to its 

natural length, which leads to a delay in the mechanical response. The crossover 

frequency between the above two regimes is determined byむ～ 1.The general 

frequency dependence of Eq. (5.13) is shown in Fig. 5.2(a) for入＝ 1(black line). 

It sh shows a maximum around O ~ 1, as expected. 

Recently, we investigated the motion of the Najafi-Golestanian three-sphere 

swimmer in a viscoelastic medium [5.16]. We derived a relation that connects 

the average swimming velocity and the frequency-dependent viscosity of the sur-

rounding medium. In this relation, the viscous contribution can exist only when 

the time-reversal symmetry is broken, whereas the elastic contribution is present 

only when the structural symmetry of the swimmer is broken. In particular, 

we calculated the average swimming velocity when the surrounding viscoelastic 

medium is described by a simple Maxwell fluid with a characteristic time scale 

TM-It was shown that the viscous term increases as V ~ n for nrM ≪ 1, while 

it decreases as V ~ n-1 for nrM ≫ 1. This is a unique feature of a swimmer in 

a viscoelastic medium [5.16-5.18], and such a reduction occurs simply because 

the medium responds elastically in the high-frequency regime. We note that the 
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frequency dependence of V for an elastic three-sphere swimmer, as obtained in 

Eqs. (5.13), is analogous to that for the Najafi-Golestanian swimmer in a vis-

coelastic Maxwell fluid. In other words, an elastic microswimmer in a viscous 

fluid exhibits "viscoelastic" effects as a whole. 

Having discussed the simplest situation of the proposed elastic swimmer, we 

now show the result for a general case when KAヂKB(or入ヂ 1),dAヂ咋，

and the phase mismatch cp in Eq. (5.7) is arbitrary. By repeating the same 

calculation as before, the spring lengths in Eq. (5.8) now become 

1 
叫 t)~ 

9炉＋ 2(2+入＋ 2,¥2)炉＋か

{ ＾ 2 
2 x [9入2+ (4 +,¥)02]dA cos(Dt) + 2（訳＋ 02)0dAsin(Dt) 

-2入（1+入）麟cos(Dt-cp) —入(-3入＋的叫in(nt -cp) }, (5.19) 

1 
叫 t)た

,炉 +2(2+入+2炉）炉＋炉

x {—2(1 十入）麟 cos(Dt) + (3入—炉）狐 sin(Dt)

＋入[9入＋ （1+4入）炉］d8cos(Dt -cp) + 2入(3+炉）算sin(nt -cp) }' 

(5.20) 

respectively, where we have used a/£ ≪ 1. Using Eq. (5.12) again, we finally 

obtain the lowest-order general expression of the average velocity as 

- 7dA咋a ^ 7（入— l)dA伽a ^ 

V = 凡（9；入）sin¢- F叩；入）cos¢24『T--'-¥--,・・;----T 12£27 

＋ 
7(di -d危入）a

24t2T 
凡（0；入）， (5.21) 

where the two scaling functions are defined by 

F⑲；入）＝
3入0(3入＋炉）

仰＋ 2(2十入＋ 2炉）炉＋伍
(5.22) 

凡（O；入）＝
3入炉

9炉＋ 2(2十入＋ 2炉）卯＋伍
(5.23) 

In Fig. 5.2, we plot the above scaling functions as functions of O for入＝ 0.1and 

10. Notice, however, that these two cases are essentially equivalent because we 
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can always exchange the springs A and B, whereas we have defined the relaxation 

time T by using KA・ 

When入＝ l,dA = d8, and ¢ = 1r /2, only the first term remains, and 

Eq. (5.21) reduces to Eq. (5.13), as expected. When入ヂ 1,on the other hand, 

the second term is present even if¢ = 0. The third term is also present when 

di =/-d~ 入， regardless of the phase mismatch ¢. Notice that the first term 

represents the broken time-reversal symmetry for ¢ヂ 0,whereas both the sec-

ond and third terms reflect the structural asymmetry of an elastic three-sphere 

swimmer [5.16]. To be more precise, the second term is due to the difference 

between the relaxation times of the two springs, and the third term reflects the 

asymmetric changes of their natural lengths. 

It is interesting to note that the frequency dependence of the second and 

third terms in Eq. (5.21), represented by F2(0,入）， isdifferent from that of the 

first term, represented by F閣，入）． Accordingto Eq. (5.23), V due to the 

second and third terms increases as V～ 炉 forD ≪ 1, whereas it decreases 

as V ~ n-2 for D ≫ 1. In general, the overall swimming velocity depends on 

various structural parameters and exhibits a complex frequency dependence. For 

example, F履，入） inFig. 5.2(a) exhibits a non-monotonic frequency dependence 

(two maxima) for入＝ 0.1or 10 (namely, when入=/-1). On the other hand, an 

important common feature in all the terms in Eq. (5.21) is that▽decreases for 

0 ~ 1, which i is characteristic of elastic swimmers. 

We confirm again that Eq. (5.21) reduces to the result by Golestanian and 

Ajdari [5.5], i.e., V = 7dA伽ansincp/(24だ）， when the two spring constants are 

infinitely large, i.e., KA, KB→oo and入＝ 1. The third term in Eq. (5.21) 

vanishes even if dA =/-伽 because0→0 holds in this limit. In the modified 

three-sphere swimmer model considered by Montino and DeSimone, one of the 

two arms was replaced by a passive elastic spring [5.9]. Their model can be 

obtained from the present model simply by setting one of the spring constants 

to be infinitely large, say KA→oo, and by regarding the natural length of the 
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other spring as a constant, say £8 = e (or d8 = 0). The continuous changes 

of the natural lengths introduced in Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7) are a straightforward 

generalization of cyclically switched discrete states considered in the previous 

studies [5.12-5.15]. We finally note that a model similar to the present one 

was considered in Ref. [5.19], although that study focused only on the low-

frequency region and did not discuss the entire frequency dependence. Using 

coupled Langevin equations, the authors of Ref. [5.19] mainly investigated the 

interplay between self-driven motion and diffusive behavior [5.19], which is also 

an important aspect of microswimmers. 

5.4 Summary and discussion 

To summarize, we have discussed the locomotion of a generalized three-

sphere microswimmer in which the spheres are connected by two elastic springs 

and the natural length of each spring is assumed to undergo a prescribed cyclic 

change. As shown in Eqs. (5.13) and (5.21), we have analytically obtained the 

average swimming velocity V as a function of the frequency n of cyclic change in 

the natural length. In the low-frequency region, the swimming velocity increases 

with frequency and reduces to the original three-sphere model by N ajafi and 

Golestanian [5.4, 5.5]. Conversely, in the high-frequency region, the velocity 

decreases with increasing frequency. This property reflects the intrinsic spring 

relaxation dynamics of an elastic swimmer in a viscous fluid. 
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Chapter 6 

State Transition of a 

Micromachine Driven by 

Catalytic Reaction 

I propose a model that describes cyclic state transitions of a micromachine driven 

by catalytic chemical reaction. This model is introduced to understand the 

universal principle of nonequilibrium micromachines. I consider the coupled 

dynamics of variables representing the degree of chemical reaction and the state 

of a micromachine. The total free energy of the system consists of the tilted 

periodic potential and the periodic coupling energy. I assume that the reaction 

variable obeys a deterministic stepwise dynamics characterized by two typical 

time scales: the mean first passage time and the mean first transition path time. 

To estimate the functionality of a micromachine, I introduce a physical quantity 

called "state cyclone" and further discuss its dependency on the properties of 

the chemical reaction. For example, I show that the state cyclone is proportional 

to the square of the mean first transition path time. The explicit calculation 

of these time scales within the proposed model reveals that the state cyclone 

is inversely proportional to the square of the activation energy of the chemical 

reaction. 

89 
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6.1 Introduction 

In recent years, physics of micromachines such as bacteria, motor proteins, 

artificial molecular machines has been intensively studied [6.1, 6.2]. Generally, 

a micromachine can be defined as a small object that extracts energy from 

chemical substances in the system and further exhibits mechanical function by 

using them. The interplay between the structural dynamics of such a small 

object and the associated chemical reaction is crucial for a micromachine. 

Owing to the development of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics and the 

improvement of experimental techniques, many researches have been conducted 

to reveal the energetics of micromachines. For example, the energy efficiency 

of Fl-ATPase motor and Kinesin has been experimentally obtained by using 

the Harada-Sasa relation [6.3-6.5]. On the other hand, attention has been also 

paid to the dynamics of micromachines. For instance, several works reported 

that the diffusion coefficients of metabolic enzymes increase due to enzymatic 

reactions [6.6-6.8]. Although several possible scenarios have been proposed such 

as self-heat diffusion, swimming, and macroscopic heating, the main physical 

mechanism for the enhanced diffusion is not yet specified [6.7]. 

Biological functions of a micromachine is intimately related to the transi-

tion between its different internal states. As depicted in Fig. 6.l(a), we can 

use time-dependent state variables si (t) to characterize such as the conforma-

tional structure or the adhesion state when a micromachine is interacting with 

a substrate. The state variables si(t) change dynamically when a micromachine 

catalyzes a chemical reaction of substrate molecules. As long as a microma-

chine acts as a catalyst, however, the internal state should return to the initial 

state after one cycle of reaction. Hence, the state variables si(t) should change 

periodically in time as the chemical reaction occurs repeatedly. 

In overdamped systems, such a state cycle is intimately related to biological 

functions of a micromachine. For example, microswimmers in a viscous fluid 

have been investigated by using a three-sphere model [6.9] or within the frame-
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work of a gauge theory [6.10]. It is known that the average swimming velocity 

is proportional to the closed loop area in the deformation space, as shown in 

Fig. 6.1 (b). In order to extend this concept and to generally characterize the 

functionality of a micromachine, I introduce the following quantity 

，
 

j
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.9“ .s t
 

d
 

TC ー
ー
れ＝

 

祈“c
 

(6.1) 

where函＝ dsi/dt and Tc is the period of a state cycle. In this chapter, I shall 

call the quantity Cij as the "state cyclone". 

For a three-sphere microswimmer, s1 and s2 correspond to the lengths of 

the two arms, and the average swimming velocity V over one cycle is directly 

proportional to the state cyclone, i.e., V ~ C12 [6.9]. Such a relation holds 

not only for a deterministic microswimmer, but also for a stochastic microswim-

mer [6.11, 6.12]. Within a gauge theory, shape deformation of an object can 

be expanded in terms of the proper eigenfunctions. Then, the average velocity 

is generally given by V =江，jWijCij, where Wij is a tensor that connects the 

velocity and the state cyclone [6.10]. The state cyclone is also relevant to a 

crawling motion of a cell on a substrate [6.13, 6.14]. 

Although the functionality of a micromachine is characterized by Cij, it is not 

known how the state cyclone is regulated within a micromachine. In this chapter, 

I consider an active micromachine that utilizes a catalytic chemical reaction, and 

investigate the relationship between the properties of the chemical reaction and 

the state cyclone. For this purpose, I consider an additional variable 0(t) that 

represents the degree of the chemical reaction. My purpose is to propose a 

minimum model of a micromachine undergoing a state transition that is driven 

by a catalytic chemical reaction. 

I consider a tilted periodic potential to describe the catalytic reaction and 

a periodic coupling free energy between si and 0. Onsager's phenomenological 

equations are employed for the time evolution of these variables. I assume that 

the dynamics of 0 is described by a step function characterized by two typical 
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time scales, i.e., the mean first passage time Tp and the mean first transition path 

time Tt. Solving the equations for the state variables si, I analytically obtain the 

state cyclone C12 as a function of these time scales. Moreover, I give analytical 

expressions for Tp and Tt in the weak coupling limit. I shall discuss in detail how 

these quantities are related to the properties of the chemical reaction. 

In Sec. 6.2, I introduce my minimum model. Then I discuss the dynamics 

of the state variables in Sec. 6.3. In Sec. 6.4, I calculate the state cyclone 

analytically. In Sec. 6.5, I obtain the mean first passage time and the mean 

first transition path time. Finally, a summary of my work and a discussion is 

provided in Sec. 6.6. 

6.2 Model 

In this section, I describe my model of a micromachine driven by a catalytic 

chemical reaction. Consider a system which contains one enzyme molecule (E) 

that plays a role of a micromachine, n8 substrate molecules (S), and np product 

molecules (P). The enzyme molecule acts as a catalyst and the corresponding 

chemical reaction is written as 

S + E +:= ES→P+E, (6.2) 

where ES indicates a complex molecule. The reaction rateれpis often analyzed 

by the Michaelis-Menten equation [6.15]. Although the above chemical reaction 

is relevant to the present study, my purpose is to adopt the simplest model for 

such a chemical reaction and not to reproduce it. 

The extent of a catalytic reaction is commonly described by the number 

of product molecules np. However, since my purpose is to investigate a single 

molecular reaction process, I introduce a reaction variable 0(t) to quantify the 

extent of the catalytic reaction. Unlike np, the reaction variable 0 is continuous 

and increases 21r for each reaction. By using 0, the catalytic reaction can be 

described by the Kramers theory [6.16]. 

According to the Kramers theory, the free energy Gr describing the chemical 
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Figure 6.1: (a) Schematic picture of a micromachine characterized by the con-
formational state variables 81, 82, and 83. Moreover, the adhesion between the 
domains and the substrate is described by the variables 84 and 85. (b) The 
state transition of a micromachine is represented by a trajectory in the state 

space spanned by the variables 81 and 82. The state cyclone C12 [see Eq. (6.1)] 
corresponds to the area enclosed by the trajectory. 

reaction is given by 

Gr(0)＝ら(0)-F0, (6.3) 

where Gp is a periodic free energy with the period of 21r, i.e., Gp (0 + 21r) =ら（0).

As shown in Fig. 6.2(a), the amplitude of Gp, denoted by A, represents the 

energy barrier in the chemical reaction and is regarded as the activation energy. 

The explicit form of Gp will be presented later. On the other hand, Fin Eq. (6.3) 

represents the chemical potential difference that drives the chemical reaction. 

The system is in chemical equilibrium when F = 0, whereas it is in out-of-

equilibrium situation when F =/-0. In this chapter, we shall consider the case of 

F > 0 and call F as the nonequilibrium force (even though it has the dimension 

of energy). 

Next, I introduce the state variables Si with i = 1, 2, 3, • • • characterizing 

the conformation of a micromachine. As shown in Fig. 6.l(a), the examples of 

the state variable are the distances between the domains in a micromachine or 

the distances between the domains and the substrate (if it exists). In principle, 

there is a large number of degrees of freedom of a micromachine, and the number 

of the state variable can be also large. 
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Figure 6.2: (a) The tilted periodic free energy Gr as a function of the reaction 

variable 0. As shown in Eqs. (6.3) and (6.23), Gr is characterized by the hight of 
the energy barrier A and the nonequilibrium force F, whereas the periodic part 

Gp has the periodicity of 21r. (b) An example of stochastic time evolution of 
the reaction variable 0 (left). Such a time evolution is characterized by the first 
transition path time tt and the first passage time作whichare both stochastic. 
After averaging over these quantities, we obtain the average time evolution of 0 

(right) as assumed in Eq. (6.15). Here Tt and Tp are the mean first transition path 
time the mean first passage time, respectively. The reaction variable increases 

linearly for O ~ t < Tt and stays constant for Tt ~ t < Tp-The function 0 satisfies 

0(t + Tp) = 0(t) + 2冗

Because we are considering a catalytic reaction, the internal state of a micro-

machine should return to the initial state after one cycle of reaction. Hence the 

state variable si is expected to change also periodically as the reaction variable 

0 evolves in time. With these requirements, I consider the following coupling 

energy between 0 and s石

Gc(0,｛si})＝こKi 2 

2 
[si -di sin(0＋釧．

i 

(6.4) 

Here Ki is the coupling parameter,山 isthe amplitude, 

difference. The total free energy Gt in my model is simply given by 

Gt(0,｛ふ｝） ＝Gr(0) + Gc(0,｛si}). 

and c/Ji is the phase 

(6.5) 

For the time evolutions of 0 and si, I employ the Onsager's phenomenological 

equations [6.17] 

. 8Gt 
0=-M- + ~(t), 

80 
8Gt 

針＝ーといj一 • 
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+ ~i(t). 
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Here, M and μij are the dynamical coefficients for 0 and si, respectively, while 
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(and (i represent thermal fluctuations which satisfy the fluctuation-dissipation 

theorem 

〈((t)〉＝ 0,

〈((t)((t'）〉＝ 2M知Tb(t-t'), 

〈いt)〉＝ 0,

〈(i(t)も(t')〉＝ 2μ詠BTS(t-t'), 
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where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. 

Although the above model is general, I make several simplifying assumptions 

in order to solve the coupled equations analytically. First, we only take into 

account two degrees of freedom, i.e., s1 and s2. Second, the mobility coefficients 

μij is assumed to have the form μ11 = μ22 = μ and μ12 = μ21 = 0. Third, 

the coupling free energy is symmetric between the two degrees of freedom, i.e., 

粕＝応＝ Kandd1 = d2 = d. Then Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7) reduce to 

0 = -M[80Gr(0) -Kdcos(0 + ¢1)61 -Kdcos(0 + ¢2)8叶十~' (6.12) 

ふ＝—訊ー dcos(0 十釘）0+ も，

応＝—泌― dcos(0 十む）0+ 如，

(6.13) 

(6.14) 

where we have introduced the notations 1 =μKandふ＝ si-dsin(0 + ¢か

In the following sections, I analyze the above coupled equations to estimate 

the state cyclone C12 given in Eq. (6.1). To do so, we first solve Eqs. (6.13) 

and (6.14) for bi (si) by assuming a simple functional form of 0. After that, 

Eq. (6.12) will be used to determine the two characteristic time scales of 0. 

6.3 Dynamics of the state variable 

In this section, I discuss the dynamics of the state variablesふ(s1)and 62 (s2) 

obeying Eqs. (6.13) and (6.14), respectively. To solve these equations, we make 

an assumption for the time dependence of 0. With the tilted periodic potential 

given by Eq. (6.3) and shown in Fig. 6.2(a), the reaction variable 0 changes 

stochastically across the energy barriers and the value of 0 increases over a long 
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Figure 6.3: Time evolutions of (a) s1 and (b) s2 when釘＝ 0and伽＝ 7l'/2.

I set Tt/Tp = 0.5 (shown by the dashed line) and changeぅ1Tp= 1 (black), 10 
(red), and 102 (green). (c) The trajectory of the state variables s1 and s2 shown 
in (a) and (b), respectively, over one period of cycle. For each cycle, 20 equal 

time intervals are marked by the filled circles. The black arrow indicates the 
direction of the state transition. The enclosed area of the trajectory corresponds 

to the state cyclone C12. (d), (e), and (f) are the similar plots to (a), (b), and 
(c), respectively, when Tt/Tp = 0.1 (shown by the dashed line). 

time. Such a time evolution can be characterized by two characteristic time 

scales. The first one is the "first passage time" tp which is the time required to 

change from one local minimum to the neighboring lower local minimum [6.16]. 

The second one is the "first transition path time" lt which is the time needed 

for the actual transition [6.18-6.20]. It should be noticed that both tP and tt are 

stochastic quantities. 

In order to discuss the dynamics of s1 and s2, let us assume that 0 follows a 

deterministic stepwise function characterized by the "mean first passage time" 

Tp and the "mean first transition path time" Tt which are the averages of tP and 
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tt, respectively. As presented in Fig. 6.2(b), the assumed functio叫 formof 0 is 

0(t) = ｛加t/Tt foro< t < Tt. （6.15) 

枷 for Tt :=:; t < Tp 

Furthermore, we require that 0 increases by 21r after one cycle of reaction Tp, 

i.e., 0(t + Tp) = 0(t) + 21r. The explicit expressions of Tp and乃 willbe given in 

Sec. 6.5 where we focus on their dependencies on A and F. 

Substituting Eq. (6.15) into Eqs. (6.13) and (6.14), we solve them in the 

absence of thermal noise, i.e., 6 =む＝ 0[see Appendix 6.A for the details]. 

Then the stationary solution forふ(i= 1, 2) can be obtained as 

い）＝臼／2が＋ 1[—呈 cos （デ＋ c/>i) -sin (~ + c/>i) 
erTp -eヤ t TTt 

+ e巧ー 1(~co鵡＋ sinc/>i) e―,t]' (6.16) 

for O ~ t < Tt and 

i(t) ＝ - d e古 (eア t- 1) （ヤt

(1冗／21r戸＋ 1 e匹ー 1 ¥ 21r 
cos <pi + sin <pi) e―丸 (6.17) 

for冗さ t< Tp・ 

In Figs. 6.3(a) and (b), I plot the time evolutions of s1 and s2, respectively, 

when釘＝ 0and ¢2 = 1r/2. I set冗／Tp= 0.5 and change巧＝ 1,10, and 102. 

When巧＝ 102(green), the behaviors for 0さ t< Tt are well described by 

sinusoidal functions si/ d = sin(2冠厄） ands2/d = cos(2吋／叫． Inthis strong 

coupling case (notice that 1 = μK), we see a sufficiently large state change 

within a micromachine. In the weaker coupling case, such as when 1Tp = 1 or 

10 (black or red), si cannot follow the change in 0 and the functionality of a 

micromachine is suppressed. In Fig. 6.3(c), I plot the trajectories of s1 and s2 

over one period of cycle for different values of 1Tp-For each cycle, 20 equal time 

intervals are marked by the filled circles. As mentioned before, the enclosed area 

of each trajectory gives the state cyclone 012. 

In Figs. 6.3(d), (e), and (f), I show the corresponding plots when Tt/Tp = 0.1. 

When 1Tp = 102 (green) and O :=;: t < Tt, both s1 and s2 are well described 
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Figure 6.4: The dimensionless state cyclone c12 = 4nC』(1和／2叶＋
l]/[d2,2点sin（四一切）］ asa function of冗／Tpfor 1和＝ 1(black), 10 (red), 
and 102 (green). The dotted lines are the asymptotic expression in Eq. (6.20) 

for Tt/Tp <＜ 1. 

by the same sinusoidal functions as in Figs. 6.3(a) and (6), respectively. On 

the other hand, the black and red curves for 1Tp = 1 and 10, respectively, 

deviate significantly from the green curve for 1Tp = 10叫andtheir amplitudes are 

significantly diminished. These reduced amplitudes can also be seen in Fig. 6.3(f) 

where the areas enclosed by the black and red lines are much smaller than the 

area enclosed by the green line. This means that, in the weaker coupling case, 

the state cyclone is further decreased as冗／Tpis made smaller. 

6.4 State cyclone of a micromachine 

I have mentioned before that the state cyclone defined in Eq. (6.1) provides us 

with a quantity to evaluate the functionality of a micromachine [6.9-6.11, 6.13, 

6.14]. In the previous works, the state cyclone was obtained along a deterministic 

state change when the period of deformation is constant. On the other hand, 

this is not always possible when fluctuations are present [6.21]. For a stochastic 

micromachine, it is necessary either to take a long time limit or to estimate the 

statistical average to obtain the state cyclone. In the present analysis, however, 
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one can calculate the state cyclone directly from Eq. (6.1) because we have 

assumed a deterministic dynamics for 0. 

By using the results in Eqs. (6.16) and (6.17), the state cyclone C12 is ob-

tained in terms of Tp and Tt as 

C12 = 1Tp dt釘S2

d゚％賛
41r[h冗／21r戸＋ 1]

[1+2[1 + eヤ p_臼-eァ(Tp-Tt)]

叫（叫27r戸＋ 1］（e巧ー 1)］ sin（伽ー釘）．

(6.18) 

This is the main result of this work. Since C12 is proportional to sin（西一釘），

it vanishes when釘＝伽． Inother words, the state variables s1 and s2 should 

be out-of-phase (¢1ヂ伽） inorder to exhibit its functionality. This result is 

related to the scallop theorem for a microswimmer [6.9, 6.10]. Moreover, the 

state cyclone satisfies the symmetry property such that C12 = -C21・

From Eq. (6.18), the asymptotic expressions of C12 can be obtained as 

C12 ~ 
d％鸞

4叫(1Tp/21r戸＋ 1]
sin（必一釘） for Tt/Tp ~ 1, (6.19) 

3d％賛
C12~~sin（む一釘） for Tt/Tp ≪ 1. (6.20) 

In Fig. 6.4, I plot the dimensionless state cyclone c12 as a function of the ratio 

Tt屑 fordifferent values of 1Tp- The dotted lines represent the asymptotic 

expression in Eq. (6.20)．肝omthis plot, one can confirm the scaling behavior 

仰～ （1汀 whenTt厄≪ 1. When Tt/Tp ~ 1, on the other hand, c12 approaches 

unity as can be confirmed by Eq. (6.19). 

6.5 Two characteristic time scales 

The dynamics of a chemical reaction is generally characterized by the mean 

first passage time Tp and the mean first transition path time冗． According

to the Kramers theory, Tp gives the time to overcome an energy barrier, and 

the inverse of it is a chemical reaction rate [6.16]. While most of the first 

passage time is spent by the waiting time, the actual time required for a state 
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Figure 6.5: (a) Schematic description of the first passage time tP. We consider 
a semi-infinite system with an absorbing boundary condition at 0 = 21r, and 
measure the time until the Brownian particle is absorbed at 0 = 21r. Here the 
state 0 = 0 can be visited multiple times, which gives rise to a long waiting time. 
(b) Schematic description of the first transition path time tt. We consider a finite 

system with absorbing boundary conditions at 0 = 0 and 21r, and measure the 
time until the Brownian particle is absorbed at 0 = 21r. When the particle is 
absorbed at 0 = 0, such an event is not counted. 

transition can be much smaller. Such a short time scale is characterized by 

冗 [6.18-6.20,6.22, 6.23], whose typical value was measured to be冗く 10-5s 

for a nucleic acid folding [6.24-6.26]. 

In this section, we obtain the analytical expressions of Tp and Tt in terms 

of the potential parameters by considering only the dynamics of 0 given by 

Eq. (6.12). Here we focus on the weak coupling limit, K d2 << A, and analyze 

the following simplified equation 

0=-Mo。Gr(0)十＜． (6.21) 

With this dynamical equation for 0, one can obtain both Tp and Tt for a general 

potential [6.20]. 

6.5.1 Mean first passage time Tp 

The first passage time tp is the time for a reaction that started from the 

initial value 0。reachesthe final value 0f for the first time. Notice that 0。=
0 and 0f = 21r in my model. Mathematically, this is equivalent to consider 

a Brownian motion of a particle in a semi-infinite system with an absorbing 
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boundary condition at 0 = 0r, and to measure the time until the particle is 

absorbed at 0 = 0r [see Fig. 6.5 (a)]. However, because the state 0 = 0。canbe 

visited multiple times, most of the first passage time is spent by a long waiting 

time. Since tP is a stochastic quantity and has a broad distribution, it is useful 

to consider its average Tp. 

A formal derivation of Tp is explained in Appendix 6.B. For an arbitrary 

periodic function Gp, Tp can be obtained as 

1 加 27r

和＝ D(1 -e-日）［dx 1"'1r dy exp[g以x)-g以x―y)-fy], (6.22) 

where gP = G紅（知T)and f = F/（知T)are the dimensionless potential and 

nonequilibrium force, respectively, and D = Mk8T is the diffusion constant. 

Note that D has the dimension of inverse time in the present model. 

For the sake of simplicity, we assume that GP is given by the combination of 

the following linear functions: 

ら(O)＝｛ ：冒~~~) :::ロニ (6.23) 

With this periodic potential, one can analytically obtain Tp as 

27r2 [ 7rf 8a2 1 + e―271"f 16a2 cosh(2a) e―可

和＝万 7r2『-4a2―(7r2『-4a叩 1-e-271"f + （炉P-4a叩 1-e-271"f], 

(6.24) 

where a = A/(k8T) is the dimensionless energy barrier. Then the asymptotic 

expressions of Tp are given as follows: 

加 21r
和～ー＝ whena≪ 1 or a≪ f, (6.25) 

DJ MF  

詑 2a 1r(k江）誓A/k紅
和～ ＝ 

2Da2f 2MA叩
when a≫ 1 and f ≪ 1, (6.26) 

召e2ae―71"f 1r2k8Te2A/kBT e-11"F/知T

和~ D疋 MA2
= ~ when a≫ f ≫ 1. (6.27) 

Here we have recovered the dimension in the last expressions. Since Eq. (6.25) 

does not depend on the temperature, thermal fluctuations are irrelevant in this 

limit. This is not the case for Eqs. (6.26) and (6.27) which diverge due to the 
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Figure 6.6: (a) The dimensionless mean first passage time Tp as a function 
of the dimensionless nonequilibrium force f for a = O.l (black) and 10 (red). 

The plot for a = O.l almost coincides with the asymptotic form in Eq. (6.25). 
The dotted and dashed lines are the asymptotic expressions in Eqs. (6.26) and 
(6.27), respectively. (b) The dimensionless mean first transition path time Tt as 
a function of the dimensionless nonequilibrium force f for a= O.l (black) and 10 
(red). The dotted and dashed lines are the asymptotic expressions in Eqs. (6.35) 

and (6.36), respectively. The dashed-dotted line is the asymptotic expression in 

Eq. (6.37). (c) The ratio Tt/Tp as a function of the dimensionless nonequilibrium 
force f for a= O.l and 10. The asymptotic value of rt/Tp approaches unity for 
large f, while it strongly depends on a for small f. 

exponential factor when the temperature vanishes. 

In Fig. 6.6(a), I plot the scaled Tp in Eq. (6.24) as a function off for a= 0.1 

and 10. For a = 0.1 (black), the entire behavior is simply approximated by 

Eq. (6.25). For a = 10 (red), on the other hand, I have plotted Eqs. (6.26) 

(dotted line) and (6.27) (dashed line) which are in good agreement with the full 

expression of冗

6.5.2 Mean first 
．． 

transition path time Tt 

The first transition path time tt is the time for a reaction that started from 

the initial value 0。reachesthe final value 0f without returning to 0。 .Mathe—

matically, this is equivalent to consider a Brownian motion of a particle in a 

finite system with absorbing boundary conditions both at 0 = 0。and0 = 0ゎ

and to measure the time until the particle is absorbed at 0 = 0f [see the black 

trajectory in Fig. 6.5 (b)]. When the particle is absorbed at 0 = 0。,suchan 

event is not counted [see the red trajectory in Fig. 6.5 (b)]. Since it is also a 

random quantity, we consider its average Tt. 
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A formal derivation of Tt is explained in Appendix 6.C, and the result is 

given by 

冗＝］［J27l"dw exp[gr(W)l]―1 

x [7l" dxexp[-g心）］［7l" dy exp[gr(y)］ ［ dz exp[gr(z)l, （6.28) 

where 9r = Gr/(kBT). Using Eqs. (6.3) and (6.23), we can analytically obtain 

Tt as 

271"2 三。＋三1けf)＋三2けf戸十三3け庁＋三4けf)4

冗＝万[2a(1-2e庄 f＋臼） ＋ 可(e加 f-l)］（召P-4a叩'

where 

三。＝ー 2(2a)4e2ae7rf+ (2a)3(e―2ae7rf + 3e2ae7rf -2 -2e27rf), 

31 =(2a)3(1 -e加 1)+ 3(2a)2(1 -e27rf), 

(6.29) 

(6.30) 

(6.31) 

三2=(2a)2(-1 + 2e2ae1rf -3e加 1)+ (2a)(-e―2ae1rf + 5e2ae1rf -2e加 f-2), 

三3=2a(e21rf -1) -(e21rf -1), 

34 =e盆 f+ 1. 

(6.32) 

(6.33) 

(6.34) 

Then the asymptotic expressions of Tt are given as follows: 

2召 2召
Tt ~ ＝ 3D 3MkBT 

when a≪ 1 and f ≪ 1, (6.35) 

21r 21r 
Tt ~-＝ 

DJ MF  
when f ≫ 1 and a≪ J, (6.36) 

2 
T 汀~

2 

Tt ~ ~ = ~ when a≫ 1 and a≫ f. (6.37) 
Da MA  

In the limit of Eq. (6.35), the transition process is dominated by thermal flue-

tuations. On the other hand, Eqs. (6.36) and (6.37) are independent of the 

temperature, and the transitions occur deterministically. The scaling relation 

冗～ 1/ain Eq. (6.37) was also obtained before for a quadratic potential [6.27]. 

In Fig. 6.6(b), I plot the scaled Tt as a function off for a= O.l and 10. For 

a= O.l (black), Tt is constant for f < land it decreases for f > l. This behavior 

is in accordance with the asymptotic expressions in Eqs. (6.35) (dotted line) and 
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(6.36) (dashed line). For a= 10 (red), on the other hand, Tt takes a maximum 

value around f ~ a. The dashed-dotted line is the asymptotic expression in 

Eq. (6.37). 

In Fig. 6.6(c), I plot the ratio Tt/Tp as a function off for a= 0.1 and 10. For 

a= 0.1 (black), a power law dependence is seen for f < 1, and冗/Tpapproaches 

unity for f > 1. For a= 10 (red), on the other hand, Ti心 isvanishingly small 

for f < 1, and it grows exponentially for 1 < f < a. 

It is worth mentioning the characteristic difference between Tp and Tt. In the 

limit off→0, Tp diverges while Tt remains finite. This is because a nonequi-

librium force is required for the net chemical reaction with a finite Tp・ On the 

other hand, Tしcanbe evaluated even in the equilibrium case. 

6.6 Summary and discussion 

In this chapter, I have discussed cyclic state transitions of a micromachine 

driven by a catalytic chemical reaction. I have proposed a minimum model of a 

generic micromachine and calculated the state cyclone in Eq. (6.1) to quantify 

its functionality. My model uses the reaction variable 0 and the state variables 

si which are coupled to each other through the free energy. The tilted periodic 

potential for 0 is characterized by the energy barrier A and the nonequilibrium 

chemical force F. Importantly, the state variable Bi is required to change peri-

odically in time for a catalytic reaction. 

In the analysis, I have assumed that 0 obeys a deterministic stepwise dynam-

ics characterized by the mean first passage time Tp and the mean first transition 

path time Tt- Under this assumption, I have first obtained the time dependen-

cies of the state variables 81 and 82. I find that their amplitudes become smaller 

when either Tt／和 or"(Tp is decreased. Then I have calculated the state cyclone 

C12 analytically [see Eq. (6.18)]. One of the important results is the scaling 

relation C12 ~（戸）2for Tt/Tp ≪ l. In the small coupling limit, we have fur-

ther obtained Tp [see Eq. (6.24)] and Tt [see Eq. (6.29)] in terms of the potential 
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parameters A and F. 

In my result, the state cyclone has been obtained in terms of Tp and冗

whereas they can further be expressed by A and F. For a realistic chemical 

reaction such as ATP hydrolysis, Tt/Tp is typically small, and I expect that 

the limit in Eq. (6.20) is appropriate for C12. As for the estimate of冗， we

use Eq. (6.37) by assuming a is large. Using the corresponding asymptotic 

expressions, we obtain approximately 

d2,2. f I I ¥ d2 μ2 K2 
C12 ~ 

D叩
sin（四一釘） ～ 

M叫
sin（伽一 c/>1), (6.38) 

The scaling relation C12 ~ 1/ A2 implies that the higher the energy barrier is, 

the smaller the state cyclone becomes. This scaling relation is also an important 

outcome of the present model. 

Here I give some typical values of the model parameters. From the experi-

ment measuring the enhanced diffusion, the activation energy of ATP was esti-

mated to be A~  10 kBT [6.28]. When a single ATP molecule is converted into 

ADP, the produced energy is roughly 20 kBT [6.4]. Hence I estimate the nonequi-

librium chemical force as F ~ 20/(21r)知T~ 3 kBT so that both A/kBT > l 

(a > l) and A > F (a > f) a > f) are satisfied. Moreover. one can estimate from 

Eqs. (6.26) and (6.37) that冗/Tp~ 10-5 ≪ 1, which justifies the assumption 

used in Eq. (6.38). 

Recent experiments reported the diffusion enhancement of enzymes due to 

chemical reactions [6.6, 6.8]. When a self-propelled particle undergoes a rota-

tio叫 diffusion,its translational diffusion coefficient increases by△D=V伍。い

where V is the propulsion velocity and冗otis the rotational diffusion time [6.29]. 

Since the propulsion velocity is proportional to the state cyclone, i.e., V ~ C, 

the diffusion enhancement can be written as△D rv C2Trot rv Trot/ A 4. So far, the 

relation between the activation energy and the functionality of a micromachine 

has not yet been investigated. We predict that the change in the activation 

energy can be reflected in the diffusion enhancement of enzymes. 
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In this study, I have mainly discussed the case when there are only two 

degrees of freedom of a micromachine. Although this is a minimum but suffi-

cient number, one needs to take into account many state variables to describe the 

dynamics of realistic enzymes. As mentioned in Introduction, the total function-

ality of a micromachine can be generally expressed by the quantity江，J悶 Cか

where Wij is the weight tensor that depends on the type of the micromachine 

and its environment. Hence it is necessary to evaluate the state cyclones for all 

the combinations of the state variables. Although the estimation of the weight 

tensor Wij is beyond the scope of this work, such a study will be important in 

the future. 

In the present work, the time scales Tp and Tt have been obtained only in 

the weak coupling limit, K d2 ≪ A. The study of the opposite strong coupling 

limit is left as a future work. In this limit, both 0 and si need to be solved 

simultaneously because they are strongly coupled to each other. 

6.A Derivation of Eqs. (6.16) and (6.17) 

In this Appendix, I show the derivation of Eqs. (6.16) and (6.17). In the 

absence of the noise terms, Eqs. (6.13) and (6.14) can be formally solved as 

ふ(t)= -e―ァtf dt'e吋'dcos[0(t')＋亨(t'), (6.39) 
-oo 

where we have assumed 0こtさ Tpand ignored a term that depends on the 

initial condition. Using Eq. (6.15) for 0 and the condition 0(t + Tp) = 0(t) + 2冗

we obtain 

ふ(t)=—予de―,t [1t dt'e叫OS （~ + ¢i) 8(7t -t') 

一言J二PTp+Ttdt'げ cos［予（t'+四） ＋ ¢t]］， (6.40) 

where 8(t) is the Heaviside step function. Changing the variable tot"= t'+nrp 

in the second integral, we obtain 

27!" t 

ふ(t)=— ~de—"(t [1t dt'e "(t'cos（ご＋</>i)e(冗 -t')
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-te―叩p[tdt”e#”cos (27fTtt”+0t)］， (6.41) 

which results in Eqs. (6.16) and (6.17) after the integration. 

6.B Derivation of Eq. {6.22) 

In this Appendix, I show the derivation of the mean first passage time Tp 

in Eq. (6.22) [6.16, 6.30, 6.31]. For this purpose, we consider a conditional 

probability distribution P(0, tl0。)forwhich 0(t = 0) = 0。isimposed as the 

initial condition. Then P(0, t10。)satisfiesthe following Fokker-Planck equation: 

OtP(0, tl00) =.C(0)P(0, t10。)，

.C(0) = Df}。exp[ -9r (0) la。exp[gr(0)].
(6.42) 

(6.43) 

Similarly, P(0, t10。)alsosatisfies the following backward Fokker-Planck equation: 

8tP(0, tl0o)＝.ct(0。)P(0,t10。)，

.ct (0。)＝Dexp[g謹o)］偽。exp[-g謹o)]a。0.

(6.44) 

(6.45) 

We employ the reflective boundary condition at 0 •— oo and the absorbing 

boundary condition at 0 = 21r. Then the total probability distribution decays 

due to the latter boundary condition. Here we introduce the survival probability 

defined as 

S(t, 0。)＝1: d0P(0,tl0。)．
-oo 

Then the distribution function of the first passage time is given by 

dS 
K乱t,0。)＝—ー．

dt 

(6.46) 

(6.47) 

From the condition S(t = 0) = 1, the following normalization condition holds 

JOO dtk乱t,0。)＝1. 

゜
(6.48) 

The mean first passage time Tp is defined as the first moment of the distribution 

function 

這）＝ 1=dttKP(t, 0。)．

゜
(6.49) 
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Next, one can show from Eqs. (6.44), (6.46), (6.47), and (6.49) that 

-1 = r,t(e。応(0。)， (6.50) 

where we have used the conditions limt→o tKP(t) 0 and limt→(X)tKP(t) = 

0. Using the reflective boundary condition (a。汀P= 0 at 0。→ -oo) and the 

absorbing boundary conditions (Tp = 0 at 0。=21r),one can solve the above 

equation to obtain [6.32], 

這）＝〗「1r dx exp[gr(x)] [~ dY exp[-gr(Y)]. 
o。 -00

(6.51) 

Setting 0。=0and using Eq. (6.3), we get 

和＝ii21r dx 100 dy'exp[gp(x) -gp(x -y') -Jy'], 
0 JO 

(6.52) 

where y'= x -Y. Because Gp has the periodicity of 21r, we obtain 

1 OO % 2T 

和＝ b苫ー2面 F1L,7r dx 1L,7r dy exp[gp(x) -gp(x -y) -fy], (6.53) 

where y = y'-2n1r. Since F > 0, one can easily evaluate the infinite series and 

obtain Eq. (6.22). 

6.C Derivation of Eq. (6.28) 

In this Appendix, I show the derivation of the mean first transition path 

time Tt in Eq. (6.28) [6.18-6.20]. For this situation, the absorbing boundary 

condition is imposed both at 0 = 0 and 0 = 21r. Hence, unlike Tp, the probabil-

ity is absorbed from both of the boundaries, although the probability of being 

absorbed at 0 = 21r determines Tt-

The distribution function of the first transition path time is given by 

1 
Kt(t, 0o) = ~J(0 = 21r, tl0。)，

N 

where J(0, t10。)isa probability flux 

(6.54) 

8 
J(O, t|0。)＝ -D exp[-gr(0)］ー [exp[gr(0)]P(0,tl0o)]. (6.55) 

80 
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In Eq. (6.54), N is the normalization constant that is fixed by the condition 

100 dt Kt(t, 0。)＝1. 

゜
(6.56) 

The mean first transition path time Tt is defined as the first moment of the 

distribution function 

00 
磯 0)= 1=  dttKt(t, 0。)．

゜
(6.57) 

The backward Fokker-Planck equation for the probability flux J is given by 

い(O,t|0。)＝.ct(eo)J(e, tie。)．

From Eqs. (6.54), (6.56), and (6.58), one can show that 

0 =.ct(0o)N(0。)，

(6.58) 

(6.59) 

where we have used the conditions J(21r, 0100) = 0 and J(21r, 0010。)＝0. Solving 

this equation with the boundary conditions N(O) = 0 and N(21r) = 1, we obtain 

N(0。)＝「
゜

dy。cxp[g,(yo)][[" dy。cxp[g,(yo)l]―1. (6.60) 

From Eqs. (6.54), (6.57), and (6.58), we obtain 

-N(0o) =.ct(0。加(0o), (6.61) 

where心(0o)＝冗(O。)N(00)and we have used the conditions limt→o tKt(t, 0o) = 0 

and limt→(X)tKt(t, 0。)＝0. With the use of the absorbing boundary conditions 

心(0)= 0 and心(21r)= 0, one can solve the above equation to obtain 

1 r r21r ―1 

鴫）＝万 [1~1r dw exp[gr(w)]] 

O。
X [(1 -N(0o)) 1tJo dx exp[-gr(x)］炉(x)

゜21r 
+N(0。)i~1r dx exp[-gr(x)](l -N(x))N(x)]. (6.62) 

Since冗＝ lim。o→o［ゆ（O。）/N(0。)］， onlythe second term remains and we obtain 

Eq. (6.28). 
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Chapter 7 

Anomalous Diffusion Induced by 

Micromachines in a Structured 

Fluid 

With the use of the "two-fluid model", I discuss anomalous diffusion induced by 

active force dipoles in viscoelastic media. Active force dipoles, such as proteins 

and bacteria, generate non-thermal fluctuating flows that lead to a substantial 

increment of the diffusion. Using the partial Green's function of the two-fluid 

model, I first obtain passive (thermal) two-point correlation functions such as 

the displacement cross-correlation function between the two point particles sep-

arated by a finite distance. I then calculate active (non-thermal) one-point and 

two-point correlation functions due to active force dipoles. The time correlation 

of a force dipole is assumed to decay exponentially with a characteristic time 

scale. I show that the active component of the displacement cross-correlation 

function exhibits various crossovers from super-diffusive to sub-diffusive behav-

iors depending on the characteristic time scales and the particle separation. My 

theoretical results are intimately related to the microrheology technique to de— 

tect fluctuations in non-equilibrium environment. 

113 
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7.1 Introduction 

The cytoplasm of living cells is full of proteins and organelles that play im-

portant active roles with the aid of chemical fuels such as adenosine triphosphate 

(ATP) [7.1]. In such a non-equilibrium environment, the transport properties of 

chemical species drastically deviate from those in static equilibrium conditions. 

For example, there are several experimental works reporting the anomalous dif-

fusion of a tagged particle in biological cells due to protein activities [7.2-7.6]. 

In other systems, a large enhancement of diffusion was also observed for a pas-

sive particle immersed in a bacterial bath [7.7, 7.8] or in a suspension of algae 

Chlamydomonas [7.9], and such a phenomenon has been also studied theoreti-

cally [7.10, 7.11]. 

The modified diffusion in cells was attributed to non-equilibrium forces gen-

erated by molecular motors walking on cytoskeletal networks [7.12, 7.13]. Re-

cently, Mikhailov and Kapral proposed a different mechanism caused by non-

equilibrium conformational changes of proteins or enzymes [7.14, 7.15]. They 

showed that, in addition to thermal fluctuations, active proteins in living cells 

generate non-thermal fluctuating flows that lead to a substantial increment of 

the diffusion constant. A chemotaxis-like drift of a passive particle was also 

predicted when a spatial gradient of active proteins is present [7.14, 7.15]. In 

these previous works, however, the three-dimensional (3D) cytoplasm and two-

dimensional (2D) biomembrane were treated as purely viscous fluids character-

ized by constant shear viscosities [7.16]. 

In general, biological cells behave as viscoelastic materials [7.17, 7.18]. Hoff-

man et al. experimentally determined the frequency-dependent shear modulus of 

cultured mammalian cells by using various methods to measure their viscoelastic 

properties [7.19, 7.20]. Interestingly, they found two universal (weak) power-law 

dependencies of the shear modulus at low frequencies corresponding to the cor-

tical and intracellular networks. At high frequencies, on the other hand, they 

observed an exponent of 3/4 which was attributed to the mechanical response of 
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actin fibers. Such an universal behavior of mechanical responses in living cells 

was also reported in other work [7.21]. 

Among various methods, microrheology is one of the most useful techniques 

to measure the rheological properties of living cells [7.22-7.26]. In this method, 

the local and bulk mechanical properties of a single cell can be extracted from a 

Brownian motion of probe particles, including both thermal and non-thermal 

contributions [7.27]. Concerning its theoretical background, the generalized 

Stokes-Einstein relation (GSER), equivalent to the fluctuation dissipation theo-

rem (FDT), has been used to analyze thermal diffusive motions. In non-thermal 

situations, the GSER has been further extended to relate particle mean squared 

displacement (MSD) and non-thermal force fluctuations [7.28, 7.29]. It should 

be noted, however, that the GSER contains various assumptions which can be 

violated in several situations [7.27]. Therefore it is necessary to discuss both 

thermal and non-thermal Brownian motions in a viscoelastic medium which is 

described by a well-founded theoretical model. 

In this chapter, I discuss diffusive motion of passive particles embedded in vis-

coelastic media that is described by the "two-fluid model" for gels [7.30-7.32]. I 

especially focus on the effects of non-thermal fluctuations induced by active force 

dipoles which undergo cyclic motions. I calculate displacement cross-correlation 

functions (CCF) of two point particles for the passive situation induced by ther-

mal fluctuations and the active situation driven by force dipole fluctuations. My 

calculation is closely related to the "two-point microrheology" method which has 

several technical advantages compared to the "one-point microrheology" [7.33]. 

As for the stochastic property of a force dipole, I consider the case when there 

is no correlation between different times, and also the case when it decays ex-

ponentially with a characteristic time scale. If the dipole time scale is much 

larger than the viscoelastic time scale, I show that the active contribution of the 

displacement CCF exhibits all the possible crossover behaviors between super-

diffusive and sub-diffusive motions. My predictions can be applied not only for 
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cells but also for bacterial suspensions and systems containing active colloids. 

Since my theory is based on the standard two-fluid model, it has some sim-

ilarities to the works by Levine and Lubensky [7.34, 7.35] or MacKintosh and 

Levine [7.12, 7.13]. In the former studies [7.34, 7.35], they investigated the dy-

namics of rigid spheres embedded in viscoelastic media by using the two-fluid 

model, but did not consider the effects of non-thermal fluctuations. In the latter 

studies [7.12, 7.13], on the other hand, they developed a model for F-actin net-

works driven out of equilibrium by molecular motors. The main difference in my 

work is that active force dipoles are embedded in the fluid and exert forces on the 

fluid itself. In this regard, I use the partial Green's function that connects the 

force acting on the fluid and the fluid velocity as discussed in Refs. [7.36, 7.37]. 

In these works, they emphasized the role of the intermediate length scale in the 

analysis of microrheology data. In my separate work, starting from the two-

fluid model, we have derived effective equations of motions for tracer particles 

displaying local deformations and local fluid flows [7.38]. 

In the next section, I describe the two-fluid model and show its partial 

Green's function both in the Fourier space and the real space. In Sec. 7.3, I 

discuss the passive two-point correlation functions. Using the coupling mobili-

ties and the FDT in thermal equilibrium, I calculate the power spectral density 

of the velocity CCFs and the displacement CCFs. In Sec. 7.4, I shall investigate 

active one-point correlation functions due to active force dipoles. I calculate the 

active velocity auto-correlation function of a passive point particle by assum-

ing different time correlations of force dipoles. I then discuss in Sec. 7.5 the 

active two-point correlation functions which are useful for two-point microrhe-

ology. The summary of my work and some discussions related to the recent 

experiments are given in Sec. 7.6. 
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Figure 7.1: Schematic representation of the two-fluid model. The system consists 

of an elastic network characterized by the Lame coefficient μ, and a viscous fluid 
characterized by the shear viscosity rJ. The elastic and fluid components are 
coupled through the mutual friction. The length scale I! characterizes the typical 
internal structure of the elastic network. Orange objects represent stochastic 
force dipoles which are immersed in the fluid component. Two passive point 

particles separated by a distance d are embedded in the fluid component. These 
passive particles undergo correlated random Brownian motion due to thermal 

fluctuations and active stochastic fluctuations induced by active force dipoles. 

7.2 Two-fluid model 

7.2.1 Model description 

To describe viscoelastic media from a general point of view, I employ the 

two-fluid model that has been broadly used to describe the dynamics of poly-

mer gels [7.30-7.32, 7.39]. As schematically shown in Fig. 7.1, there are two 

dynamical fields in this model; the displacement field u(r, t) of the elastic net-

work and the velocity field v(r, t) of the permeating fluid. Here r is the 3D 

position vector and t is the time. The coupled dynamical equations for these 

two field variables are given by 

がu -",  -'-,_'-(au ｀ ＝応u+(μ＋入）▽（▽．u)-r(面―V)+ fu, (7.1) 

Pv塁＝炉v―▽p-r(v一塁）＋fv (7.2) 
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Figure 7.2: Scaling functions (a) 91 and (b) 92 [see Eq. (7.10) and (7.11), re-
spectively] appearing in the partial Green's function of the two-fluid model. 

The scaling variable is z = r／ふ wherer is the distance and (is the frequency-

dependent characteristic length scale [see Eq. (7.8)]. The asymptotic behaviors 
of these scaling functions, as analytically given by Eqs. (7.12) and (7.13), re-
spectively, are plotted with dotted lines. 

In the above, Pu and Pv are the mass densities of the two components, μ and 

入arethe Lame coefficients of the elastic network, respectively, T/ is the shear 

viscosity of the fluid, p(r, t) is the pressure field, while fu and fv are external 

force densities. The elastic and the fluid components are coupled through the 

mutual friction characterized by the friction coefficient r. We note that μ,入， n

and r are constants and do not depend on frequency. When the volume fraction 

of the network is denoted by ¢, the above equations are further supplemented 

by the condition of the total volume conservation 

▽. ［誓＋（1-り）v]= 0. (7.3) 

In the following, I employ several simplifications of the model. (i) I neglect 

inertial effects, which is justified at sufficiently low frequencies. Hence the l.h.s. 

of Eqs. (7.1) and (7.2) are both neglected. (ii) I assume that the volume fraction 

of the network is vanishingly small, i.e., </> ≪ 1. In this limit, Eq. (7.3) can be 

approximated as 

▽ •v~o. (7.4) 
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This equation can be regarded as the incompressibility condition of the fluid 

component. 

7.2.2 Partial Green's function 

The above linearized equations can be solved by performing the Fourier trans-

form in space and the Laplace transform in time for any function f (r, t) as 

defined by 

oo oo 

f[q, sl =J 心 1=dt f(r, t)e—iq•r-st. 

―oo JO 

(7.5) 

Here q is the 3D wavevector and s the frequency in the Laplace domain. The 

general Green's function (represented by a 6 x 6 matrix) connecting u and v to 

fu and fv was calculated by Levine and Lubensky [7.34, 7.35]. 

In this chapter, I particularly focus on the response of the fluid velocity v 

due to the point force fv, and use the partial Green's function defined by 

叫q,s]=G叫q,slfv,/3[q, s]. (7.6) 

Hereafter, the Einstein summation convention over repeated indices is employed. 

According to Refs. [7.34-7.37], the Green's function is given by 

G013[q, s] = 
1+（仇／n）ざq2

'T/bq2(1+＜叩）
(6ag -qaqg)， (7.7) 

with q = lql and q = q/ q [see Appendix 7.A for a detailed derivation]. In the 

above, the frequency-dependent bulk viscosity and characteristic length scale 

are defined by 

μ 
nb = n十一，

s (=(~) srnb 

1/2 

， (7.8) 

respectively. Notice that the above 3 x 3 matrix is nothing but the part of the 

general 6 x 6 matrix [7.35]. In order to study the effects of molecular motors that 

generate forces in the cytoskeleton, one needs to take into account fu as discussed 

in Refs. [7.12, 7.13] and recently by us [7.38]. I note here that the partial Green's 

function in Eq. (7.7) does not depend on the compressional Lame coefficient入，

while it appears in the general 6 x 6 matrix. 
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The Green's function in Eq. (7.7) can be inverted back from the Fourier 

space to the real space (but remaining in the Laplace domain). Following the 

calculation in the Appendix 7.A, we obtain 

G a(3 [ r, s] = s¼, [ (1 + ~二陽（噂））知＋（1 ＋ 1 ;]>/~92(r/~)) fば(3]

(7.9) 

where r = lrl and r = r/r. Here we have defined the two scaling functions by 

2 1 1 
91(z) = 1十戸― 2e―z(1+;＋戸），

6 3 3 
如＝1-戸＋ 2e―z(1十； ＋戸）．

(7.10) 

(7.11) 

In Fig. 7.2, I plot both Q土） and92 (z) as a function of z = r Ir When 91 (z) = 

92(z) = 0, the Green's function Gaf3 is purely determined by TJ, whereas it is 

fully described by T/b when 91(z) = 92(z) = 1. 

7.2.3 Asymptotic expressions 

Next I discuss the asymptotic behaviors of the partial Green's function and 

the scaling functions. I first note that the asymptotic expressions of the scaling 

functions are given by 
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z ≪ l, 

z ≫ l, 
(7.12) 

麟） ~1口尺， z ≪ 1, 
(7.13) 

z ≫ 1. 

These asymptotic behaviors are also plotted in Fig. 7.2 by the dotted lines which 

provide a good approximation especially for z ≫ l. 

For my later purpose, I focus here on the large scale behavior of the Green's 

function. For r ≫も weobtain 

l ST だ 1
Gag[T, sl~ （§ag + fa均）ー (ba/3-3fa和），

87rnr1 + ST 4m臼 (1+ ST)2 
(7.14) 
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where we have introduced the characteristic length and time scales as 

f = (TJ/f)l/2, T = TJ/μ. (7.15) 

As argued in Ref. [7.36], the first and the second terms of Eq. (7.14) are propor-

tio叫 to1/r and炉／r叫respectively.The competition between these two terms 

is characterized by the crossover length £. 

7.2.4 Coupling mobilities 

In the following sections, I shall consider correlated motions of two point 

particles embedded in the fluid component. For this purpose, I shall introduce 

the coupling mobility between the two points Ma(3［r, s] that is directly related 

to the partial Green's function in Eq. (7.9). Since G。(3isgenerally expressed 

as Ga(3= C心＋ c心和， the"longitudinal" and the "transverse" coupling 

mobilities are given by Mxx＝口＋ら andMyy = C1, respectively. Hence they 

are 

Mxx[r,s] = ~ [1 -~＋約(z)］
41rrJr L ~ 2(1 + sT) J' 

(7.16) 

Myy[r,s] = ~ [1 -m], (7.17) 

where z =噂＝ （r//i.)《「エ百． Ishall use these coupling mobilities in order 

to calculate various correlation functions in the next sections. Since Mxy = 0 

by symmetry, it is sufficient to consider only the above two coupling mobili-

ties [7.36]. 

7.3 Passive two-point correlation functions 

Here I discuss the correlated dynamics of two distinctive passive particles 

immersed in a viscoelastic gel that is in thermal equilibrium. This situation is 

relevant to the "two-point microrheology" experiments as discussed before [7.33]. 

Compared to the "single-particle microrheology" (with the use of a finite size 

particle), there are several advantages to perform multi-particle microrheol-

ogy [7.27]. 
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7.3.1 Fluctuation dissipation theorem 

Consider a pair of point particles undergoing Brownian motion separated by 

a distance d as shown in Fig. 7.1 (but without force dipoles). We denote the 

positions of these two point particles by R 1 (t)＝凡＋ △R1(t) and R叫） ＝ 

凡＋ △R州）， whered = IR2 -R叶． Thenthe velocities of these point particles 

are given by V1(R1, t)＝△叫t)and V2(R2, t)＝△凡(t).The quantities of 

interest are the velocity cross-correlation function (CCF) 〈½a怜a1(t) 〉 d, and the 

displacement CCF〈△R1a△R2a,(t)〉d・ Without loss of generality, we define the 

x-axis to be along the line connecting the two particles, i.e., R2 -R1 = dex. 

According to the fluctuation dissipation theorem (FDT), the velocity CCFs 

in thermal equilibrium are related to the coupling mobility in the Laplace domain 

by [7.27, 7.36] 

〈Ka怜a,[s]位＝知TMaa'[r= d, s], (7.18) 

where k8 is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature. The power spectral 

density (PSD) of the passive velocity CCF can be obtained by using the relation 

〈いa怜a,(w)〉d=2況〈い。怜a,[s= iw]〉d, (7.19) 

where w is the frequency in the Fourier domain, and lR indicates the real part. 

In Fig. 7.3, I plot the scaled PSDs〈Mェ丘(w)〉dand〈％ぷ（W）〉das a function 

of W T  using the longitudinal and the transverse coupling mobilities obtained in 

Eqs. (7.16) and (7.17), respectively. Different colors represent different distances, 

d, between the two points. In Fig. 7.3(a),〈Vlx怜x(w)位increasesfor WT  > 

¢化／d)as~研［seelater Eqs. (7.21) and (7.22)], while it saturates for WT  > l. 

Since〈応鳳(w)〉dtakes negative values for smaller WT  when d/ £ = 10 and 100, 

I have plotted its absolute value in Fig. 7.3(b). Notice that in both (a) and (b), 

the PSDs are scaled by k8T/(21rrtd), and take the same asymptotic value in the 

large WT  limit. 

The passive displacement CCF in thermal equilibrium as a function of time 

can be directly obtained by the following inverse Laplace transform of the ve-
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Figure 7.3: The passive component of the power spectral density (PSD) of the 

two-point velocity cross-correlation functions (CCFs) (a)〈Vlふ x(w)〉dand (b) 

|〈％鳳(w)〉di[see Eq. (7.19)] as a function of四 ford/,e = l, 10, 100. Here 
T = TJ / μ is the viscoelastic time scale, and d is the distance between the two 
point particles immersed in viscoelastic media described by the two-fluid model. 

Both CCFs are scaled by kBT /(21rrJd) in order to make them dimensionless. 
Since〈屈崖(w)〉dtakes negative values for smaller WT (shown by the dashed 
lines), I have plotted in (b) its absolute value. The number "2" in (a) indicates 
the slope representing the exponent of the power-law behaviors. 

locity CCF [7.26, 7.27]: 

〈△R1a叫 (t)位＝ 2[i [口OOds：此崖[s]〉dest, (7.20) 

where c is a real number. Performing the numerical inverse Laplace trans-

form of Eq. (7.20), I plot in Fig. 7.4 the longitudinal and the transverse CCFs 

〈△R1x△R凪t)〉dand〈△R1y△R2y(t)〉das a function of t / T for different distances 

d between the two points. 

In Fig. 7.4(a), the longitudinal CCF is proportional to t for t/T < l and 

t/T > (d/£)2 /2 [see later Eq. (7.23)]. In the former time region which is smaller 

than the viscoelastic time scale T = rJ / μ, the two point particles interact through 

the fluid component of the two-fluid model. In the latter long time region, on the 

other hand, the CCF obeys the normal diffusive behavior as expected for any vis-

coelastic material with a characteristic relaxation time. Between these crossover 

time scales, the CCF remains almost constant due to the elastic component that 
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Figure 7.4: The passive component of the two-point displacement cross-

correlation functions (CCFs) (a)〈△R1x△R2x(t)〉dand (b)|〈△R1y△R叫t)〉di
[see Eq. (7.20)] as a function of t/T for d/R = l, 10, 100. Here d is the dis-
tance between the two point particles immersed in viscoelastic media. Both 

CCFs are scaled by kBTT/(21rr,d) in order to make them dimensionless. Since 
〈△R1y△R2y(t)〉dtakes negative values for larger t/T (shown by the dashed lines), 
I have plotted in (b) its absolute value. The numbers indicate the slope repre-
senting the exponent of the power-law behaviors. 

suppresses the motion of the point particles. This is because the elastic property 

of the medium, representing the polymer network, is pronounced in these time 

scales. For d/ C = 1, on the other hand, the CCF is almost proportional to t 

during the entire time region. 

In Fig. 7.4(b), the absolute value of〈△R1y△R2y(t)位isplotted because it 

takes negative values for larger t. This means that the relative transverse motion 

of the two point particles is anti-correlated when their separation d/ f is large 

enough. Nevertheless, the general time-dependent behavior of the transverse 

CCF is almost the same as that of the longitudinal one in (a). 

The crossover behaviors of the passive displacement CCF for large d/ f show-

ing the successive scaling as t→to→t can explain some of the apparent 

power-law behaviors of soft matter [7.40] or biological cells [7.20]. It should 

be noted, however, that the passive displacement CCF in thermal equilibrium 

exhibits only a sub-diffusive behavior. 
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7.3.2 Large distance behaviors 

In the limit of large distances d ≫ /l, between the two points, we can use 

Eq. (7.14) for the partial Green's function to obtain the PSDs in the Fourier 

domain as 

知T(WT)2 知T『[ l wT 2 
侶 心(w)〉d~ 27rnd1+ （WT)2 + 7r祠 [1 + （WT)叩― [1: (Wい］，

(7.21) 

凶鳳(w) 〉d~ 知T （WT)2 柿Ti2[ 1 (WT)2 
47rnd1 + （WT)2 _ ％祠 [1+ （WT)叩― [1+ （WT)叩］．

(7.22) 

For the large distance behavior of the displacement CCFs, we obtain 

〈△R1x△厖（t) 〉d~
知TT 知TT炉 t
~(1-e—t/T) + ~ [f(1 +e―t/T) -2(1 -e―t/T)] l 

(7.23) 

〈訊砂 (t)〉
kBTT 枠Tデ t

y~R2y(t))d ~ ~(1 -e―t/T)-~ [f(1 +e―t/T) -2(1 -e―t/T)]. 

(7.24) 

In the above expressions, the first term is proportional to t in the short time 

regime, whereas it saturates in the long time limit. Whereas the second term in 

each expression is proportional to t in the long time limit, which dominates the 

large scale behavior. These properties of the displacement CCF can be clearly 

observed in Fig. 7.4 especially for larger d/ £. Although not plotted, Eqs. (7.23) 

and (7.24) almost completely recover the numerical plots in Fig. 7.4. 

7.4 Active one-point correlation functions 

In this section, I shall consider the collective advection effects due to ac-

tive force dipoles on passive particles immersed in viscoelastic media. A simple 

"dimer model" for a stochastic hydrodynamic force dipole was previously dis-

cussed in Refs. [7.14, 7.15]. To investigate the hydrodynamic effects of the force 

dipoles, I employ the partial Green's function representing the response of the 

fluid velocity v due to the force fv acting on the fluid component [see Eq. (7.6)]. 
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This is different from Refs. [7.12, 7.13] where they discussed the effects of molecu-

lar motors generating forces in the cytoskeleton which corresponds to the elastic 

component of the two-fluid model. My aim is to focus on the role of active 

force dipoles that exist in the fluid component. A more unified treatment of 

these two different sources of active forces has been investigated in my separate 

publication [7.38]. 

7.4.1 Velocity induced by active force dipoles 

When a point force fv is applied to the fluid at a point r, it induces a fluid 

velocity at another position R that advects a point particle located there. As 

in the previous section, we denote the position of this passive point particle by 

R(t) = R。＋ △R(t), and its velocity by V(R, t)＝△R(t). Using the Green's 

function calculated in Sec. 7.2, we obtain the relation between V and fv as 

Va(R, t) = 1•= dt'Gat3(R -r, t -t')fv,t3(r, t'). (7.25) 
-CX) 

Consider an oscillating dimer of length a(t) and the force magnitude fa(t) 

with its orientation given by the unit vector e. In this case, the induced velocity 

of a passive particle at R due to the oscillating dimer is given by [7.14] 

Va(R, t) ~ ['= dt' 
t _,.L, 8Ga13(R -r, t -t') 

如
e/3らm(t'),

-00 

(7.26) 

where we have used the approximation a<< IR-rl, and m(t) = a(t)f<l(t) denotes 

the magnitude of the force dipole. 

I further consider a collection of such active force dipoles, located at positions 

{Ri} with orientations｛叫． Bysumming up for all the dipoles, the velocity of 

the passive particle is then given by [7.14] 

Va(R。,t)~ [t= dt'J d3r~(3(r,t -t'）区^ ＾ eい釘，g匹 (t')b(Ri-R。— r),
-oo 8r 

(7.27) 

where we have assumed that the displacement of the passive particle is small, 

and kept only the lowest order term. This equation describes the motion of a 

passive point particle due to non-thermal active noise arising from the collective 
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operation of active force dipoles. 

Hereafter we introduce the bilateral Fourier transform in time for any func-

tion J(t) as 

00 

f(w) = 1: dt J(t)e―iwt, 
-oo 

(7.28) 

[cf. Eq. (7.5)]. Performing the bilateral Fourier transform of Eq. (7.27), we 

obtain 

Va(R。,w)~jd3r~(3[r,wl ど如ら9(3匹(w)b(R -R。— r),
街7

i 

(7.29) 

where G叫r,w]= G叫r,s = iw]. We shall use this expression to calculate the 

velocity correlation functions and the mean squared displacement (MSD) of the 

passive particle. 

ctive auto-correlation functions 7.4.2 Acti 

I now calculate the velocity auto-correlation function (ACF) of a passive 

particle located on average at R。.Ifthe correlation between different force 

dipoles vanishes, i.e.,〈mi四 (w)〉＝〈州(w)〉妬， weget from Eq. (7.29) 

〈Va凶 (R。,W)〉
= J d3r~(3 [r,W] OGa'(3＇［r, -W] 

街 or,, 江凸，砂，叫(3'〉〈m加(w)〉〈8(Ri-R。— r) 〉
T i 

= 9(3(3＇"'〈m如）〉Jむ
8Ga(3［r,w] 8Ga,(3'［r,-w] 

街 or,, c(R。+r),
T 

(7.30) 

where c(r)＝区心(Ri-r)〉isthe local concentration of force dipoles at a point 

r in the fluid component. In the above, a symbol 

1 
Q(3(3＇'Y'Y'=〈6(36(3＇6占 〉＝戸(3(3心＋8(3T6(3''Y'+ 8(3'Y,8(3＇'Y), (7.31) 

has been defined, and we have assumed that the orientations of active force 

dipoles are not correlated with their positions. In other words, we do not consider 

any nematic ordering of force dipoles [7.14]. 

When active force dipoles are uniformly distributed in space with a con-

stant concentration, c(r) = c0, the velocity ACF〈Va凶 (w)〉isisotropic, i.e., 

⑫ (w)〉＝〈巧(w)〉〈V汽）〉． h= (Vz~ (w)) and vanishes otherwise. Hence it is enough to 
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Figure 7.5: The active component of the power spectral density (PSD)〈Vx2(w)〉
[see Eq. (7.32)] as a function of WT for 6/f = 1, 10, 100. Here a single point 
particle is immersed in viscoelastic media described by the two-fluid model, and 
6 is the cutoff length corresponding to the particle size. In the plot, the PSD is 
scaled by co〈m2(w)〉／（28807r2TJ26)in order to make it dimensionless. The number 
indicates the slope representing the exponent of the power-law behavior. 

consider only the x-direction, and we obtain the active PSD as 

⑫ (w)〉＝罰(3(3'竹'〈m如）〉 Jむ
OGa(3[r, w] 8Gaf3'[r, -w] 

如 応
1 

＝ 
3. 82. 15炉叫

竺国(w)〉I(w).

Here we have introduced the scaled PSD defined by 

叩）＝ 150(3(3'-y-y'J叶 8ga(3［r,W]0ga(3'[r, -W] 
街7 8和'

(7.33) 

(7.32) 

together with 9a13[r, w] = 8可 Ga13[r,s = iw] and f'= r/£. Since the above 

integral diverges for short length scales, we need to introduce a small cutoff 

length 8. Physically, 8 can be regarded as the size of the passive particle. In 

Fig. 7.5, I numerically plot the scaled PSD, I(w), as a function of四 fordifferent 

cutoff lengths 8/£ = 1, 10 and 100. These values correspond to the situation 

when the passive particle is larger than the mesh size. For WT > 2V:祖／6）汽 the

PSD increases as～研 andsaturates for WT> l [see later Eq. (7.34)]. Note that 

the asymptotic value of the scaled PSD for large WT is independent ofふ

If we use Eq. (7.14) for the partial Green's function Ga/3 in the large distance 
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limit r ≫ R, the scaled PSD can be approximately calculated as 

I(w) ss 481r [ ~>]2(：) -［1 ]・(::]:2]2(:)3 + [1 + [>Pl2(:)］ 
(7.34) 

The detailed derivation of this expression is given in the Appendix 7.B. Although 

not plotted, we have confirmed that Eq. (7.34) perfectly reproduces the curve of 

b/R = 100 in Fig. 7.5. We should keep in mind, however, that to regard the cutoff 

length 6 as the particle size is only an approximation, and hence the numerical 

prefactor should not be taken as accurate when we compare with experiments. 

7.4.3 Uncorrelated force dipoles 

In order to further calculate the active PSD, the statistical property for the 

time correlation of a force dipole needs to be specified. First I assume that it is 

only b-correlated in time and is given by 

〈m(t)m(t'）〉＝ S8(t-t'), (7.35) 

where S fixes the fluctuation amplitude. In the Fourier representation, this 

simply means that〈m如）〉＝ S.Once we know the active PSD of the velocity 

ACF, the corresponding MSD of a passive particle in the x-direction can be 

obtained by the inverse Fourier transform: 

〈（砂）2(t)〉＝J00 dw 2 

_00 21r (iw) 
2〈巧(w)〉etwt. (7.36) 

In contrast to the inverse Laplace transform in Eq. (7.20), we also take into 

account the initial condition by including a constant term in the above transfor-

mation. In Fig. 7.6(a), I numerically plot the scaled〈（△Rx戸(t)〉asa function 

of t / T for b / C = l, 10 and 100. Here the MSD is proportional to t both for short 

timescalest/T < 1 andforlongtimescalest/T > (b/£)4/12 [seelaterEq. (7.38)]. 

For the intermediate time range 1 < t / T < (b / C)ツ12,on the other hand, the 

MSD is strongly suppressed due to the elastic component of the two-fluid model, 

and it remains almost constant. 

If we use the asymptotic expression Eq. (7.14) for the partial Green's function 
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Figure 7.6: The active component of the mean squared displacement (MSD) 

〈（△Rx戸(t)〉［seeEq. (7.36)] as a function of t/T for 8/P = 1, 10, 100. Here a 
single point particle is immersed in viscoelastic media, and 8 is the cutoff length. 

(a) The case when the time correlation of the force dipole is 8-correlated [see 
Eq. (7.35)]. (b) The case when the time correlation of the force dipole decays 
exponentially with a characteristic relaxation time Td [see Eq. (7.39)], and I set 

here冗／T= 100. In these plots,〈（△Rx)2(t)〉isscaled by c0ST/(28801r切情） in
order to make it dimensionless. The numbers indicate the slope representing the 
exponent of the power-law behavior. 

as before, the PSD can be obtained from Eqs. (7.32) and (7.34) as 

〈げ（W)〉～ぷTeno2:［1 :w[]：戸且）—［1:(［二；2］2(［）3 + ［1 + [〗一）叩じ）］
(7.37) 

Then, with the use of Eq. (7.36), the asymptotic MSD can be a叫 yticallyob-

tained as 

1 疇 TI/, _f/,n (£¥. ~, -+l-r/.,,,,,1 /£ 
3 

〈（△R喜）〉～ 60T n2f [(1-e―t/T)じ） ＋2[e―t/T(t/T + 1) -1]し）
f 5 

+6[e―tfr(t/T + 3) + 2t/T -3]し）］．（7.38) 

The first term in the r.h.s. of the above equation indicates that the normal 

diffusion occurs for the short time scale t ≪ T, while it saturates in the longer 

times. In the long time limit, on the other hand, we can set e―t/T ~ 0, and 

one finds that MSD is proportio叫 tot for t ≫ (t5 / £)4 / 12 [ see the third line of 

Eq. (7.38)], as mentioned above. 
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7.4.4 Exponentially correlated force dipoles 

Next I calculate the PSD and the MSD when the time correlation of a force 

dipole decays exponentially with a characteristic relaxation time Tct, i.e., 

s 
〈m(t)m(t'）〉＝ e―|t-t'l/rd. 

2町
(7.39) 

In this case, we have〈記(w)〉＝ S/[1+ (w冗）2]in the Fourier representation. 

Some justification of the above simple expression will be separately discussed in 

Sec. 7.6. Mathematically, Eq. (7.39) reduces to Eq. (7.35) in the limit of冗 → o.

Then the active PSD is given by 

〈巧(w)〉＝
1 C。S 1 

2880炉 n判 1+ (w叫
2エ(w), (7.40) 

where I(w) was defined before in Eq. (7.33). 

In Fig. 7.6(b), I numerically plot the scaled〈（△Rx戸(t)〉asa function of t / T 

when Ta/T = 100 for c5/£ = 1, 10 and 100, i.e., the distance between the two 

points is larger than the mesh size. For c5 / £ = 1, we find that the active MSD is 

proportional to t2 and exhibits a super-diffusive behavior within the time region 

t < Ta. For c5/£ = 100, such a super-diffusive behavior is observed only up to 

the viscoelastic time scale t/T < 1, and the MSD exhibits a normal diffusive 

behavior for t/T > l. The active MSD for c5/£ = 100 is further suppressed for 

larger time scales. In the very long time limit, the active MSD will be again 

proportional to t [7.38]. 

Using the asymptotic expression Eq. (7.14), the active PSD is now given by 

1疇 1 1 (wT)2 (C 
〈巧（W)〉～戸戸l+（→2[1口)2し）

_ [1 :•([::;2]2 (［）3 + ［1 + ［〗ー）叶 2(:)］ (7.41) 

Then the corresponding active one-point MSD can be obtained up to the lowest 

order in £ / 8 as 

〈（△R喜）〉～ 6；T e;ftT 1+ 1町／T［1 + （T:!-T)Ted-It:Td -1 :-:／dT/T]じ） （7.42) 

This equation reduces to the first line of Eq. (7.38) in the limit of冗→ 0.By 
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Taylor expanding the above expression for small t, one can indeed show that 

the linear term in t vanishes, and the active MSD increases as ~ t2. The full 

expression of the active one-point MSD including higher order terms is provided 

in the Appendix 7.C. The analytic expressions in Eqs. (7.41) and (7.42) are the 

general and important results of this chapter. 

7.5 Active two-point correlation functions 

7.5.1 Velocity cross-correlation functions 

In this section, I consider the active velocity CCF between the two points 

at R1 and R2 that are separated by a distance d, as shown in Fig. 7.1 and also 

discussed in Sec. 7.3. With the use of Eq. (7.27), the active two-point velocity 

CCF can be evaluated by 

〈％崖(R1,R2,W)〉d

~ J d3r~ご'w](OGa’ご'―wl)r’=r- （R2-R1)
x 区〈らふ，砂，甚i,~' 〉〈碕 (w) 〉〈c5(Ri -R1 -r)〉

i 

= Q/3/3＇？'〈記 (w)〉Jd3r {)(J_ご'w](OGa’ご，’―w])r’=r-（R2-R1)c(R1 + r) 

(7.43) 

As before, we can generally set R2 -R1 =幽 withoutloss of generality. 

We also assume that the active force dipoles are uniformly distributed in space 

with a constant concentration, c0. Then one can further rewrite as 

1 
〈％鳳,(w)位＝

Co 

82. 15召利
冒 (w)〉Laa'(d,w), (7.44) 

where 

1血 '(d,w)=l5S1邸＇竹'J叶
8ga13[r, w] (8ga'f3'[r', -w] 

街~(街~)r'=r-d' (7.45) 

with 9af3 = 81rrJfGaf3 as defined before. 

In Fig. 7.7, I numerically plot the scaled active PSDs〈丘匹(w)〉dand 
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Figure 7.7: The active component of the scaled power spectral density (PSD) 

(a)〈Vixv年(w)〉dand (b)|〈応八(w)〉di[see Eq. (7.44)] as a function of訂 for
d/£ = 1.1, 10, 100. Here d is the distance between the two point particles 
immersed in viscoelastic media. Both PSDs are scaled by c0〈m刊w)〉I(9601r2ry2d) 
in order to make them dimensionless. Since〈囮鳳(w)〉dtakes negative values 
for smaller WT (shown by the dashed lines), I have plotted in (b) its absolute 
value. The numbers indicate the slope representing the exponent of the power-
law behaviors. 

〈囚鳳(w)〉aas a function of四 fordifferent distances d/f = 1.1, 10 and 100, 

as before. (The reason that we chose here d/f = 1.1 is that there was a nu-

merical stability issue exactly at d/ /J, = l.) The PSD increases as ~研 forthe 

intermediate frequency range. Within the lowest order term in Eq. (7.14), the 

asymptotic expressions of the active PSDs can be obtained as 

'Ixx(d, w) ~ 
16冠 (wT)2

d l + (wT)2' 

'Iyy(d,w) ='Izz(d,w) ~ 
8冠 (wT)2

d l + (wT)2 ・ 

(7.46) 

(7.47) 

7.5.2 Displacement cross-correlation functions 

Performing the inverse Fourier transform of the active two-point PSDs as 

before [see Eq. (7.36)], we obtain the corresponding longitudinal and trans-

verse displacement CCFs〈△R1x△R2x(t)位and〈△R1y△R叫t)位forthe distances 

d//i, = 1.1, 10 and 100. In Fig. 7.8(a) and (b), I plot these quantities when the 

time correlation of a force dipole is <5-correlated as assumed in Eq. (7.35). Fig. 7.8 
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Figure 7.8: The active component of the two-point displacement cross-

correlation functions (CCFs) (a)〈△R1x△R2x(t)〉dand (b)|〈△R吟厖(t)〉dias 
a function of t/T for d/£ = 1.1, 10, 100. Here d is the distance between the 
two point particles immersed in viscoelastic media, and the time correlation 

of the force dipole is 8-correlated [see Eq. (7.35)]. Both CCFs are scaled by 

c0ST/(9601rザd)in order to make them dimensionless. Since〈△R吟厖(t)〉d
takes negative values for larger t/T (shown by the dashed lines), I have plot-

ted in (b) its absolute value. The numbers indicate the slope representing the 
exponent of the power-law behaviors. 

should be compared with Fig. 7.6(a) where I have shown the MSD for the active 

one-point case. Both longitudinal and transverse displacement CCFs are pro-

portional to t for short time scales t / T < l and also for longer time scales. For 

the intermediate time range, however, these CCFs are strongly suppressed and 

become constant due to the elastic component of the two-fluid model. 

In Fig. 7.9(a) and (b), on the other hand, I consider the case when the time 

correlation of a force dipole is characterized by a relaxation time町／T= 100 

[see Eq. (7.39)]. These figures should be compared with Fig. 7.6(b) because the 

overall behavior is similar. For 8 / f, = 1.1, the active displacement CCFs are 

proportional to柱whent < Ta, showing a strong super-diffusive behavior. For 

8/f = 100, however, this super-diffusive behavior is observed only within the 

time region smaller than the viscoelastic time scale, t / T < l, and the CCFs 

increase as ~ t for t/T > l. For much longer time scales, the active CCFs are 

further suppressed because of the elasticity. In the long time limit, the active 
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Figure 7.9: The active component of the two-point displacement cross-

correlation functions (CCFs) (a)〈△R1x△R2x(t)〉dand (b)|〈△R吟厖(t)〉dias 
a function of t/T for d/f = 1.1, 10, 100. Here dis the distance between the 
two point particles immersed in viscoelastic media. The time correlation of the 

force dipole decays exponentially with a characteristic relaxation time Ta [see 

Eq. (7.39)], and I set here冗／T= 100. Both CCFs are scaled by c0ST/(960召忙d)

in order to make them dimensionless. Since〈△R1y△R2y(t)〉dtakes negative val-
ues for larger t / T (shown by the dashed lines), I have plotted in (b) its absolute 

value. The numbers indicate the slope representing the exponent of the power-

law behaviors. 

CCFs are both proportional to t. 

7.6 Summary and discussion 

In this chapter, I have discussed anomalous diffusion induced by active force 

dipoles in viscoelastic media that is described by the standard two-fluid model 

for gels. I first reviewed the two-fluid model and showed its partial Green's 

function both in the Fourier and the real spaces. With the use of the coupling 

mobilities and the FDT in thermal equilibrium, I have calculated the PSD of 

the velocity CCFs and the displacement CCFs between the two point particles 

both for the longitudinal and the transverse directions. The obtained results are 

useful to interpret the data obtained by two-point microrheology experiments. 

The passive (thermal) two-point CCF increases linearly with time at shorter 

and longer time scales, while it is suppressed and remains almost constant at 

intermediate time scales [see Fig. 7.4]. 
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Moreover, I have calculated active (non-thermal) one-point and two-point 

correlation functions due to active force dipoles. I have used the relation be-

tween the velocity and the dipole strength, as given by Eq. (7.26), and the 

formulation in Ref. [7.14] in order to further calculate the active PSD of the 

velocity CCFs. For the one-point case, one needs to introduce a cutoff length 

scale, fJ, in evaluating the integrals, whereas a finite distance, d, between the 

two point particles plays the role of the cutoff length in the two-point case. As 

for the statistical property of force dipoles, I considered the case when their 

magnitude is uncorrelated in time [see Eq. (7.35)] and the case when it decays 

exponentially with a characteristic time Ta [see Eq. (7.39)]. 

For the active case, the important results can be summarized as follows. As 

shown in Fig. 7.6(b) (one-point case) or Fig. 7.9 (two-point case), I have found 

that the active MSD or the displacement CCFs exhibits various crossovers from 

super-diffusive to sub-diffusive behaviors depending on the characteristic time 

scales (T = TJ/ μ and Ta) and the particle separation d (or the cutoff length 

8 for the one-point case). I emphasize that the active displacement CCF is 

proportional to t2 for time scales shorter than the viscoelastic time scale, t < T, 

and it is proportional to t for the intermediate time scales, T < t < Ta. Within 

the present model, the passive contribution only describes sub-diffusion, whereas 

the active contribution is responsible for both sub-diffusion and super-diffusion. 

My results are useful in understanding active properties of the cytoplasm using 

force spectrum microscopy combined with the microrheology experiment [7.6], 

as further discussed below. 

In Ref. [7.6], Guo et al. measured the MSD of microinjected tracer particles 

in mellanoma cells. They showed that the MSD was nearly constant at shorter 

time scales (t < 0.1 s), while it exhibited a slightly super-diffusive behavior at 

longer time scales (t > 0.1 s), i.e.,〈（△R)り～ tflwith {3 ~ 1.2. However, when 

they inhibited motor and polymerization activity by depleting cells of ATP, 

the MSD was almost constant in time, i.e., {3 ~ 0. Such an ATP-dependent 
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Brownian motion was also observed in prokaryotic cells and yeast [7.4, 7.5]. In 

addition to the MSD measurement, Guo et al. performed active microrheology 

experiment [7.24, 7.25], and found that the frequency-dependent elastic modulus 

follows a power-law form, i.e., IG(w)I ~ w°'with a~ 0.15 [7.6]. 

For simplicity, one may assume that PSD of the active force also obeys a 

power-law behavior, i.e.,〈m刊w)〉～ w→with a different exponent 1. Among 

these three exponents, the following scaling relation should hold [7.6, 7.28]: 

/3 ＝2a + 1-1. (7.48) 

In thermal equilibrium, 1 = -a+ 1 holds according to the FDT and hence/3 ＝a. 

In this case, the anomalous diffusion purely reflects the viscoelasticity of the 

surrounding media. The exponentially correlated force dipoles in Eq. (7.39) leads 

to the active PSD in Eq. (7.40), and hence 1 = 2 for WTd ≫ 1. Experimentally, 

the value 1 ~ 2 was observed by Lau et al. [7.28] and later reconfirmed by Guo 

et al. [7.6]. When a~ 0.15 and 1 ~ 2, Eq. (7.48) gives/3~ 1.3 which is almost 

consistent with the MSD measurement mentioned above (/3~ 1.2). In the older 

experiment [7.28], on the other hand, the measured exponents were a ~ 0.25, 

1 ~ 2 and hence/3~ 1.5. In both of these experiments, they claimed that active 

forces dominate the low-frequency regime, whereas thermal forces dominate the 

high-frequency regime [7.6, 7.28]. 

It should be reminded, however, that different values of I were reported by 

different groups [7.42-7.44]. For example, a combination of active and passive 

microrheology measurements using PC3 tumor cells resulted in a~ 0.4, (3 ~ 1.3 

and 1 ~ 1.5, satisfying also the scaling relation Eq. (7.48). They argued that 

such a difference can arise because active and passive measurements were done 

in Ref. [7.28] with different probes and at very different locations in the cell. 

In Refs. [7.42-7.44], they performed dual passive-active measurements with a 

unique probe. Given these situations, we consider that the power-law behav-

ior of the force fluctuations and its exponent require further experimental and 
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theoretical investigations. 

I also point out that Eq. (7.48) cannot be always true because the exponents 

can take values only O S /3 S 2 and O S a S 1. Hence, if "/ = 2 holds, 

one should always observe a super-diffusive behavior because/3 ＝2a + 1 ~ 1. 

However, sub-diffusive behaviors (/3 <1) in cells have been observed in many 

cases [7.45-7.47]. Moreover, the above relation also restricts the value of a to 

O<aさ0.5because/3 ＜2, which is not always the case [7.19, 7.20]. 

In my work, I have assumed that the time correlation of a force dipole is 

an exponentially decaying function with a characteristic time Ta, as given in 

Eq. (7.39). Hence its Fourier transform has a Lorentzian form, and decays as 

W―2 for WTa ≫ 1. A similar Lorentzian form of force fluctuations was discussed 

by Levine and MacKintosh [7.12, 7.13]. While some of the experiments which 

reported the exponent "/ = 2 [7.6, 7.28] justify my assumption, different values 

ofぅ'foundin the other experiments [7.42-7.44] indicate that the dipole correla-

tion cannot be a simple exponentially decaying function. Hence a more detailed 

investigation for the statistical property of a fluctuating force dipole is required. 

Currently, I are analyzing the stochastic properties of a simple model of a cat-

alytically active bidomain protein [7.14]. In this model, the two protein domains 

are represented by beads connected by an elastic spring, and the two internal 

states, namely, free protein and ligand-protein complex, are assumed. 

Although my theory is general and can be applied not only for cells but 

also for other macroscopic systems, it is useful to give some typical parameter 

values corresponding to a cell. Since the characteristic length scale £ = (T//「）1/2

roughly corresponds to the mesh size of a polymer gel, it is roughly given by 

£ ~ 10-7 m for a typical cell. Hence the distance between the two point particles 

such as d/ £ = 100 means d ~ 10-5 m. According to Ref. [7.6], I also have 

T/ ~ 10-3 Pa-s and μ ~ 1 Pa so that the viscoelastic time scale can be estimated 

as T = TJ/ μ ~ 10-3 s. This means that the dipole time scale Ta/T = 100 used 

in Figs. 7.6(b) and 7.9 corresponds to冗～ 10―1s. Although this time scale 
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is somewhat larger than the cycle time of a single protein machine [7.14], it 

still gives a good estimate to characterize the collective dynamics of a protein 

complex. 

Recently, Fodor et al. [7.48] have made an attempt to theoretically repro-

duce the MSD data measured in the cytoplasm of living A 7 [7.6]. They used 

one-dimensional Langevin equation in the presence of a random active force to 

calculate both the thermal and non-thermal MSD. Their theory has a similarity 

to the present work because they also introduce two time scales which are anal-

ogous to T = TJ/ μ and冗 inmy theory. An important new aspect in the present 

chapter is that the internal structure of the viscoelastic medium is properly 

taken into account. Both thermal and non-thermal MSDs exhibit complicated 

time sequences depending on the length-scale of the observation relative to the 

mesh size£. In Ref. [7.48], the size of tracer particles was assumed to be always 

larger than the mesh size of the cytoskeletal network. 

In my separate work, I have considered the two-fluid model where active 

macromolecules, described as force dipoles, cyclically operate both in the elas-

tic and the fluid components [7.38]. Through coarse-graining, we have derived 

effective equations of motions for tracer particles displaying local deformations 

and local fluid flows. The equation for deformation tracers coincides with the 

phenomenological model by Fodor et al. [7.48] (see also the related publica-

tion [7.49]). My analysis reveals that localization and diffusion phenomena are 

generally involved. The motion of tracers immobilized within the elastic subsys-

tem is localized in the long-time limit, but it can show a diffusion-like behavior 

at the intermediate time scales shorter than the cooperative correlation times of 

molecular motor aggregates operating in the active gels [7.38]. 

Recently, Bruinsma et al. [7.50] investigated a large scale correlated motion 

of chromatin inside the nuclei of living cells by using another "two-fluid model" 

for polymer solutions [7.51] (but not for gels). They derived the response func-

tions that connect the chromatin density and velocity correlation function to 
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the correlation functions of the active sources that are either scalar or vector 

quantities. One of the differences in their theory is that the form of the complex 

viscoelastic moduli needs to be specified in order to compare with experiments, 

whereas the viscoelasticity naturally arises from the present two-fluid model. 

It is interesting to note that their active PSD also contains Lorentzian type 

frequency dependence as I have obtained such as in Eq. (7.40). It would be 

interesting to calculate the active MSD based on this different two-fluid model. 

Finally, I mention that anomalous diffusion observed in colloidal gels has been 

also explained in terms of force dipoles due to structural inhomogeneities [7.52, 

7.53]. Assuming that such inhomogeneities are randomly distributed, it was 

shown that the relaxation time of the dynamic structure factor is inversely pro-

portional to the wavenumber. In Ref. [7.54], the MSD exhibits diffusive motion 

at short times and super-diffusive motion at long times. 

7.A Partial Green's function 

In this appendix, I show the derivation of Eqs. (7.7) and (7.9) [7.34-7.37]. 

By using the Fourier transform in space and the Laplace transform in time, 

Eqs. (7.1), (7.2) and (7.4) can be represented in the steady state as 

0 = -μq2u[q, s] -(μ +、＼)q(q• u[q, s]) -r (su[q, s] -v[q, s]), (7.49) 

0 = -r,q2v[q, s] -iqp[q, s] -I―̀（v[q, s] -su[q, s]) + fv[q, s], (7.50) 

q ・ v[q, s] = 0. (7.51) 

Taking the inner products of both Eqs. (7.49) and (7.50) with q, and using 

Eq. (7.51), we obtain 

p[q,s] = -
iq. f』q,s]

q2.  (7.52) 

From Eq. (7.49), we can solve for u as 

叫q,s]=(kr知ー（吋＋s：二竺研＋sr)0ふ）叫q,s]. (7.53) 

Substituting Eqs. (7.52) and (7.53) into Eq. (7.50), we obtain the following 
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equation 

（凸吋＋（sn+ µ)r]6ag — 甲(μ十入）q2 “f3 
吋＋sr （吋＋ sr)（2吋＋犀＋ sr) ）Vf3[q, s] 

＝（ふ(3-伽伽）fv,(3[q,s]. (7.54) 

Then we can solve for v as 

Va[q, s] = 
μq2 + sr 

q2[ryμq2 + (srJ + μ)r] 
(ba/3 -fi_aq13)fv,/3[q, s]. (7.55) 

In terms of'T/b and~ defined in Eq. (7.8), we finally obtain Eq. (7.7). 

Next, I derive the real space representation of the partial Green's func-

tion [7.41]. I first assume that it has the form of 

Ga(3［r,s] = C心f3+ C心和，

so that 

G叫q,s]= 3C1 +C2, 

G叫q,s]fふ＝ C1+ C2. 

(7.56) 
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Hence we have 

叩＋凸＝ 2f 沿q 1 + （nb/n)召q2eiq•r
伽）3T/bq2(1 + ~ザ）＇

=~[1 十 1-T/b]〗／'2(1 -e―r/E)], (7.59) 

C1 +C2 = j贔 1+ （nb/n)翌＿ ＾ 
(21r)3 rJ叩 (1+＜ザ）

[1-(q・ザ］ eiq・r

1 [ 1-nb/n 

47fnr nb/n 
= ~ [1 + ~(1-2(~/r)2 + 2e―r/E [(~/r) + (~/r)2]) l ・ 

(7.60) 

Solving for C1 and C2, we finally arrive at Eq. (7.9) with Eqs. (7.10) and (7.11). 

7.B Derivation of Eq. (7.34) 

In this appendix, I show the derivation of Eq. (7.34). Here I use the dimen-

sionless form of the Green's function 9af3 = 81rrJfGa13, and consider its asymptotic 
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expression [see Eq. (7.14)] 

iwTt 2秒
9a13[r,w] = ~(6a(3+ fふ）一 2(6ag -3fふ）

r(l + iwT) 戸(1+ iwT) 

三 Aa13(r,w)-Ba13(r,w), (7.61) 

where we have defined the functions Aa/3and Ba/3in the last equation. The 

spatial derivatives of these functions with respect to r = r / R are 

8 心(r,w)=~ (~ふ＋和知ーバ(3 -3元和凡如 ~(~-3~), (7.62) 

羞如(r,w)= (1+：年）2（-3fふ＋ r5 ＋ fふ(3+15元：p).(7.63) 

Using these results, we can further calculate the following quantities 

a.,, a 
15D(3(3＇7T'―_Aa(3（r, w)~Aa(3'(r, -w) = 12 

(wT)2 =-4 
r 

街 8和 1+ (wT)2"' 
(7.64) 

a.,, a 
国(3(3''Y'Y'~Aa/3 (r, W) ~ Ba(3＇（r, -w) = -72 

iwT -(wT 
尻叩 [1 + （WT)2]：f―6'(7.65) 

a _,, a 2 

国(3(3勺T,Ba(3(r,w)~Aa(3' （r, -w) = -72 
-iwT -(wT? =-6 

街叩 [1 + （WT)叩 r
, (7.66) 

8 8 720 
15D(3(3''Y'Y'~ Ba13(r, w)~ Ba(3'（r, -W) ＝ r 

--8 

街 叩 [1 + (WT)叩・
(7.67) 

Hence the dimensionless PSD in Eq. (7.33) can be obtained as 

エ(w)= 15D(3(3＇'Y'Y'J叶 0ga(3[r,W]8ga(3'[r, -W] 
8f 

= 4T[1:dff2 (12l lw[：：2f―4_ f7'44[1 1]二2戸］2／ ＋ ［1二゚T)叩f―8)

= 48T [l lw[>~)2(:）-4[1 1]:>2Pl2 (：)3 + ［1 + [〗ー） 2 ］ 2 (：)］ 
(7.68) 

Hence we finally obtain Eq. (7.34). 
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7.C Full expression of Eq. (7.42) 

The full expression of Eq. (7.42) including higher order terms in £/bis given 

as follows 

〈（△凡）2(t)〉

～乙〗f:[ （ 1 + 1冗／;:+『d-1:de!-：/)T2d-1 -e（ー：d／TE)2)（［） 
+ （［-2(t/T)（Td1州＋2t/T -6(T土）2＋ 2] e―t/T + 4（土）3e―t/Td

[1 -(Td/T)州 [1-（T土）笙

-~)（り3
+ (6[-（t/T)（町／T戸＋t/T -5（叫予＋3］ e―t/T + 12(m/T)％-t/Td 

[1 -(Td/T)珀 [1-（町／T）州

-6[2（町／T）3[14[TdTIdT![/+6叫T+ 3l + 19) （り］ （7.69) 
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Chapter 8 

Concluding Remarks 

In Chap. 1, I explained the general background of micromachines. Microma-

chines mean small machines such as motor proteins, metabolic enzymes, and 

bacteria. In the concept of Micromachine, their universal physicochemical prop-

erties are attracting attention. In discussing micromachines, non-equilibrium 

statistical mechanics plays an important role in dealing with non-equilibrium 

fluctuations. In addition, micromachines often function in fluids, and the effects 

of fluids need to be examined in detail. Among micromachines, the concept of 

microswimmers that swim in fluid has also been actively studied in recent years. 

To summarize Chap. 2, I have discussed the Najafi-Golestanian three-sphere 

swimmer in the homogeneous viscoelastic fluids. I calculated the frequency de-

pendence of the average swimming speed with the complex shear viscosity of the 

surrounding viscoelastic medium. Here the viscous contribution can exist only 

when the time-reversal symmetry of the swimmer is broken, whereas the elastic 

contribution is present only if its structural symmetry is broken. Even though 

the argument in Chap. 2 is restricted to the artificial three-sphere swimmer, I 

expect that my basic concept can still be applied to more complex biological 

processes such as the motion of bacteria, flagellated cellular swimming, and the 

beating of cilia. Since most of these phenomena take place in a viscoelastic en-

vironment, I hope that the concept of my new active microrheology will be used 
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in the future to reveal their mechanical and dynamical properties. 

In summary of Chap. 3, I have proposed a model of 2D three-disk micro-

machine swimming in a quasi-2D supported membrane. In particular, I have 

obtained the average swimming velocity as a function of the disk size and the 

arm length. Due to the presence of the hydrodynamic screening length in the 

quasi-2D fluid, K,―1, the geometric factor in the average velocity exhibits various 

asymptotic behaviors depending on the microswimmer size and the screening 

length. My result has been confirmed by the scaling argument for the geometric 

factor. 

In Chap. 4, I discussed the locomotion of a three-sphere microswimmer in 

a viscoelastic structured fluid with typical length and time scales. We derived 

a general expression for the average swimming velocity, which includes both 

viscous and elastic contributions. To illustrate our result, we used the two-fluid 

model for a polymer gel and demonstrated that the average velocity exhibits 

various asymptotic behaviors depending on the swimmer size. The importance 

of our work is not restricted to these specific models. The prediction of the 

average velocity is applicable to any structured viscoelastic fluid that has an 

intermediate length scale and a characteristic time scale. 

To summarize Chap. 5, I have discussed the locomotion of a generalized 

three-sphere microswimmer in which the spheres are connected by two elastic 

springs and the natural length of each spring is assumed to undergo a prescribed 

cyclic change. I have analytically obtained the average swimming velocity V as 

a function of the frequency n of cyclic change in the natural length. In the low-

frequency region, the swimming velocity increases with frequency and reduces 

to the original three-sphere model by Najafi and Golestanian. Conversely, in the 

high-frequency region, the velocity decreases with increasing frequency. 

In Chap. 6, I have discussed a cyclic state transition of a micromachine driven 

by a chemical reaction. I have proposed a minimum model to evaluate the state 

cyclone to quantify the functionality of a general micromachine. My model in-
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eludes the reaction variable 0 and the state variable si which are coupled to each 

other through the free energy. The tilted periodic potential for 0 is characterized 

by the nonequilibrium force F and the energy barrier A. In the analysis, I have 

assumed that 0 obeys a deterministic stepwise dynamics characterized by the 

mean first passage time Tp and the mean first transition path time Tt, Calcu-

lating the state cyclone analytically, we obtain the scaling relation C12 ~（戸）2

for冗／Tp≪ 1. In the small coupling limit, I have further obtained Tp and冗 in

terms of the potential parameters. 

In Chap. 7, I have discussed anomalous diffusion induced by active force 

dipoles in viscoelastic media that is described by the standard two-fluid model 

for gels. The passive (thermal) two-point CCF increases linearly with time at 

shorter and longer time scales, while it is suppressed and remains almost constant 

at intermediate time scales. For the active case, I have found that the active 

MSD or the displacement CCFs exhibits various crossovers from super-diffusive 

to sub-diffusive behaviors depending on the characteristic time scales and the 

particle separation d. 

The research in this thesis has been consistently conducted using minimum 

model of a micromachine. By considering the minimum structure of a micro-

machine, the structure that exists universally in the micromachine is extracted. 

Specifically, in Chaps. 2-5, the universal properties are extracted by using a 

three-sphere swimmer model, which is one of the minimum models of microswim-

mers. In Chap. 6, I examined a minimum model constructed with the minimum 

variables to represent the state cycle. In Chap. 7, I adopted a minimum model 

called force-dipole as a model of a micromachine that causes non-equilibrium 

fluctuations. Through research using the minimum model as described above, I 

aimed to clarify the universal properties of micromachines. 




